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LETTER TO READERS

The SET - Sociedade Brasileira de Engenharia de Televisão (Brazilian Society of Engineering TV) had a key role during the 
decision making process of the digital television system that was adopted in Brazil, not only for technological leadership, 
but also as a unifying force of all persons and companies wishing to ensure the future of open  and free television. With 

this edition of the Journal of the Revista da SET, we celebrate two years of digital television in Brazil and we seek to share our 
experiences with the foreign professionals in the sector.

Our interviewee is the Brazil’s Minister of Communications, Hélio Costa a key part in deciding the system and has been 
working consistently in their internationalization.

André Barbosa Filho, advisor to the Civil House of Presidency, shows that with the economic crisis, turn-key projects are no 
longer within the competence of the countries sight, which think about custom designs - this is one of the advantages of the 
Brazilian- Japanese standard.

But Ara Apkar Minassian, ANATEL’s superintendent of the Agência Nacional de Telecomunicações (National Telecommunica-
tions Agency), describes the work of digital channel planning, done by agency.

The SBTVD Forum president, Frederico Nogueira, reveals the importance of this office in the definition, deployment and 
diffusion of digital TV in Brazil, and claims based on more than 3.000 pages of technical standards, which is the best system 
in the world.

In turn, Cosette Castro, who teaches digital TV at UNESP / Brazil stands out, one by one, all the advantages of ISDB-T system 
– improved in Brazil - which can be easily replicated in neighboring countries.

Our vice-president, Olímpio José Franco, raises eight good reasons to choose the ISDB-T standard with the brazilian advan-
ces. One is an advice: do not exchange digital TV fruits, maize, minerals, orange juice, meat and other commodities.

In the area reserved for tutorials, we have eight important articles, signed by Brazilian universities doctors and television 
engineers. The book “O sistema de televisão digital brasileiro” (The Brazilian digital TV system) was written by Paulo Henrique 
de Castro and Ana Eliza Faria e Silva, coordinator and current coordinator of Technical Module of SBTVD Forum, respectively.

”Esquema de modulação do sistema brasileiro de TV digital” (“Modulation scheme of the Brazilian digital TV system”), written 
by Fujio Yamada and Gunnar Bedicks, both doctors at “Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie” (Mackenzie University),  while 
“Codificação de audio e vídeo para a TV digital brasileira” (Coding of audio and video for Brazilian digital TV), is signed by 
Charles Prado, Daniel Monteiro and Eduardo Costa , all engineers of Globo TV. 

Carolina Novaes and Danilo Ono, also engineers from Globo TV, wrote “Multiplexador para o sistema brasileiro de TV digital” 
(Multiplexer for the Brazilian digital TV system). Laisa Caroline de Paula Costa and Marcelo Knörich Zuffo, both doctors at the 
University of Sao Paulo, in partnership with Rodrigo Nascimento and Ana Eliza Faria are authors of Mecanismos de controle 
de cópias (Mechanisms of copies control).

“ Receptores de TV digital”(Digital TV Receiver) is signed by Aguinaldo Silva, from Instituto Genius de Tecnologia. (Genius 
Technology Institute). “TV interativa se faz com ginga” (Interactive TV is made with GINGA) was produced by Dr. Luiz Fernando 
Gomes Soares, from PUC-RJ  - Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro (Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro).

At last, we have Canal de interatividade (Interactivity Channel), by Luis Geraldo Pedroso Meloni, of Universidade Estadual 
de Campinas,Rodrigo Teixeira Sales and José Eduardo Bertuzzo, both of Instituto de Pesquisa Eldorado (Eldorado Research 
Institute).

Besides that, Valderez Donzelli, SET’s editorial director tells the deployment stages of digital TV in Brazil, showing that our 
country is no neophyte in this area - the  searches began in 1991.

More: the reports try to show the many hands that are making happen 
the digital TV in Brazil, whether in Academy, in industries of transmitters, 
receivers or  software development or still in the television generating.

At least, thanks to our sponsors – REDE TV - THOMSON - CASABLANCA 
ON LINE - ROHDE & SCHWARZ – STB – WIMOBILIS – SBT – EXCEDA – 
MKT TV – HARRIS – SCREEN SERVICE – TQTVD and TECSYS, which made 
the conclusion and the distribution of this edition to be possible.

Liliana Nakonechnyj
SET’s President
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ISDB-TB ADVANCES IN ARGENTINA, ChILE AND PERu

Before Brazil to decide by ISDB-T Japanese 
digital TV standard, it didn’t think that it could 
be extended to South and Central America. 

But thanks to Brazilian diplomacy, who coordinated 
efforts of the Communications Ministry, Arib, SET 
- Sociedade Brasileira de Engenharia de Televisão 
(Brazilian Society of Engineering TV), SBTVD Forum, 
Brazilian universities and businesses interested, the 
standard has been embraced by Argentina, Peru, 
Chile, Venezuela and Ecuador.

Other countries such as, Cuba, Costa Rica and 
Uruguay, after watching demonstrations, show en-
thusiasm and may sign agreements soon, which 
will transform the ISDB-T standard in Japan-Latin 
America (see, in the interview with the minister Hé-
lio Costa, the negotiations with African countries).

The SET heard various sources in Chile, Peru and 
Argentina about the progress of digital TV deploy-
ment in those countries. Observe the movement:

Argentina – Since in 2006, create between 
'porteños' a committee to choose the digital TV ter-
restrial standard, all steps were well guided. “Had in 
mind to convert the choice into a tool of social and 
economic development,” says Claudio Alberto Schi-
fer, director of the Federal Authority for Audiovisual 
Communication Services in Argentina.

That for the election of the ISDB-T have been more 
political than technical or economic - the standard 
is free and there was not why the country has to 
pay for patents and applications. Maria Del Pilar 
Orge, manager of Caper - Argentine Chamber of 
Providers and Equipment Manufacturers of Broad-
casting, shares the political vision, the same public 
employees involved with the questions. “Having a 
Latin American standard equal to the largest pos-
sible number of countries in the region was the 
most weighed.

Moreover, the Argentine government sought to pro-
mote the domestic industry of transmitters. “To this 
end, the Government agreed with the business sup-
plying the system with national assets,” said Maria 
del Pilar Wolffert, from Editorial staff of the Conver-
gence America, Buenos Aires portal specializing in 
telecommunications.

The Argentine will profit greatly. According to the 
newspaper El Cronista, the new business provid-
ed by digital TV in all chain will generate at least 
USD200 million in sales this year, according es-
timates the Argentinian chamber that meets the 
industry sector, CADIEEL, to whom 30 companies 
in the country are able to divide the orders.

Except politics, there were reasons of state too. 
Pedro Pascual, technical adviser from Caper, re- Maria Del Pilar Orge 

member that today the cable TV and TV direct to 
home cover 70% of Argentine homes. “The digital 
terrestrial TV may change this situation by increas-
ing the amount of signal free”.

Technical factors also had their weight. Mobil-
ity is appointed by Luis Valle, Palermo University 
professor, as “the” technical advantage. “Another 
important factor was the offer by the participa-
tion to the argentinians in the development of 
technical standard and hardware production, 
software and applications adapted to the needs 
of Latin America.”

Dissemination – As a result of all this, it 
is expected that the dissemination of digital TV is 
faster in Argentina than in Brazil. Even if the govern-
ment of Cristina Fernandez promised to invest 906 
million dollars in the digital TV service deployment.

With this money will be acquired, among other 
equipments, one million of set-top boxes and an-
tennas. They will be distributed free mainly for the 
benefit by social plans.

For the first stage, the Argentine government will 
purchase 65 transmitters for 37 cities - 23 of which 
are state capitals. In 2011 will add another 400 lo-
cations. Then, up to 80% of Argentine territory will 
be covered by digital signal. The other will be by 
satellite.

Mateo Gomes Ortega, coordinator of technology 
and systems of the National Public Media System, 
adds that the initial coverage is estimated in 5 mil-
lion homes. “We hope to celebrate the premiere 
next May 3 with all the Latin American community 
presents to this Second International ISDB-T Fo-
rum, will happen in Buenos Aires.”

In Argentina operate 49 channels of open televi-
sion, “5 of which are in the Federal Capital and 
Big Buenos Aires,” says Schifer. The radio spec-
trum for television includes 60 channels of 6 MHz 
each. “Them are destinate to Open TV, 12 VHF 
channels; 48 in UHF are destinate to pay TV,” says 
Valle. More channels in VHF may be used when the 
transmission is fully digital. They will remain 48 UHF 
channels which use should be defined between 
open TV and pay TV.

The open television relays are about 500. “The 
private channels are not yet participating in the 
process, because the government has prioritized 
the launch of the only public channel,” says Juan 
Carlos Guidobono, Director of Operations and Tech-
nical America TV.

Tests - Actually, according to Pillar Wolffert, the 
Channel 9 would already be sending digital signals. 

But, so far, there isn’t any information. “Not even 
about failures to correct.”

The primacy of digital TV tests in Argentina stayed 
with Bariloche, in late 2009. After that, the public 
channel, the 7, installed in Buenos Aires a Japa-
nese transmitter, given out free, with a theoretical 
coverage of 60 kilometers.

Until March, the channel 7 did only a low transmis-
sion power (400 W). In March, it was implemented 
a testing laboratory and users were invited to de-
scribe the quality of transmission in HD. Were also 
tested signs in Standard Defintion (SD) and One 
Seg “From the results will be made recommenda-
tions to frame of content plans within the same 
6MHz channel,” says Ortega.

Luckily, in Argentina the canalization problems are 
not as intense as in Brazil, which makes the task of 
solving them easier. “The canalization was not of-
ficially established in Argentina,” says Pascual. But 
Valle remembers that already there was a designa-
tion of 4 channels of 6MHz each in the UHF band that 
will be used by Channel 7 throughout the country.

Analog blackout - Because of the charac-
teristics of plan local, Osvaldo Nemirovsci, general 
coordinator of the Advisory Council of Digital Tele-
vision in Argentina, shows optimism with the term 
of deployment - the blackout of the analog system 
should take place in 2019, after 10 years started. 

by José Maria Furtado*
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Professor Luis Valle

Osvaldo Nemirovisci

LATIn AmERIcA

“However, we estimate that the process will be re-
duced to 8 years. It counts on know-how of existing 
experience or already underway in other countries.

To Nemirovsci, the transition process that will take 
place in Argentina will be single in the world, since 
the transmissions will be distributed instead of fol-
lowing the radial model.

Argentina evolves quickly. The preparation of en-
gineers and technicians has grown since the 
creation of SATVD-T System (Argentine Digital Ter-
restrial TV System). The Advisory Council works on 
agreements with universities and private entities 
to conduct trainings throughout the country. “Our 
engineers have attended courses in Japan and are 
updated continuously in contact with Brazilian pro-
fessionals,” says Nemirovsci.

Mateo Ortega deduces that Channel 7, through the 
NEC, is pursuing a course of training for operation 
of the entire chain of transmission. Under the su-
pervision of the Argentinian Forum of TV Digital, CAI 
- Centro Argentino de Ingenieros, articulated with 
other organs and universities, follows with great 
interest the evolution of the project.

Caper also works actively on this subject. “We 
are also organizing training courses in Ginga 
middleware, by professionals LIFIA, dependent 
organ of the Universidad Nacional de la Plata,” 
says Pilar Orge.

In turn, Valle points out that in this sector, the 
Palermo University is the most advanced, since it 
counts with a course in the Post-Graduation Digital 
TV “since April 2007. The course of which he is the 
principal, is open to students from other countries 
in Latin America.

Well-seen - The action of Brazil to implement 
ISDB-T in Argentina is well-seen by porteños. “The 
first agreement between the countries was signed 

in 2005,” recalls Schifer. That is, even before the 
première of digital TV in Brazil the two countries 
already cooperated.

Of course, there are agreements this way in 
progress, stops and bumps, as can be perceived 
Nemirovcsi without clarify them. “with the Brazil we 
are working closely in the development of Ginga 
middleware. They have developed it and we incor-
porated some applications. It is desirable a joint and 
cordial task force.

Guidobono commends the SET. “In contacts 
made with representatives of the SET, the staff of 
the Argentinian private channels could exchange 
information and point of views in a very satisfac-
tory way”.

Pilar Orge too. In CAPER In 2009, SET’s vice-pres-
ident Olimpio Jose Franco participated as speaker 
of the conference, “Sharing the experience of Brazil 
in this subject. For the professional and technical 
people is considered very important to know the 
Brazilian experience and so we expect that the Ca-
per / SET relationship continues to bear fruits”. 

Personal experience of Luis Valle authorizes you to 
say that as the Embassy of Brazil in Argentina as 
SET, as well as some universities have collaborated 
very satisfactorily way. “Since the Palermo Uni-
versity we contacted several Brazilian universities. 
We are advancing an agreement with the UNESP 
"Universidade do Estado de São Paulo (São Paulo's 
State University)”.

Interactivity – In the interactivity question, 
Argentina, according to Nemirovsci defined in-
stitutionally its objectives. “On the one hand, we 
encourage the entry of new players to broadcast-
ing from the optimization use of the radioelectric 
spectrum,” he says. “Otherwise, we will work to 
promote the services platform like e-government, 
tele-education, etc”.

The priority now is to seek the return channel whic 
results are greatl for the real interactivity, since 
without any interactive services is possible. This 
return channel, informs Pilar Wolffert, will be alien 
to the telecommunications networks.

Still about this subject, Guidobono adds that Ginga 
middleware applications in development will be re-
leased possibly for the FIFA’s World Cup in South 
Africa in June.

For Ortega to get the capacity processing acquired 
by television is one of the aspects that stand out 
from the Ginga. The big advantage saw by him is 
that this middleware allows the standardization of 
the way to send contents. “It is especially expected 
to be able to share experiences in this field with all 
the countries of the region and there are reasons to 
be optimists, since the public stations of our coun-
tries have strengthened their ties in recent years,” 
says Ortega.

Social Inclusion - In pampa’s land, accord-
ing to Pillar Orge, the government is working to 
enable digital TV to the target population of social 
inclusion free services, which today would only be 

possible by Cable TV or satellite, both paid.

To this end, the government signaled that your 
choice squares in general policy that seeks so-
cial justice. “According to publicly saying, the 
objective is to reposition the TV as the device for 
excellence at home, even more than the com-
puter,” says Pilar Wolffert.

With regard to mobility, due to the behavior and 
consumption standards of the population - young 
people spend 900 hours per year on cell phones 
and computers. The penetration of cell phone 
reached 100% before any other country in the re-
gion - is expected that digital TV via cell phone and 
other devices will soon become a fever.

“This is not an assessment based in scientific ex-
plorations. But it is expected, yes, a high impact, 
“says Ortega, with which agree Pascual and Valle. 
For him, the mobile and handheld devices will be 
the major attraction in a year with a sporting event 
like the FIFA’s World Cup.

Chile - In Chile, due to intense earthquakes, 
many people that SET wanted to interview could 
not provide information because they are dealing 
with the reconstruction of networks. Only Luis 
Silva, manager engineering of Chilevisión Network 
TV SA, answered to the questions.

According to him, there isn’t a cronogram estab-
lished for the digital TV deployment in Chile, where 
there are 7 national television networks and 2 or 3 
regionals, with a total of 692 relays.

“But there is a law project in discussion in Parlia-
ment,” said Silva. It regulates the television activity 
in general in order to allow the introduction of digital 
terrestrial TV and maximize the possibilities of it.

By project, in 8 years 100% of the population will 
have access to digital TV. The deadline for the 
analog blackout is the same. Given the amount of 
investment, the premiere will take place gradually.

Silva also said the field tests have been per-
formed. They were both developed by the (Subtel) 
Telecommunications authority as by some TV 
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channels. “Phases of field testing on specific 
ISDB-T

B
 were not developed, except those com-

patibility (basic) of receptors.

The canalization is the next stage of Subtel work 
– there isn’t knowledge of it by the Chilean broad-
casters. They have not general information of 
agreements signed by authorities. “We only know 
some things alone,” says Silva. “Chilevisión, the com-
pany which I represent, has had the cooperation of 
the Embassy of Brazil in Chile, Universidade Macken-
zie, TV set manufacturers and TV networks in Brazil.”

The training of Chilean personnel technical is not 
the responsibility of any organization - there is a 
voluntary association of broadcasters in Chile, be-
ing Anatel the largest one, formed by the 7 largest 
in the country. In the country, each broadcaster 
must bear the primary responsibility to educate 
and train staff.

Training - However, there are arrangements for 
the training and transfer of technical information. 
For example, in February 2010 engineers and tech-
nicians, both the television and the universities as 
well by the Telecommunications Subsecretary, have 
been training in Japan.

“Our station requested officially to the universities 
and technological institutes in Brazil training in DTV 
technologies focused in transmission scope and 
specifically about the ISDB-T

B
, and we are in dis-

cussion with those bodies,” says Silva.

There is not also a definition nor plans by the government 
to take advantage of digital technology in promoting so-
cial inclusion of the poorest of the population.

However, success is expected with regard to mobil-
ity. The penetration of mobile telephony in Chile is 
very high and for that the One Seg should make 
quick success. “For this to happen and be suc-
cessful a necessary condition is to have apropriate 
contents for mobile devices,” Silva advocates.

Most of it is not apropriate. The television transmis-
sion model to mobile devices requires a study and 
evaluation deeper by broadcasters. “It represents a 
big attractive but the results are still uncertain.

Quoting the decree that embraced the brazil-
ian-japanese standard, Silva believes that the 

million homes is the potential market. The cable 
TV has a penetration of 55% of Lima’s home and 
35% in Peru.

According to Jurgensen and Bordo, many tests 
indoor were done last 2 years. In March 2010 be-
gan the outdoor state television in different critical 
points of Lima. Since last September, the ATV has 
been conducting demonstrations in HD and One-
sec with a radiated power of around 50kW. This 
allowed us to make assessments of the primary 
coverage and shadow areas.

“Today, broadcasters face a delay by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Communications (MTC) in the 
designation of frequencies and approval of master 
plan. The problem of frequency canalization - in 
Lima there aren’t none of them - exists within the 
country, “says Jurgensen.

In Peru it was formed ISDBT PERU Forum. Partici-
pate of this event the private channels, the MTC, 
universities, the College of engineers, equipment 
providers and other interesteds. Forum members 
promote the training of the workforce.

Courses - In that scope, 20 engineers from 
the national chains and regional TV, as well as the 
MTC, were trained in Japan. On the other hand, 
the INICTEL - Instituto de Investigação e Capacita-
ção em Telecomunicações (Institute for Research 
and Training in Telecommunications), from UNI 
- Universidade Nacional de Engenharia (National 
Engineering University), is offering courses about 
the new technology. The Universidade Ricardo 
Palma (University Ricardo Palma) also offers a 
course about digital TV already incorporating bra-
zilian innovations.

Regarding to the government plans for social inclu-
sion, Jurgense says that “at this point we are very 
slow. MTC doesn’t communicate officially anything. 
“For Bordo, the process is in the beginning and the 
delay is natural. “Little by little, for benefit of the 
country, we will see how to develop and improve it.”

According to Jurgensen, the fundamental reason 
of having elected the brazilian-japanese system is 
by the advantage of being able to watch TV on 
mobile phones or handheld devices and mobile at 
no cost. He also points to technical factors such 
as the robustness of evidence found in the video 
and audio signal.

It the Bordo’s opinion there are several features 
that make the ISDB-T to be superior. “All the fea-
tures could be evidenced during the comparative 
proofs with other digital TV standards, from which 
I had lucky to be able to participate actively.” 

Additionally, the update of the standard made by 
Brazil in the video and audio encoding and Ginga 
middleware made the ISDB-T better than expected. 
Therefore, particularly in Peru, where the popula-
tion of working and middle class spends long hours 
traveling by public transport, “I think that the mobile 
TV will have a fast penetration; just that the receiv-
ers prices are available,” says Board.

*José Maria Furtado is Revista da SET’s editor, special edition

ISDB-T was chosen to have the best final reception 
to the geographic Chilean conditions. The range 
of allowed services, such as mobility, the MPEG-4 
compression system and the simultaneous trans-
mission high definition contents also had weight in 
the decision by the Chilean ISDB-T.

Peru - Peru, according to Luis A. Bordo, techni-
cal adviser to the Andina Radiodifusión SAC, from 
Lima, adopted the ISDB-T

B
 in March 2009. The 

Ministry of Transportation and Communications 
(MTC) received recommendations of a committee 
to elaborate the Master Plan Implementation of 
Digital Terrestrial TV.

For them, the MTC has provided 11 channels in 
Lima for assignment and transmision in the coex-
istence or simulcast period of digital TV. Is pending 
the review of other channels, but with these 11 
- neither all were occupied - would begin transmis-
sions by the heads of private national networks. In 
other regions the situation will be evaluated in each 
city case by case.

The implementation only in UHF, will occur in 4 
stages - Peru was divided into 4 territories for 
digital TV. The first comprehend the Lima met-
ropolitan, where live 31% of  Peruvians. In Peru, 
unlike Brazil, the analog blackout will not have a 
single date.

To IRTP state will be given priority. It starts opera-
tions in the first territory on March 31, 2010, with 
analog blackout planned for 2020. “In June, it will 
be the time of private networks America TV and 
ATV, and up to the end of the year we assume that 
the other 3 networks will do,” says Eric Jurgensen, 
president of the National Radio and Television 
Society of Peru. For 3 years only Lima and its sur-
roundings have digital TV.

The second stage is for the 6 most populous city 
after from Lima and the deployment will last from 
2011 to 2018. The blackout is recommended for 
2025. The third phase, from 2011 to 2023, with 
blackout scheduled for 2030, includes the follow-
ing 8 cities - the criterion is always the largest 
population. The last stage is for the rest of the 
country and has no deadline. Not for deployment, 
nor to blackout.

Single channel - The IRTP will transmit 
on channel 16 nationwide. It was also planned 
to grant a single channel to each of the national 
networks. In the country there are 6 of this kind, 
one of which is the state. According to Jurgensen, 
there are also many small channels on UHF and 
VHF. “They are 1087 stations and relays, besides 
2189 relays for low-power TV Project Support to 
the Community,” says Bordo.

There isn’t an estimate of the amount of transmit-
ters and necessary equipments but, like Brazil, 
everything will have to be new, which will take time 
and too much money.

The population is 28 million people, with an av-
erage of 4 per home. 70% lives in urban areas, 
with capacity to receive the signals. So, around 5 Eric Jurgensen
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by José Maria Furtado*

Communications Minister of Brazil, Helio Costa, is a man of television. Journalist for several 
years, he was Globo Television’s correspondent in the United States. After, returning to 
Brazil, Costa became a politician. With him in front of the Ministry, the country opted for 

ISDB-T, the digital television standard developed in Japan and improved by Brazilians, who called 
by ISDB-T

B
.

Costa has already been in several countries. On these occasions he always see the experimental 
transmission of images and sounds for the fixed and mobile, which considers great, “because 
we try to convince about the mobile showing it, while others try to sell without showing how it 
works.” To talk about this subject, he granted this interview:

InTERVIEW – HéLIO cOSTA

“BRAzIL OFFERS A VERy 
WELL BALANCED PACkAGE”

ISDB-TB WILL TuRN ThE ISDB-TAL

Minister Hélio Costa believes that Latin America will adopt the Japanese-Brazilian standard. African countries too.
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InTERVIEW – HéLIO cOSTA

Without Argentina, Peru and Chile, which 
has already signed agreements, Brazil 
has ongoing negotiations for the adop-
tion of the ISDB-TB by other countries of 
Latin America. Will the ISDB-T  become 
the ISDB-TAL? (AL Latin America).
Venezuela and Ecuador has already signed an 
agreement. Beyond Cuba we are also treating 
the subject with Bolivia, Paraguay, Costa Rica, 
the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Uruguay, a 
country which has opted by another system but 
not implemented it yet.

The South Africa and Mauritius Island 
received Brazilian missions to demon-
strate the standard. Who else did test 
our technology?
Southern Africa and Portuguese language 
ones. We have made seminar about digital 
TV in Maputo (Mozambique) and Gaborone 
(Botswana), with the participation of several 
African nations. These events have motivated 
African countries to visit Brazil and learn about 
our implementation. 

There seems to be a recommendation for 
Africa to adopt the DVB standard. How 
Brazil intend to dribble this obstacle?
There is a discussion within the SADC (South-
ern Africa Development Community) with the 
objective to recommend a common system for 
the region. Each country chooses the best for 
itself. In this sense we are making efforts for 
that countries test the ISDB-T

B
 before making 

their decisions.

What mutual benefit Brazil and its neigh-
bors have, as well as countries in Africa, 
when they adopt our standard?
The largest is a single standard region. In 
South America it will be very important be-
cause it will have a better technical connection 
among the countries. In Africa it may also be 
so. The ISDB-T, the most advanced, is what 
provides the best conditions for countries in 
the Southern Hemisphere 

And why is it the best?
The main reasons are the innovations that we 
incorporate to the operating system and in the 
interactivity area. In Europe and the United 
States, it is dedicated to the T-commerce, while 
for us it has a social objective. It is the distance 
education, tele-medicine, in short, the digital 
and social inclusion.

By the way, how will be the brazilian inclu-
sion program by digital TV?
Each sector will have to first develop its 
own network. EBC - Empresa Brasileira de 
Comunicações (Brazilian Communications 
Company), of Public TV, is creating its digital 
network in all over the Brazil. The Ministry 
of Education will have to do yours. Other 
sectors, too. And there will be a Citizenship 

network, in which each city will have its tele-
vision channel.

As the government made progress in mak-
ing the Network of Citizenship?
The Rede Nacional de   Televisão Pública   Digi-
tal   Terrestre (National Network of Public Digital 
Television Terrestrial) will make a key role to bring 
these services to the Brazilian society. However, 
interactive services for social applications have 
been developed and tested on a concomitant way 
to the GINGA development. Interactive applica-
tions will be available to the users in the coming 
months. The Ministry of Communications should 
regulate the use of the citizenship channel until 
early April.

What about the EBC? how did it advance? 
In January it closed a public consultation to 
form a public-private partnership in order to 
deploy and operate the Rede Nacional de  Tele-
visão Pública  Digital  Terrestre in all cities with 
more than 100 thousand inhabitants. This ini-
tiative will help to the population has access to 
a wider variety of information using the multi-
programming and interactivity.

And what other benefits do you have empha-
sized in negotiations with the countries?
The business model. In mobility, the trans-
mission in the ISDB-T system is free; in other 
systems it is paid. In European you receive the 
signal via telephone and pay per minute, while 
the Japanese it is free. You can have different 
programming and commercial. Thus, it opens 
an extraordinary range of businesses as in that 
they multiply the channels through cellular and  
mobile devices. More: ISDB-T system allows si-
multaneously TV in HD and SD. In DVB, transmit 
only in standard definition.

However, in Brazil, private networks can 
not have multiprogramming. Will the gov-
ernment change the legislation?
The use of this facility by the private broadcast-
ers is a regulatory question that has several 
implications. One of the principal is that offends 
the principle of non-market concentration. Today 
neither broadcaster can receive more than one 
award in the same city, more than twice in the 
state and a maximum of ten across the country; 
so far there is no movement to change that.

What else does Brazil offer?
Lead not only the technology but also the industry 
opportunity. We do not say them “you will have to 
buy our transmitters”. We say: “We will pass the 
technology and you make there the transmitters”. 
We also offer the technology to produce set-top 
box locally and, if necessary, funding. The pack-
age, in my sight, is very well balanced.

The interactivity in Brazil isn’t full yet. Doesn’t 
it hinder the international negotiations?
No, because neither in Europe nor the United 

States, has full interactivity. They will go on to 
the extent that it has popularized the 3G phones 
and the wireless internet in all cities. When this 
happens it will complete the cycle of digital TV 
with full interactivity, because it will have cre-
ated the return channel.

In Brazil, would already not be the lack 
of full interactivity hindering a bigger 
growth of business than digital TV can 
foment?
Interactivity is one of the elements that dis-
tinguish the digital from analog TV system 
and introduced himself as one of the ser-
vices that will foment the dissemination of 
this new technology promoting digital inclu-
sion. The establishment of this facility just 
was made possible thanks to the competent 
work developed by companies and educa-
tional institutions and brazilian researches 
who conceived, proposed and developed the 
Ginga middleware. In April will be published 
the complete standard of GINGA contemplat-
ing the NCL and JAVA implementations.

In Argentina, the government must in-
vest 906 million dollars in public TV. As 
part of this money, it promises to buy 1 
million of set-top boxes and antennas to 
distribute to low-income population. Does 
it think about something similar to Brazil, 
perhaps through a subsidy or tax cut, in 
order to popularize digital TV?
In Brazil, television receivers, including set-
top box, already receive generous tax benefits 
when produced in Zona Franca de Manaus 
(Manaus Free Zone). For companies enjoy 
these benefits, we established a production 
schedule. Thus, from 2010, television sets 
with screens greater than or equal to 32” 
should incorporate digital reception; in 2012, 
all TV sets.  Brazil consumes about 10 million 
sets per year. So we estimate that more than 
3 million will be sold in 2010. They are not 
counting the sales of converters and receivers 
for mobile TV, which should be more than one 
million units.

Can the advance of digital TV in Brazil be 
considered like a success?
Yes. In January, 2 years and two months after 
started the transmissions, 75 million of inhabit-
ants, or 40% of the brazilian population, already 
had access to digital TV. In Brazil we have a 
total of 146 channels that digitalized their sig-
nals. There is an evolution of this number at 
each month, and certainly will increase until the 
FIFA’s World Cup to be held in June in South 
of Africa. At the end of the year all the capitals 
will have the digital signal. For our schedule in 
2013, all stations will be digitalized.

*José Maria Furtado is Revista da SET’s editor, special edition
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INCREASED DEMAND POLICy 
ChANGES INDuSTRIES

In South America, excluding Brazil, there are 
196 million people. Central America there is 
about 71 million. It will not take long and all 

countries of the region will have digital TV.

It is a tremendous opportunity for the sec-
tor players, whether they are Brazilian, South 
American or other continents, because the in-
vestments in these regions follow the expected 
ratio for Brazil, the demand will more than 
double: in Brazil, more than 190 million people, 
there is an expectation that people should pay 
100 billion in exchange for TV sets next years. 
It is also hoped that the 500 other generating 
stations invest uncountable billions of dollars 
on them and 10.000 relays.

This amount of money now animates Brazilian 
equipment industries for radio and television. 
However, their multinational competitors, at first, 
were the big beneficiaries: in the region of Sao 
Paulo city, the most of brazilian network heads 
preferred install large transmitters and other im-
ported equipment. The decision also looked at 
other capitals, so that filled the foreign company 
safes. None of them manufacture in the country.

Taxes - The Brazilian sector lamented, but 
saw the move naturally. After all, was the first 
of a new system and some stations did not want 

TRAnSmISSIOn

Multinationals are beginning to manufacture in Latin America in order to better serve the market

to risk too much. They had another good rea-
son, the encouragement given by the Federal 
Government has exempted the import tax. The 
exemption has accelerated the buying decision 
of many stations.

The game changed in 2008, when taxes back. 
That, plus the growing sales volume that is com-
ing (the bulk of demand in units will be treated 
from now on) have forced multinationals to think 
about going to manufacture locally.

Italy’s Screen Service was even more agile, be-
cause he believed in the potential and invested 
2.5 million euro in a plant in Pouso Alegre - MG, 
opened last year.

With a compact transmitter lines, Screen Service 
do Brazil has begun to conquer the Americas and 
also African markets. It believes strongly in the 
potential sites, because the statements made 
in Cuba, Peru and other countries. “One of our 
officers has traveled to the region. We currently 
have about 80 ongoing proposals”, says Julio 
Prado, Screen Service do Brasil commercial 
director, which has already celebrate the good 
sales in 2010: the factory has to deliver several 
requests by the end of April.

Already the American Harris hid for a few months 
their intentions regarding local production. But, 
in August 2009, compared to good demand, de-
cided to invest in a brazilian plant. It, in March 
2010, came the first batch of transmitters, each 
of lower power.

Market - The company is planning to meet 
demand in South America as a whole. “The 
Japanese-Brazilian standard is gaining market 
very quickly”, explains David Duarte, Harris do 
Brazil sales manager. The company has good 
prospects in South and Central America. “They 
account for 40% of our total sales for communi-
cations around the world,” says Duarte.

Another optimist is Erberto Yamamuro, NEC do 
Brazil president. The decision to invest in pro-
duction in the region has not yet been taken. 
Apparently, it’s just a matter of time. “We are 
expecting the consolidation of consumption in 
Brazil and the Latin American market to gain 
critical mass. Then we can invest to produce 
other products that is not only the transmitters”, 
says Yamamuro.

Technology - Linear, Santa Rita do Sapu-
caí - MG, a brazilian company and a traditional 
supplier of various markets, as exports since 
1985 for the Americas and other regions, armed 
counter-attack: to serve the region, it should up 
a factory in Uruguay.

In 2008, preparing for the opportunities were 
open, the Linear focused on technological ad-
vances. Now the company produces, in addition 
to 5 watts to 15kW power transmitters, gap fill-
ers, single frequency networks, microwave and 
multiplexers. More recently, in 2009, it released 
cooling for higher power transmitters.

In order to achieve technological advances in 
recent years, Linear has invested in its search 
and development center, that goes from 10 to 40 
employees. “We had a doctor. His specialty is the 
amplifiers”, says Carlos Fructuoso, Linear com-
mercial director. “We have more than six other 
areas of knowledge.”

A second transmitter manufacturer installed in 
Santa Rita do Sapucaí is STB - Superior Technol-
ogies in Broadcasting. The focus of technological 
effort of the STB is in the lower cost of digital 
transmitter. “We launched a new modulator and 
HPA’s with a new technology. With them we in-
creased the power by 40% and reduced energy 
consumption by 30%”, says Armando Lemes, 
STB president. Therefore, we gain a weapon to 
confront the tendency of water cooling in high 
power transmitters.

STB produces transmitters covering the powers 
of 10watts to 5 kW for TV - digital or analog. 
Moreover, no manufacturer has announced in-
tention to stop producing analog even have 
ahead the system switch off (in Brazil it is 
planned for 2016). The reason is simple: many 
stations are having to invest in both of systems 
because they had very old transmitters, which 
should be repeated in all countries of the region.

STB is starting exports to South America “We 
have ever sold to Paraguay. Now let’s enhance 
this process in partnership with APEX – Agência 
de Promoção de Exportações e Investimentos - 
(Exports Promotion and Investments Agency) and 
SINDVEL – Sindicato das Indústrias de Aparelhos 
Eletro-eletrônicos e Similares do Vale da Ele-
trônica  (Industry Union Electric-electronics and Júlio Prado, from Screen Service

by José Maria Furtado*
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TRAnSmISSIOn

Related of  Electronic Valley), says Lemes. “We 
complement our performance once again partici-
pating in the NAB to display our products.”

Antennas - For a different path goes Telavo, 
from Sao Paulo, a digital transmitter manufac-
turers with power between 125 watts and 2 kW 
- the analogs, produced for 30 years and more 
than 5.000 units already installed.

In Latin America, the company has a partner-
ship with the Canadian Larcan. This part of the 
globe it is the partner meeting in relation to 
transmitters in ATSC and DVB systems. Telavo 
will compete contracts for transmitters in ISDB-T 
or ISDB-T

B
 systems. For 10 years Telavo started 

making antennas. According to the engineer Ra-
fael José Sabino, the company has developed 
two lines for digital transmission. One of them is 
a panel kind. Another is the slot, two or 4 slots. 
So far none have been installed, but the Telavo, 
which has already exported analog antennas to 
Honduras and Jamaica, sees great chances in 
the domestic and export markets. The reason? It 
offers a complete solution: transmitter, antenna 
and filter mask.

In analog TV, the filter was supporting. In digital 
it became the first actor to greatness because it 
allows better use the existing spectrum. In Brazil, 
for example, the spectrum is now very tight. If 
there is a filter, one station interferes other.

The same good prospects Telavo apply to the 
Ideal Antennas, in Pouso Alegre - MG. It devel-
oped a circular polarization antenna, normally 
used by FM radio, and that serves too well with 
digital TV transmission, mainly mobile. “A model 
sold in Brazil and one on Vision Chile, Santiago. 
Also in Peru we have sold antennas for digital 
TV”, says Mario Evaristo Barroso Vilela, Ideal 
president.

The company, which invested about $500.000 
in development of new products, including fil-

ters, combiners and other kinds of antennas with 
prices below competitors, also has his sights set 
more strongly the Latin market. “I have made 
trips to Chile and other countries”, says Edu-
ardo Villar, representative sales for the foreign 
market. “The reception has been very good and 
interesting, given that we have the opportunity to 
demonstrate and prove the efficacy of our prod-
ucts before the big international brands.”

Order Book filled – Among the antenna 
manufacturers, the demand brought by digital 
TV also affected the investment and local manu-
facture. Former antenna manufacturers - has 
almost 30 years in the market - the Mectrônica, 
São Paulo, confesses is satisfied with the de-
mand brought by digitalization: because the 
FIFA’s World Cup until the end of April it is with 
the order book filled.

The company has a partnership with the Swedish 
Exir, ex Teracom. In 2008, Mectrônica imported 
some antennas for digital TV, one of them was 
bought for a station, the NGT-New Generation 
Television, owned by Manuel da Costa, Mectrôni-
ca and NGT president.

The partnership between Mectrônica and Exir 
strengthened after the advent of digital TV in 
Brazil, aims antennas and combiners for digital 
systems. The antennas - for now only the panel 
kind, 90 and 120 degrees - were manufactured 
in Brazil last year, “but combiners continue to 
come from Exir,” says Francisco Carlos da Costa, 
Mecatrônica commercial manager. According to 
him, in the vicinity of Brazil, sales have been as-
sumed by Mectrônica - were previously charged 
to the partnership.

The RFS - Radio Frequency Systems, predicts 
large contracts in the Americas. About 9% of 
overall sales in the RFS for broadcasting occur 
in Latin America. Brazil accounts for 90% of the 
region. The goal is to increase regional sales 
without relegate Brazil to the second plan.

Therefore, in 2009, the RFS, which it combin-
ers, filters, antennas and cables, armed with the 
assembly, in Sao Paulo, antenna slots 4 and 8 
slots, for small and medium-sized broadcasters, 
TV and analog digital.

Since then the company introduced new prod-
ucts and, according to Ricardo Paganini, branch 
sales director to Latin America, others launch at 
NAB, when will show new panels of horizontal 
and elliptical polarization. Some of them, small, 
will also be manufactured in Brazil. “At the mo-
ment, the FIFA’s World Cup is taking a flurry 
of consultations in Brazil and Latin America to 
the factory”, says Paganini. “We have appoint-
ments for entire networks and be installed this 
semester. We were the first to sell antennas to 
Argentina. We therefore believe that we will bill 
up to 30% more than in 2009.

News - The almost century-old Kathrein, ac-
cording to Raul Faller, commercial manager, has 
a factory in Brazil for 11 years, which produces 

antennas for cellular telephony, television and 
other products. From Brazil it exports to Latin 
America. In 2008, 10 million dollars in antennas 
and combiners, filters and cables were imported 
from Germany and re-exported.

Since then the company has released some 
kinds of antennas, filters and combiners for 
digital TV manufactured locally. The company 
is preparing several new features. “At NAB we 
present a new antenna developed in Germany,” 
says Faller. Combiners for digital TV, Mark Spin-
ner, with focus to smaller stations are also in 
the plans, as well as set-top boxes, which it 
thinks to launch in a package with residential 
antennas. “We have already put one antenna in 
Chile, four in Argentina and have participated in 
all events”, says Faller.

Also confident in the Latin American market is 
Tecsys. The company is well known in the cable 
television area in Argentina, where he also par-
ticipates in the testing of ISDB-T. “We have done 
business in Mexico and we’re starting in Peru 
and Chile,” says José Marcos Freire Martins, 
Tecsys general director.

Traditional manufacturer of equipment for 
transmission and reception of satellite signals, 
from 3 years, the Tecsys invested in the ISDB-
T market and so developed a large range of 
products. As a result, today the Tecsys offers 
equipments such as decoders and encoders 
H264 SD/HD/1seg, digital modulators, Remux 
and others. “All products were developed by 
Tecsys with support from FINEP - MCT,” says 
Martin, who is preparing to show at NAB, a 
device for the compression of BTS. “This is an 
innovative technology developed by a few com-
panies around the world.”

As can be seen, for all sector players to unleash the 
ISDB-TB

 in the Americas will be extremely beneficial.

*José Maria Furtado is Revista da SET’s editor, special edition

Ricardo Paganini, from RFS Systems 

Carlos Fructuoso, from Linear
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In March 2010, 28 months after digital TV 
première in Brazil, the set-top boxes manu-
facturer, TV sets, handheld televisions, cell 

phones, devices for cars and computers were 
excited about the scenario faced drawn.

No wonder: it is estimated that 191 million peo-
ple will spend the next few years at least $ 50 
billion in exchange for analog to digital televi-
sion - in 95% of more than 56 million Brazilian 
households for at least one TV set.

This mountain of money attracts producers like 
honey to the bear. Among them are multinational 
Samsung and LG, Phillips, Sony, Panasonic and 
AOC. Century and Semp, which has an agree-
ment with Toshiba, are in the national team.

They all believe that with the digital TV advent, 
the percentage of TV households will grow. TV 
stations are grateful and repay speeding migra-
tion from the analog standard to digital.

In turn, the public, even if they resent the lack of 
a more widespread of the digital standard advan-
tages over analog by the stations, answers with 
enthusiasm. Therefore, sales of digital receiv-
ers increasingly cheap, grow up in breathtaking 
speed and form a virtuous circle.

In 2009, according to the Suframa - Superin-
tendência da Zona Franca de Manaus, (Manaus 

SALES GROW IN BREAThTAkING SPEED
FIFA’s World Cup, most cities with digitalized images, higher 
offer and falling prices make the virtuous circle of expansion

Free Zone Superintendency), the companies of 
the electro-electronic local polo sold 4 million 
LCD TV sets, full HD and HD Ready, 61% more 
than in 2008.

Sales of plasma models rose 10.1% to 332 thou-
sand units Full HD and HD Ready (sales of Full 
HD LED  models, more expensive, are incipient).

The digitals sales contrast with those of analogs, 
whose ratio is significantly downward: in 2007, 
sales were 10.5 million of these devices. In 
2009, 5.3 million with revenues of less than $ 1 
billion. The discontinuity of the analog manufac-
turing is near. AOC talks about stopping in 2011, 
Century in 2012.

Soccer - Many reasons lead us to believe in a 
boom in sales in 2010. This year there will be the 
FIFA’s World Cup in South Africa. “It will be the 
first global transmitted in digital in Brazil. To see 
it many consumers will change their devices”, 
says Rafael Cintra, Samsung TV senior manager. 
From there the forecast sales of digital TV sets  
in 2010, estimated at 7 million units, exceed that 
of the analogs.

But the primary factor for sales on the rise is 
the number of cities with digital TV. At the end of 
2008 were 13 state capitals and 4 inner cities. 
A year later, were 20 capitals and 8 inner cities 
– 10 in March 2010. It is estimated that by the 
start of the FIFA’s World Cup in June, more than 
a third of the population should access at least 
one digitalized signal TV.

It also contributes to the rapid spread of digi-
tal TV a growing product offering. In December, 
2007, were for sale only devices with screens 
up to 40 inches, purchased just by the layer of 
higher purchasing power.

At Samsung, in less than three years, the number 
of Full HD and HD Ready TVs in line production, 
increased from 3 to 23 Plasmas, LCD and LED 
models. “For 2010 we have not yet defined, but 
certainly we will meet the consumer needs who 
wants to follow the FIFA’s World Cup in HD,” says 
Cintra.

In the AOC, in 2007, there were two Full HD 
models, “42 and 47 inches LCD screen,” recalls 
Audiene Oliveira, AOC products manager in Bra-
zil. Until the FIFA’s World Cup, there will be a 22” 
LCD TV set. After that come the 32”, which will 

complete the line that exists today, formed, in-
clude, by many HD Ready devices.

Prices - According to Daniel Kawano, Panasonic 
products analyst in Brazil, the line of Full HD 
products of the company was formed in 2008 by 
6 models with sizes ranging from 42 to 58 inch-
es. In 2009 came another one, with 37 inches, 
which complemented the line with the HD Ready. 
“We will release more products in the Cup, but at 
the moment we can not say how many and which 
ones,” says Kawano.

In Century, only in 2009 were released LCD Full 
HD and HD Ready devices, 42 and 32 inches. 
“The market preference is for 32 inches TV sets, 
which represent 80% of our sales,” says Marcelo 
Martins, Century director.   

The offer increases, size decreases and prices as 
well as smaller devices cost less to consumers, 
helping to democratize the access to digital TV. In 
stores you can see that prices have fallen about 
30% per year.

The 32 inches Full HD TVs, for example, cost 
around $ 1700 to consumers in 2007. Today it 
doesn’t cost $ 1000. Cintra, from Samsung, al-
ready believes that, even in 2010, Full HD sales 
can overcome not only the analog TV as well as 
HD Ready.

Prices, however, are stabilizing. “From now on, 
sure, the drop in LCD will be much lower because 
the price of the panels, the main component of 
the TV, is coming to maturity and commercial 
production,” says Oliveira.

For him and Martins, from Century, unlike to 
what say Cintra and Kawano, the Brazilian con-
sumer has not given preference to models with 
integrated converters. “But, with the gradual 
mandatory from July, there will be a fast migra-
tion. And with models increasingly modern take 
on board the Ginga middleware.

Latin America - All these companies are 
eyeing the Latin American market. After all, in 
population, the market is practically equal to 
Brazil. Increased demand and attracts more pro-
duction, although a larger scale to reduce prices, 
means more profits.

However, for the multinationals headquarters, 
is almost indifferent the standard to be adopted 
in Latin America: its factories, Brazilian or not, Daniel Kawano, from Panasonic 

by José Maria Furtado*
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will be able to produce compatible TV sets. But 
almost all the branches twist by Japanese-
Brazilian standard, because it’s closer than the 
other, which reduces the logistic costs.

Multinationals are doing business in Americas. 
Brazilians one, not always. But they are not 
sleeping and going to get there too. The way of 
action is going to vary. Some appoint represen-
tatives. Others will have more own sales office.

Among the companies, the climate, in general, 
is optimistic. “We have great expectations in the 
region and Brazil’s efforts in promoting the for-
mat will not only help manufacturers, but also 
the community as a solution, making the high 
technology segment will grow steadily in Brazil,” 
says Kawano.

Oliveira, from AOC doesn’t see this way. “Export 
to these countries will be very difficult because 
all have good trade agreements with Eastern 
countries, making the product come from there 
much more accessible.”

This increases the economy importance of scale 
for the Brazilian sector. The reason: ISDB-T

B
 (

B
 

identifies Brazil) is not 100% compatible with the 
Japanese ISDB-T. Therefore, TV sets for ISDB-T

B
 

are only manufactured in Brazil. But the country 
should manufacture to any other region. If Chile, 
for example, creates the ISDB-T

C
, Brazil should 

provide them appropriate TV sets.

However, research in the digital TV area in-
creased significantly in Brazil and to the extent 
that there is a growing demand, the falling cost 
of components. Panasonic is one example. It 
has a matrix support and also with a local orga-
nization dedicated to the development of digital 
TV in Brazil.

Mobility - Another reason for optimism is 
the mobility. The Japanese-Brazilian standard 
ensures viewers receive digital images on the 
computer, in the street, in the car, in the garage 
... And free! With more cities receiving digital 
signals, the limited digital TV will become a fad 
among the population, especially the youngest.

At least that’s the hope of devices for receiving 
digital TV manufacturers (set-top boxes, mobile 
phones, TVs and handheld devices for cars and 
computers), among which are Visiontec, Telesys-
tem, Tec Toy and Century.

However, among them the news did not swarm 
as among TV set manufacturers. The Visiontec, 
for example, launched in 2008, a set-top box 
that gave virtually no interactivity. It sold the first 
batch of 2.000 devices, and hibernated - other 
manufacturers followed the same way. “Lacked 
standards for a full interactivity and weighed the 
little dissemination of digital TV and interactive 
digital TV,” explains Ricardo Minari, Visiontec 
technology manager.

With Ginga middleware finally ready, now in 
March the company made a second device with 
full interactivity (other manufacturers must sub-
mit their before the FIFA’s World Cup). Its price 
should be less than $ 300 - the price of the old 
model exceeded $ 500.

Top and pop - The company will have 
two kind of units for sale, one for a market top 
and another one for pop, because it will dis-
able the old and replace it by another model, 
more simple, with price no higher than $ 180. 
Thus armed, the company targets the interna-
tional market: “We keep us in touch to potential 
customers in several South America countries”, 
says Minari.

In turn, Telesystem has temporarily abandoned 
the set-top box to focus on mobile TV. According 
to Marco Szili, general director of the company, 
“the numbers in this market were well below 

what is imagined in the beginning. That is why 
we invested more in mobile than in HD. 

The Telesystem then, began to offer a range 
of products that includes portables between 
3” to 7”, GPS with integrated digital TV, digital 
TV receivers for automobiles and devices for 
computers.

The arrival of FIFA’s World Cup promises to 
reverse that in favor of set-top boxes. “Our 
estimate is an increase in sales from March, 
something around 40% on the eve of Cup,” 
says Szili. As for exports, Szili informs that the 
company now seeks to reach Chile, Peru and 
Argentina markets.

Another set-top boxes manufacturer is the 
Century. Marcelo Martins emphasizes a model 
that the company offers, the DTH 1900, with 
average price in the market: about $ 205. The 
company also produces a PDTV, 3.5” model, 
which price is around $ 330. “From 2012, we 
will focus on the Latin American market,” ad-
vises Martins.

Mobiles - Already the market for mobile able 
to receive digital TV signals is dominated by 
Samsung and LG, with still small part of Nokia, 
which has only one model available - more to 
come soon.

Samsung was the first in 2008. Now Hamilton 
Yoshida, marketing director for telecom prod-
ucts, is very optimistic because of the Cup. The 
digital transmission should popularize mobiles 
with integrated TV.

Is that most games of the Brazilian soccer team 
will be transmitted in the afternoon and this is an 
incentive for the consumer to invest in mobility. 
“It is a very important year, it is as if we have two 
christmas”, celebrates Yoshida. 

The mobile penetration in the country reached 
95% of the population. On average, the mo-
biles are changed every 12 months. Betting 
it, Samsung launched in late 2009, a second 
device with Digital TV. “The sales more than 
quintupled since the creation of this product,” 
emphasizes Yoshida.

He also has a price drop - the first device is sold 
for half price at the time of issue - and new tech-
nologies such as touchscreen, LED, to further 
popularize the mobile with digital TV. This will 
facilitate exports, mainly to Chile. “Chile will play 
the FIFA’s World Cup and there we are leaders in 
the mobile market,” says Yoshida

With prices so inviting, it is expected that the 
Brazilian industry has not many difficulties to ex-
port to all Latin American region. In the countries 
of the region, when digital TV comes to falling 
costs and offer more models that occurred in the 
Brazilian market, will be factors that may lead to 
even greater speed of deployment.

*José Maria Furtado with Tom Jones and editorial of-

fice collaboration.

Audiene Oliveira, from AOC

TV LEDs, 47", from Samsung
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A REMARkABLE ADVANCE

TV's DIGITALIZInG

Just over two years and three months after 
the première of open digital TV in Brazil, 
on 2 December 2007, in São Paulo city, 

about 70 million inhabitants, or just over one 
third of the total population, 191 million, al-
ready have access to the images in HD.

Progress is also remarkable, although only 
now it is starting to take off the sales of full 
HD TV set, converters, cell phones and hand-
held TVs, as well as devices for computers 
and automobiles.

Like all new technologies, the digital TV initially 
was so expensive. Consequence: in 2008, was 
sold just 650.000 devices of these kinds. But 
in 2010 the total should exceed the 7 million 
units. Is that the price fell down, appeared 
smaller models and so advances the mass.

Brazil has accumulated experience in dealing 
with these problems and can transfer it to the 
interested. For each problem, one solution: ad 

campaigns, showing what it is, and the ad-
vantages of digital TV, are essential for a fast 
technology dissemination.

The governmental pen is fundamental. The gov-
ernment decided that, for example, in 2012, 
every television sets will have to be digital and 
that 5% of mobiles sold in the country, since 
2009, have to be able to capture images from TV. 

In Brazil, because of regulation, private stations 
can not get one of the best ISDB-T charac-
teristics, the possibility of multiprogramming. 
Therefore, programming for mobile TV is the 
same as fixed. Nothing prevents other countries, 
which are now adopting the Brazilian-Japanese 
standard, this is different.

Foot on the accelerator - Brazilian 
stations thinks who could be better with the mul-
tiprogramming. But none of them stopped waiting 
for changes in legislation. All trampled the foot on 
the accelerator of digital TV deployment.

“Globo TV digitalized the 5 stations own”, says 
Liliana Nakonechnyj, director of transmission 
engineering and support to the Rede Globo af-
filiates. The sane as Globo affiliates in 14 states 
capital - the 8 missing should digitalize up to 
end of 2010.

Other head ends are not sitting by the roadside. 
Band - Rede Bandeirantes de TV, digitalized 5 
own stations and put the digital signal on sat-
ellite. “Until the beginning of the FIFA’s World 
Cup we will have 20 stations digitalized, says 
Frederico Nogueira, Band vice-president.

In turn, Rede Record also digitalized the own 
stations. Twelve capitals and 6 cities of the in-
terior came into he list and others will come into 
soon. “The goal is to reach all the capitals of 
the country until the end of the year”, says the 
director of Record operations and engineering, 
José Marcelo Amaral.

At once the SBT - Sistema Brasileiro de Tele-
visão (Brazilian Television System), digitalized 4 
own stations. Its affiliates were responsible for 
more 7 capitals and two cities in the interior. 
Roberto Franco, SBT technology director, also 
says that the network will be in all capitals until 
the end of 2010.

Polo-Cities - Through these and other 
networks, the digitalizing reached the polo-cit-
ies - those with populations between 200.000 
and 1.000.000 inhabitants, like Campinas, 
Uberlandia and other locations (in March 
2010, 34 metropolitan areas had at least one 
signal digital).

But now, due to the FIFA’s World Cup in South 
Africa, taking place from June, there has been a 
rush on the part of the network affiliated stations 
Globe and Band (the holders of performance 
rights), installed in medium-sized cities, the that 
count from 100.000 to 200.000 inhabitants.

For example, Taubaté, Sao Paulo’s states. Ac-
cording to Nogueira, “the Band will get there.” 
“Actually, the process is already starting until 
with relay,” says Liliana.

Slowly – While the large private networks 
accelerates, the smaller one go slower.

One example is the MTV. It didn’t advance in 
digitalization - the stations of Rio de Janeiro 
and Brasilia must be digitalized just now in 
2010. “What we did was invest more in HD pro-
duction. Now we are averaging 6 hours a day”, 
says Valter Pascotto, MTV technical director, José Marcelo Amaral, from TV Record
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a station that teaches how to save on trans-
mission: in Sao Paulo, by having the adjacent 
digital channel to analog, both in UHF, the old 
MTV antenna was exploited.

The public network also didn’t fly at cruising 
speed. The EBC - Empresa Brasileira de Comu-
nicação (Brazilian Communication Company), 
from federal government, will spend more than 
$1 billion. But, in the period from 2009 to 2020.

EBC can’t avoid the lengthy bidding. So too, 
only the channels of Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro and 
São Paulo transmit in digital. “We have other 
channels already payroll. But we are obliged 
to wait for the project Operador Único da Rede 
Digital Pública (Single Operator Service Digital 
Network)”, reveals Joaquim São Pedro, coordi-
nator of the Network communication.

EBC network will transmit up to 24 schedules in 
a single multiplex platform created by  Instituto 
Mackenzie (Mackenzie Institute). It will serve 
all federal public TVs – TV’s Brazil, Senate, 
Civil House, Justice and Education and Culture 
channels, besides Citizenship Network, formed 

by digital stations in every Brazilian city.

Therefore, the EBC will hold a bidding process 
and to formalize a Public Private Partnership in 
order to choose the company that will operate a 
single platform. “The date depends on the au-
thorization of the Tribunal de Contas da União 
(Audit Court Union)”, explains the coordinator.

Turn key – At once, the TV Cultura, São 
Paulo, directed to education, follows with 
investments much more modest, but not ir-
relevant - the initial was 9 million, followed by 
another 7 million in 2009.

“This year we are with the budget contingency”, 
says José Chaves, engineering. Director. 

Even so the network is finalizing a mobile unit 
with six HD cameras, the reform of a studios 
with 300 square meters and other investments.

Most of the stations, like TV Cultura, no one can 
opt for a turnkey solution. So, what to do? To 
develop processes aimed to integrate several 
technologies from different suplliers and differ-
ent generations.

For example: TV Cultura has digital SD is-
lands that will have to work one more time. 
“The digital SD islands are working in 50%, 
were not fully replaced by the HD,” says 
Chaves. “The solution is adapt them because 
each model and each manufacturer generate 
a video format.” 

Programming – It becomes a little dif-
ficult to conquest more audience because the 
interest by digital TV grows in accordance with 
the offer of HD programming.

In Band, since 2009, 100% of programming is 
high definition. “In the United States six months 
before the blackout, head ends were not in full 
digitalized,” exults Nogueira. “The three most 
important things that the Band can teach are to 
invest, invest and invest.”

The Record, after to digitalize 11 studios in Sao 
Paulo, also generates 100% in HD. Amaral’s tip “is 
to invest time in planning and in the study of the 
options available in the market; to exchange expe-
riences whom already deployed. To invest thinking 
about the short term is not the best strategy.

Globo has, in Rio, the Projac, huge production 
plant inaugurated in the 1990s, which has stu-
dios of soap operas, fictional cities and other 
dependencies. It was born digitalized, but not in 
HD - the soap opera studios record everything 
in HD; others, not always.

Franco, from SBT, recommends to form a 
multidisciplinary team to work with the new 
technology. “It’s important to bring people with 
different views and knowledge. techniques, op-
erations, production, marketing”, he instructs.

But to have everything in HD doesn’t dependent on 
just assets like cameras. One must bear post-pro-
duction and that requires a lot of memory capacity 
and processing. “We have bottlenecks. They will be 
removed as far as the SD equipment is being re-
placed by HD,” says Liliana. “This is how we have a 
network ever closer to the state of the art.

Challenges - ISDB-T is the standard most 
future-proof. Therefore, for it, updates don’t 
stop to come. Establish or provide the technolo-
gies deployment still under development is a 
major challenge.

But in Brazil, even the existing is not fully avail-
able. The audio, for example. To offer viewers 
the best sound, is not enough to have equip-
ments. It is need to dominate the technique. 
See the movies on TV.  Globo, Record, Band, 
already put in the air films that were originally 
recorded in 5.1 audio.

In cinema, everything is post-controlled. But on 
TV, to make the sound mixing at the same time 
when it is generated, as in cases of live shows, 
“requires preparation, technique, investment, 
bunk”, says Liliana.

It derives from there the existence of the short 
programs offering, containing all the ISDB-TB 

Roberto Franco, from SBT
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resources. Amaral corroborates Liliana: “There 
are difficulties to create a technical standard 
and quality.”

Interactivity - However, from now 
another challenge, to implement the full in-
teractivity, arrives in earnest to all networks. 
Is that the Ginga middleware will become op-
erational in April.

All the stations are waiting for the set-top boxes 
fully interactive with anxiety. In TV Cultura, the 
applications will be non-commercials. “Today 
nobody is developing anything in the educa-
tion area,” says Chaves.  Neither in Brazil nor 
in the world: everything that exists is directed 
for sales.

The Record is raising the possible scenarios 
to explore the possibilities. Amaral has already 
coordinated tests with multiprogramming and 
data transmission.

Since last year, Band, like all other big net-
works, is also testing several applications to 
variety programs, sports and others.

Valter Pascoto, from MTV, reveals to have 6 
prepared projects, thinking about interactivity, 
“already setting good possibilities to be an at-
tractive to conquest more customers”.

The MTV already deals with interactivity, us-
ing the Internet, phone and other means, since 

22
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1993, when it launched a program, actually a 
video game. Today, it has a clips program, at 
6:00pm., which allows interactivity. Internet, 
mobile and TV are the media. 

Researches say that the youth, MTV audience, 
connects to the internet and to TV. “When we 
don’t depend on the internet his attention will 
focus on TV. So let’s get going”, bet Pascotto.

Lua x Java NCL - Despite don’t have set-top 
boxes in fully interactive in the market,  Globo 
TV, according to Liliana, exercise the develop-
ment in conjunction with software companies 
and manufacturers.

The Network has tested applications for soap op-
era on the novel “Caminho das Índias” (The way to 
India) in 2009. Also experienced in soccer match-
es during the national championship and that’s 
not as only for fixed terminals as also for mobiles.

The strategy, according to Raimundo Correia, 
Rede Globo engineering director, in São Paulo, 
to the “Convergência Digital” (Digital Conver-
gence) Publication, is “use the most appropriate 
technology for each application. Lua or Java 
NCL, is not enough to say that one is better 
than the other.

Both, accepted by Ginga mddleware, have their 
advantages and disadvantages. ”If the applica-
tion is single, it has a short life cycle, needs to 

be created quickly, the best and easiest is to do 
in Lua-NCL, said Correia.

But, if there is a greater development cycle, 
like one year, with the product having a life-
time from more than six months, as in the case 
of a novel, the choice must be by Java. “Java 
gives more robustness, allows more elaborate 
graphics and more copy protection”, explains 
the executive.

The SBT purpose for the interactivity is of a 24-
hour Portal with weather information, trivia, gossip, 
entertainment, Quiz, researches, information on 
the EPG Program Guide and complementary to it, 
besides a strong service delivery.

“Interactivity, as everything that is new, will 
require learning,” says Roberto Franco. “We pro-
vided experimentally for over a year and, through 
researches, focus groups, statements and ob-
servations of use, we managed several ‘findings’ 
that we use to improve the proposal. Even after 
the commercial launch, we will continue seeking 
to understand more deeply, the consumer behav-
ior and with it, to improve the added value “.

From now one, the challenge - common to the 
networks - is to make the interactivity works in 
nationwide.

*José Maria Furtado, Revista da SET’s editor - special edi-

tion - with the editorial office collaboration.
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HISTORIcAL

Digital TV began to be studied in Brazil in 
1991, when the Communications Ministry 
created the Advisory Committee on Af-

fairs Television (COMTV)  with the assignment to 
propose a policy sector for HDTV (High Definition 
TV) and DTV, which context was discussed in the 
U.S., Europe and Japan.

In this context, in 1993, the NAB - National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters invited Brazil, through the 
ABERT - Associação Brasileira de Emissoras de 
Rádio e Televisão (Radio and TV Brazilian stations 
Association)  to be part of a study group for devel-
opment and analysis of COFDM technology applied 
to countries which bandwidth of a TV channel were 
6 MHz. That time, in the U.S., professionals studied 
a model for digital TV.

Every movement of the time pointed out the need 
to create a working group to examine the transi-
tion from brazilian TV, from analog system to digital 
system. Thus, in 1994, was created the ABERT/SET 
GROUP (Sociedade Brasileira de Engenharia de 
Televisão) bringing together stations, experts and re-
search institutions to study the planning of the entry 
of broadcasters in transmitting digital technology.

Beginning works
Among the first activities of the group was the cre-

DIGITAL TV IN BRAzIL –  
hISTORy AND PROMINENT ROLE OF SET
by Valderez Donzelli *

ation, that same year, the subgroup of canalization 
to work the issue of planning for digital channels to-
gether with the COMTV.  In June 1995, ABERT/SET 
Group participated with the U.S. and Japan, in the first 
tests with the prototype COFDM Project, conducted in 
Finland, for the width of the channel in 6 MHz.

With the creation of the Grand Alliance in the U.S., 
that country decided by adoption its own system, 
the ATSC, using the modulation 8VSB technique, 
while Europe adopted the DVB, with the COFDM 
modulation. Face to this scenario, ABERT/SET 
Group began to have the complex task of evaluating 
the two systems and proposed to the Communica-
tions Ministry to carry out laboratory and field tests 
in Brazil for the real assessment of the performance 
of each one. Several demonstrations of the high 
definition signal were promoted by the Group in Sao 
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Brasilia.

In 1998, after the enactment of the General Tele-
communications Law and the establishment of 
ANATEL -  Agência Nacional de Telecomunica-
ções (National Telecommunication Agency), the 
agency, through the Superintendência de Serviços 
de Comunicação de Massa (Mass Media Service 
Superintendency), began to join the process. Ana-
tel promoted a public consultation and issued a 
Resolution with the procedures for conducting ex-
periments with digital television systems.

System evaluations
In November that year, ABERT / SET Group signed a 
technical cooperation agreement with  Universidade 
Presbiteriana Mackenzie (Mackenzie University) for 
setting up a laboratory for specific tests directed 
to  digital TV and the assembly of a vehicle for the 
implementation of measures in the field. The proj-
ect, funded by NEC do Brasil, had an estimated cost 
of 2.5 million real.

To plan and coordinate this work, the subgroup of 
trials met 17 stations, engineers, professors from 
Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, represen-
tatives of research centers, broadcasting and 
electronic industries, to carry out the work for the 
evaluation of systems.

The subgroup met with experts from the ATSC 
and DVB to develop the technical criteria and 
procedures for implementation of laboratory 
tests and field trials to compare the performance 
of systems. Throughout the study there was full 
integration with Anatel and CPQD - Centro de 
Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento (Development and 

Research Center),  which served in the process as 
consultant of the agency.

Tests with DVB and ATSC systems started in 
1999. The ISBD integrated tests later, since that 
was still under development in Japan. During the 
tests implementation, representatives of three 
systems validated all the criteria adopted by the 
Abert/SET Group.

Result
The first results, presented in 2000, identified 
the COFDM modulation as the most suited to the 
country conditions, and the final result of this step 
indicated the ISDB-T system as the best global 
performance and also indicated the need to be 
considered in addition to the technical aspects, 
others, such as the impact that the adoption of 
each system would have on the national industry, 
the conditions and facilities for implementation of 
each system, the deadlines for their commercial 
availability, the price of receivers for the consumer 
and expectation of decline prices in order to en-
able faster access to all population sections. ABERT 
/ SET Group was also improving the researches and 
works in this sense.

The report submitted by the Group to Anatel was 
placed in open public consultation. The complet-
ed text can be found at Anatel’s site through the 
link biblioteca/arquivodocumental/ relatórios/
técnicos/2000.

In 2001, the agency held publics consultations 
and audiences and a seminar about the process 
of defining the standard for terrestrial digital TV 
broadcasting. The technical and economic studies 
about the impacts of each one of the systems rec-
ommended by ITU-R, was completed in 2002.

In 2003, ABERT / SET Group signed new techni-
cal cooperation agreement with the Universidade 
Presbiteriana Makenzie, this time to assess the 
evolution of the three digital TV systems available.

Still result of all this work with the procedures 
of laboratory tests and field studies in Bra-
zil – under  the coordination of ABERT / SET 
-  considered the most complete ever made in 
the world - were incorporated into the recom-
mendations of the UIT - União Internacional de 
Telecomunicações (International Telecommuni-
cation Union) and CITEL - Comitê Interamericano 
de Telecomunicações (Interamerican Telecom-
munication Committee).

Vehicle with a tower especially designed to test the coverage 
and signal 
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Decision
Finally, in 2003 was published the Decree 4.901, 
establishing guidelines for the implementation of  
SBTVD - Sistema Brasileiro de TV Digital (Digital TV 
Brazilian System), and creating the Development 
Committee, linked to the Presidency, Civil  House 
and Ministries and responsible by setting the work 
policy  - the Comitê Consultor and the Grupo Ges-
tor. In 2004, the Government determines the term 
of one year for the country has an answer about the 
adoption of the system.

That same year, the Ministries of Communication, 
of Science and Technology, the FINEP - Financia-
dora de Estudos e Projetos (Studies and Projects 
Fund) and FUNTEL - Fundo Nacional de Teleco-
municações (National Telecommunication Fund) 
selected through bidding, the best projects for 
the establishment of consortia. Altogether proj-
ects came 70 from entities teaching and research 
(universities and companies) involving more than 
one thousand researchers and a budget of 30 mil-
lion real, distributed into 22 consortia. The SBTVD 
Comitê de Desenvolvimento was responsible for 
general coordination of all projects, with technical 
and financial support from FINEP and CPqD.

During this period there were several meetings 
among the working groups, TV stations and ex-
perts of the SET for the analysis and evaluation 
of results found by the consortia. The conclusion: 
the ISBD-T system was the one that best attend-
ed the assumptions of the government, which 
reinforced the results obtained by the tests per-
formed by ABERT / SET Group.

Finally, on June 29, 2006, 15 years after the begin-
ning of discussions and as a result of a complete 
and complex work of Brazilian broadcasting pro-
fessionals sector, the president Luiz Inácio Lula da 
Silva established the Japanese model as the basis 
for digital technology in Brazil. 

SBTVD – the challenge
From there on, the government, broadcasters 
and members of leading providers of com-

munication in the country were facing a new 
challenge: adapting the Japanese model to the 
Brazilian reality.

In one of the first actions in November 2006 the 
government created the Forum Brasileiro de TV 
Digital - composed of broadcasters, receiving and 
transmitting equipment manufacturers, software 
industries and entities teaching and research - 
to assist the Comitê de Desenvolvimento define 
which brazilian technological innovations would 
be incorporated into the digital technology, pro-
viding standard and quality compatible with the 
requirements of users.

* The Forum is an educational non-profit com-
posed of a General Assembly, an Executive Board 
– made up of 13 members, elected by the General 
Assembly with the mandate to set policy guidelines 
for action and strategy, create, approve, modify 
and manage groups work; act on the proposals of 
the work modules, ie, proposals for standards and 
action, and to approve the relationship with other 
national and international organizations - and a 
Fiscal Committee. In this issue the structure and 
work developed by the forum and functioning of 
the system are shown in the Tutorial 1 - O Sistema 
Brasileiro de Televisão Digital.

Implementation
After the presidential decree, the Communica-
tions Ministry has established, through Decree 
652/2006, criteria, procedures and deadlines for 
the assignment of channels for digital transmitting.

In the transition period from 2006 to 2016 are set 
the dates of 06/30/2013 for the end of the assign-
ment of analog channels and 06/30/2016 to the 
end of analog transmitting.

Thus, on December 2, 2007 determined the 
beginning of the digital TV era in Brazil with the 

official start transmitting in São Paulo,  event that 
brought together over 2,000 people and had was 
attended by President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva 
and of big entrepreneurs of the sector.

From then on, several stations in the capitals 
and cities with large numbers of inhabitants are 
implementing their stations, developing popular-
ization campaigns and demonstrations in points 
of wide circulation, thus providing the acceler-
ated growth pace of digital signal coverage.

Quality system
The technology qualification achieved by Brazil al-
lows the expansion of Japanese-Brazilian system to 
international levels. Brazilian contributions to ISDB-T  
were endorsed by the Japanese.

Stations are showing in practice the good per-
formance of the system in hostile environments 
as of the Sao Paulo city - with many buildings 
and urban noise - and Rio de Janeiro and Belo 
Horizonte - with steep topography and vast ur-
banization, among others.

The analyses of the behavior of the digital signal in 
field produced by TV stations and the Universidade 
Presbiteriana Mackenzie show that the results 
are very satisfactory both in companionship with 
adjacent analog channels as in the conditions of 
coverage external, internal and mobile.

The reached success is also due to the excellent 
work being done by the canalization group since 
1994 and whose dynamic activities will continue to 
play a major role until full migration of the system.

*Valderez Donzelli works in digital TV since the beginning 
of studies in Brazil, is a consultant in telecommunications 
and broadcasting and editorial director of SET  -  e-mails: 
valderez@adthec.com.br  and valderez@set.com.br 

Anatel members and TV stations on TV Cultura, in Sao Paulo, at the day when was granted the license to the test station

GROuP MuNICIPALITy Time to Request the Digital Channel

Generating São Paulo Up to 29 December, 2006

Generating Belo Horizonte, Brasília, Fortaleza, Rio de Janeiro e Salvador Up to 30 November, 2007

Generating Curitiba, Goiânia, Manaus, Porto Alegre e Recife Up to 31 March, 2008

Generating Campo Grande, Cuiabá, João Pessoa, Maceió, Natal, São Luis e Teresina Up to 31 July, 2008

Generating
Aracaju, Boa Vista, Florianópolis, Macapá, Palmas, 
Porto Velho, Rio Branco e Vitória

Up to 30 November, 2008

Generating The other Municipality Up to 31 March, 2009

Relay Capital of States and Distrito Federal Up to 30 April, 2009

Relay The other Municipalities Up to 30 April, 2011

Engineers and technicians who participated in the tests that an-
tecipated the SBTVD success
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Access your digital collection  
any time you want, wherever you are. 
With MediaSpace, it can be done.
MediaSpace is an innovative solution to manage your collection. Access your content wherever you are 
and easily publish it where there can be profit to your business, be it in your playout, on the Internet or 
any other media.

Facilitate and expand the mass consumption of your content and enjoy the advantages of cataloging, 
organizing, searching, finding, selecting and reusing your collection. MediaSpace will always be there 
for your business with guaranteed and included technical upgrades.

 More than a solution, you will have the benefit of a service comparable only to six-figure  
 price tag products, with accessible monthly installments to your company.

 MediaSpace is developed and maintained in Brazil, is in tune with the market demands,  
 and can be integrated with widely known national and international manufacturers.

Do you want to know more?
Get in touch with us:
Access: mkttv.net
Follow: twitter.com/mkttvnet
E-mail: contato@mkttv.net
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One of the main and most complex re-
quirements in the digital TV deployment 
is the planning of digital channels. In 

Brazil, the discussions to raise the scenario 
and propose appropriate ways to the digital TV 
started in 1991, with the COMTV, the TV Com-
mission, from Communications Ministry.

With the Group Abert / Set generation, in 
2004, was created the first working group, 
named canalization sub-group, composed 
of engineer experts in television and spread 
by the TV stations and research institutions, 
working collaboratively and in conjunction 
with the Communications Ministry, and after 
its creation, also with the ANATEL.

Even without a definition of the digital system, 
professionals involved in the work carefully 
studied feasibility criteria and propagation 
models for the inclusion of new channels, 
since the relationship with analog channels 
was essential and disturbing.

In order to define a starting point, was estab-
lished the basic premise that for each analog 
channel would be provided a digital channel 
that would ensure the same coverage. How-
ever, as the number of analog channels is very 
high – 8.300 to the season - began prelimi-
nary studies for locations where there was at 
least one TV generator and also the cities with 
more than 100 thousand inhabitants.

Other points were added to the few studies, 
like the possibility of frequency reuse and the 
use of conservative parameters for the PBTVD 
- Plano Básico de Distribuição de Canais de 
Televisão Digital (Basic Distribution Plan of 
Digital Television Channels) were applicable 
to any modulation technique that came to be 
used in land transmission.

In 2002, in order to the digital TV planning 
could be started, Anatel published the 291 
Resolution - by consolidating the technical 
characteristics of channels of analog basic 
plans - and suspended the analysis of viable 
projects to the approval of PBTVD.

As a result of the effort of working together 
in April 2005, Anatel published the 398/2005 
Resolution, establishing methods and technical 

CANALIzATION STuDy FOR DIGITAL TV IN BRAzIL
by Tereza Mondino and Valderez Donzelli*

criteria for calculating the technical feasibility 
of analog and digital channels, applicable to 
the ATSC, DVB-T and ISDB-T standards.

The technical criteria establish protection re-
lations, the possibility of using digital channels 
adjacent co-located (installed at a distance 
less than 2 kilometers), new field values 
protected and interfering field and also the 
adoption of new calculation model of propaga-
tion by the point-area method.

This way it became possible to finalize the 
preparation of the first PBTVD - approved by 
Anatel 407/2005 Resolution, valid for any 
standard that could be adopted. It made pos-
sible a transition period of simulcast, would 
ensure the proper administration of the spec-
trum, provided the same coverage as analog 
service and would prevent interferences. The 
canalization studied was the high range of 
VHF (channels 7 to 13) and UHF (channels 
14 to 59).

PBTVD Review
Soon after the PBTVD conclusion, appeared 
some concerns regarding to the implemen-
tation of the plan, such as non-use of VHF 
channels in digital stations in the world; the 
consideration adopted in the planning of a 
single transmission point for radiating systems 
not co-located in capitals like São Paulo, Re-
cife, Brasilia, Salvador, Fortaleza, Natal, João 
Pessoa, Cuiabá and Campo Grande, with the 
consequent possibility of interference in ad-
jacent channels; the necessity to consider the 
real “sites” of the analog channels and future 
digital channels to its linkage; and the exis-
tence of high-power channels with limitations 
in some directions. In this process, which 
lasted from the end of 2005 to 2007 were re-
viewed all capitals.

The guidelines considered in this review pro-
cess were: utilization, initially, only channels 
in the UHF (14 to 59), leaving the VHF bands 
to use in a more advanced of transition stage, 
when the question of the reception was better 
defined; utilization of the real data of analogue 
stations installation, tied to the future digital 

channel, minimizing the possibility of adja-
cent channel interference; possibility of using 
channels from 60 to 69, range proposed by 
the SET to have its destination modified for 
use in TV digital; and elimination of power 
limitations in some important channels of high 
power. To this end, was opened the possibility 
of amendment or cancellation of vacant chan-
nels of analog plans, which was not allowed to 
occasion of the PBTVD drafting.

Before the end of this step, there was a deci-
sion about the adoption of the SBTVD-T – the 
brazilian digital TV standard.

PBTVD Reconfiguration
Defined the standard and established the 
guidelines and the timetable for its implemen-
tation, Anatel, supported by the canalization 
group, has been conducting the PBTVD recon-
figuration. It was initiated by the most densely 
region populated in the state of Sao Paulo and 
then continued to other regions and units from 
the Federation and with greater demand for 
deployment of digital stations. 

In addition to the guidelines used for the 
PBTVD revision, the new decisions have en-
abled the adoption of the reuse frequency 
and determined the inclusion of four digital 
channels of 6 MHz directed to the Executive 
Branch. In order to meet the demand by ad-
ditional public channels, the Communications 
Ministry opted by allocate the channels 60 to 
69 to the public channels, which resulted in 
some pending in the planning of capitals São 
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

The stages of work for each location are: pre-
study to reconfigure the basic plan; a meeting 
with the granted entities in order to optimize 
the study aggregating the information and 
experience of local engineers, the publica-
tion of public consultation of amendments to 
the basic plan - for receiving comments from 
interested; the analysis of these comments; 
the confirmation of the final proposal with the 
granted entities, the publication of the act’s 
effective reconfiguration of the Basic Plan and 
the submission of the proposal for the as-
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ABERT / SET Group

Coordinator
Fernando Bittencourt Filho 

Subgroup on Strategic 
Assessment Coordinator
Olímpio José Franco 

Subgroup Canalization 
Coordinator
Liliana Nakonechnyj 

Consultor
André Cintra

Subgroup on Consumer 
Coordinator
Alfonso Aurin Palacin Junior 

Subgroup Studio Coordinator 
Roberto Franco

signment of the couple best suited to digital 
analog stations in each city to the Ministry.

Além da revisão do PBTVD nas capitais, estão 
concluídos os trabalhos de reconfiguração nos 
estados de São Paulo, Paraná, Santa Catarina 
e Bahia (em rosa no mapa). O estado de Minas 
Gerais é o que está sendo estudado (em listado 
no mapa). Até Julho, deverão estar concluídos 
ainda os Estados do Rio de Janeiro, Rio Grande 
do Sul, Espírito Santo, Goiás e Tocantins. Os 
demais estados deverão ter reconfiguração con-
cluída até o final de 2010. A Figura 1 apresenta 
o mapa da reconfiguração.

Apart from the PBTVD review in the capitals, are 
concluded the reconfiguration work in the states 
of São Paulo, Parana, Santa Catarina and Ba-
hia (in pink on map). Minas Gerais state is what 
is being studied (listed in the map). Until July, 
should be completed the states of Rio de Ja-
neiro, Rio Grande do Sul, Espírito Santo, Goiás 
and Tocantins. The other states should take the 
reconfiguration completed by the end of 2010. 
Figure 1 shows the reconfiguration map.

*Tereza Mondino  - Electrical engineer graduated from 
unB. Participated in delegations in conjunction with  
international bodies telecommunications . She is cur-
rently a TM Consulting Telecommunications consultant, 
which provides service to the SET and ABERT.

*Valderez Donzelli works in digital TV since the beginning 

of studies in Brazil, is a consultant in telecommunications 

and broadcasting and editorial director of SET  -  e-mails: 

valderez@adthec.com.br  and valderez@set.com.br

Subgroup Test Coordinator
Valderez de Almeida Donzelli 

Executive Consultant
Tereza Mondino

Laboratory Consultant
Eduardo de Oliveira e Silva Bicudo 

Advisory Planning & Control
Carlos de Brito Nogueira

Professional Stations 
and Experts:
Ana Eliza Faria e Silva; Daniel Lourenço Domingos; 
Edson Geraldo Benedito; Fernando Wictor 
Pietrukoviz Quinttela; Francisco Sergio Husni 
Ribeiro; José Elias, Maria Goretti Romeiro; Paulo 
Henrique Corona Viveiros de Castro; Roberto 
Tamotsu Aono; Sidnei Nogueira Pinto; Sizenando 
José Ferreira Filho; Sandro Rodrigues da Silva 

Instituto Presbiteriano 
Mackenzie Professionals
Ana Cecília Munhoz Martins; Carlos Eduardo 
Dantas; Cristiano Akamine; Daniel da Costa Diniz; 
Gunnar Bediks Junior; Fábio Baiadori; Francisco 
Sukys; Luís Tadeu Raunheitte; Ricardo Franzen

Sponsor
Companies which cooperated 
with the tests:
Eletro Equip Telecomunicações Ltda; Harris 
Corporation; Linear Equipamentos Eletrônicos 
Ltda; Nec do Brasil S.A.; Nokia; Rohde & Schwarz; 
Tektronix Indústria e Comércio Ltda; Transtel Conti 
& Cia Ltda; Wandel & Goltermann; Zenith

Company Professionals 
Carlos Alberto Fructuoso; Cláudio Younis; Dante João 
Stachetti Conti;José Yugi Ito; Marcelo Cacheiro 

 Legend: 
 Pink: Completed

 Streaky: in study

 Yellow: Complete in 2010

Figure 1 - Location Plan of Digital TV Reconfiguration

Source: Engineer André Cintra – canalization group
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BRAzILIAN INTERACTIVITy WILL OPEN 
NEW COOPERATION AND BuSINESS 
FRONTS AROuND ThE WORLD

Aside from Europe, where there are 
businesses - such as the Open - which 
has revenues of about $ 100 million 

on providing solutions, all over the world 
through interactive digital TV in its beginning 
and depending on many factors to take off 
from time.

In Brazil it is not different. Interactivity is 
planned for the country - perhaps the most 
comprehensive in the world – may start a 
new experience on the “small screen”, with 
access to services and applications custom-
ization, informative, entertainment, utilities, 
private or even relationship via digital TV .

This interactivity is coming - the latest in 
May - when he is scheduled to hit stores 
the first converter with implementations of 
the middleware Ginga specifications, jointly 
developed by Universidade Federal da Paraí-
ba (Federal University of Paraíba), the PUC 
- Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de 
Janeiro (Pontificy Catholic University from Rio 
de Janeiro) and Forum Brasileiro de TV Digital 
(Brazilian Digital TV Forum). 

Ginga as a product is a software installed in 
set-top boxes, and aims to allow the interac-
tivity between viewer and television station 
(see more details of its operation in the ar-
ticles of this issue detachable).

The specifications that must be respect by 
set-top boxes manufacturers were slow to 
get ready, but now they are completed. The 
last step in this process is the approval of 
ABNT - Associação Brasileira de Normas 
Técnicas (Brazilian Technical Standards As-
sociation), scheduled for April 2010.

With the availability of the device by which 
all stations and heads of television network 
in Brazil sighed, the viewer, when access the 

converter, will participate in the programs 
and will see additional and also not additional 
information about programming. The convert-
er will also to receive personalized messages 
- read advertising - the TV shopping ...  
The t-commerce and personalized adver-
tising will be more two sources of financial 
revenue for stations. (Brazilian interactivity 
is not only that: country’s government wants 
to use the Ginga’s resources to promote the 
social inclusion of large section of the popu-
lation. Of course, all hardware and software 
created from the Ginga will be available to 
partners country in ISDB-T (see the interview 
with the Minister Helio Costa).

Today, depending on the complexity, it is es-
timated that an application can cost between 
US$ 5.000 and US$ 250.000 or more, a 
determining factor for the freezing tests or 
investment by IT companies that want to be 
part of that market here and in the South and 
Latin Americas.

Comics
Anyone who believes these markets is eye-
ing for long time these markets. They are 
companies with potential to take the tech-
nology and solutions developed in Brazil for 
all over the world. This applies to the HXD, a 
Hirix Engenharia de Softwares division (Hirix 
Software Engineering) from Brasilia focused 
on developing applications for digital TV. “Our 
business is to develop interactive media. 
And not only in the Brazilian standard, “says 
Salustiano Fagundes, HXD director.

The company, in addition to television sta-
tions, has clients in the private and public 
initiatives and expected an invoicing about 
two million dollars in 2009 with interactiv-
ity. That has not happened because Ginga 

delayed and were late the HXD climbing, 
which began in 2007, precisely when digi-
tal TV was in the air just a week ago. Then, 
the HXD has developed a consultancy for the 
Band TV, MTV and SBT networks. “We got the 
information that existed about the carousel 
generator, the transmitter applications, and 
integrate them to the station multiplexers,” 
explains Fagundes. “The result was very good 
because it anticipated the interactive tests in 
six months.” Interactivity was limited because 
it was local. “But it was interactive,” empha-
sizes the HXD director.

From a marketing point of view, the most in-
teresting partnership made by HXD is directed 
to the content and was made with Maurício 
de Souza Produções, the copyright holder of 
comics as “Turma da Monica”, directed to 
children and youth publics. “Content is the 
differential of interactivity,” says Fagundes. 
“He has to be fascinating, to attract attention. 
That is why we developed a serie of inter-
active applications based on the universe of 
characters. The business has already been 
modeled. Its premiere depends only on the 
set-top box to go on sale.

For the CEF - Caixa Econômica Federal, the 
Brazilian social bank, the HXD also developed 
applications, that allow to clients obtain in-
formation about financing housing, check 
credit terms and about the FGTS – Fundo de 
Garantia por Tempo de Serviço (Guarantee 
Fund for Length of Service) a worker’s sav-
ings, paid by companies, which is the driving 
force behind the construction in country. “In 
the second stage, clients will have access to 
their bank accounts and may make financial 
moves by digital TV,” says Fagundes.

He has made presentations to several seg-
ments - including advertising agencies, and 
financial market players. “Here and abroad, 

by José Maria Furtado*
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because of we participate of the Brazilian mis-
sions in Peru, Cuba and other countries”, he 
says. In other words, in Latin America, the HXD 
positioned itself as a provider with expertise.

Core business
TQTVD is another company, who was born in 
2007 from an association between TOTVS, 
the largest group of software enterprise in 
Brazil and Quality Software, also the indus-
try sector. Both already provide services and 
products to all over the world.

TQTVD core business is provide knowledge of 
Information Technology (IT) for technological 
development environment of devices, sys-
tems and applications directed to digital TV 
in Brazil and abroad. 

TQTVD’s main product is the AstroTV, a com-
mercial version of Ginga specification that 
turns available the infrastructure software 
needed interactivity for the viewer. Traded 
only among the TV sets and converters manu-
facturers, the AstroTV will come built-in these 
products and ready to be used by consumers. 
David Britto, Quality’s director-chairman, af-
firm the AstroTV is effective. “The product 

has excellent performance in all homologated 
hardware platforms.”

To promote its products, TQTVD and Linear, 
transmitting equipment manufacturer, are 
participating in all events held abroad. In 
Brazil, these companies have received del-
egations from Argentina, Paraguay and Peru 
to demonstrate what has been developed 
and used.

In countries that choose other standard, all 
the solutions provided by TQTVD in domestic 
market may be employed in the same way. 
According to Britto, “ Quality Software has 
previous experience in the DVB standard”, and 
when the AstroTV was designed, the company 
has been careful to develop it in a way that 
middleware could be adapted to other existing 
standards and also IPTV transmission. 

Besides AstroTV, TQTVD sees opportunities 
in supporting the development of interactive 
applications for digital TV. Through Astro-
DevNet, a partnerships network directed to 
developers, TQTVD can offer to other compa-
nies, qualification and training in application 
developments. The AstroDevNet meets cus-

tomer demand as broadcasters, content 
producers, advertising agencies and others.

The TQTVD bet big on a market that is still 
only in the beginning. “We believe this is a 
market as important as the applications for 
desktops and mobile phones,” Britto justifies. 
In order to meet this new demand, were in-
vested by TQTVD about 4 million dollars. The 
company has 80 senior professionals and has 
a community of companies and freelancers 
from different parts of Brazil and the world, 
who are also already working on projects. 
Optimistic, Britto believes that in a short time 
the company will have 250 employees.

For the company’s plans, “as other countries 
to align themselves to the ISDB-T standard, 
the TQTVD will define specific investment 
funds”, says David. Actually, Latin America 
is an excellent opportunity for the company: 
the abroad development support should also 
be attended by TQTVD. “It’s part of our strat-
egy to appoint local representatives for the 
development of compatible applica tions with 
AstroTV,” concludes Britto.

*José Maria Furtado is Revista da SET’s editor, special edition

David Britto, Quality's director-chairman
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One of the main actors, or the main re-
sponsible for the successful roll-out 
of the Brazilian digital TV system, is 

the Brazilian academy. The research was of 
fundamental importance for system definition 
and development of a middleware that meets 
the needs of Brazilian interactivity and social 
inclusion.

In this field, four are in relief: USP – Univer-
sidade de São Paulo (São Paulo University) 
and Laboratório de Sistemas Integráveis da 
Escola Politécnica (Polytechnic School In-
tegrated Systems Laboratory), coordinated 
by Professor-Doctor Marcelo Zuffo, Univer-
sidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie (Mackenzie 
University), with coordination of research by 
Professor-Doctor Gunnar Bedicks, PUC - 
Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de 
Janeiro (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 

ThE BRAzILIAN ACADEMy IN ThE 
SBTVD DEVELOPMENT 
by Moacyr Vezzani*

de Janeiro), under supervision of Professor-
Doctor Luis Fernando Soares  and UFPB 
-  Universidade Federal da Paraíba  (  Federal 
University of Paraíba) and LAVID – Laboratório 
de Aplicações de Vídeo Digital (Digital Video 
Applications Laboratory), coordinated by Pro-
fessor-Doctor Guido Lemos. 

Each institution has developed projects for 
specific digital TV areas. Universidade Pres-
biteriana Mackenzie fit the comparative tests 
between the American, European and Japanese 
systems, in addition to coordinating the trans-
mission and modulation works.  USP acted in 
defining the access terminal, the standardiza-
tion of H.264 and AAC audio standards. PUC 
and UFPB are responsible by development and 
specification of the Brazilian Digital TV System 
middleware.

Modulation
Brazil wanted to adopt an efficient and good 
system in all cities. The system should also be 
strong enough to be received in brazilian homes 
with an internal antenna - very different from 
the United States and European countries. “The 
criteria used were audited by UIT - União Inter-
nacional das Telecomunicações (International 
Telecommunication Union), i.e, they were not 
isolated criteria”, says Bedicks.

Universidade Mackenzie, since 1998 worked 
in a study of digital TV standards. Between 
1998 and 2000 performed comparative tests 
between the three systems more used in the 
world. It recommended the ISDB-T modulation 
system, which was considered the most robust. 
“The University objectives were not determined 
by the comparison between systems by itself, 
but to know which of these systems have the 
best performance in the Brazilian conditions”, 
says Bedicks.

After testing, it fell to Mackenzie the coor-
dination of the work about transmission and 
modulation. The University was responsible 
for ISFP02, in which several proposals were 
made, over two years, the description and de-
velopment of that was the basis of the Brazilian 
Digital TV System.

To Gunnar Bedicks, digital TV is not a matter of 
sound and image quality. “It is a tool that en-
ables other kind of services including the social 
inclusion. It will allow that many families have 
access to a technology that might only be pos-
sible through a computer from the future. TV 
will not replace the computer, but to offer new 
services that will appear and may be provided 
by television, like the cell phone.”

Access Terminal
In the Laboratório de Sistemas Integráveis da 
Escola Politécnica da USP, the main investiga-
tions were conducted in the area of electronic 
multimedia system. The effective involvement of Gunnar Bedicks, from Mackenzie
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USP came in 1995 when the laboratory began 
to investigate issues related to high definition 
sound and images.

Therefore, USP invested in a structure of serv-
ers, optical fiber and microwave connection. 
At that time we observed a great opportunity: 
the possibility of embedding a computer on 
TV. From this observation, between 1995 and 
2001, the first microprocessor was designed 
for TVs.

It is worth recalling that in 2002, there were 
many prejudice about the possibility of Brazil 
develop its own system, beyond fear, naturally, 
of going on the reverse of what the world was 
doing  - caused by the PAL-M standard color TV 
adopted by Brazil in 1973 and used exclusively 
by Brazil. “Then we realized the importance of 
developing an advanced, low cost and interop-
erable system”, says Zuffo.

The need to develop a national digital TV sys-
tem, according to Zuffo, is due to the fact that 
in the digital TV, all standards are still immature. 
The most recent, at that time was the standard 
Japanese, but with many shortcomings. “A lot 
of research and development should be done 
to give us something that was suitable for the 
reality of Brazilian TV.”

Brazil opted for ISDB-T to be the latest and best 
defined technical solutions. According to Zuffo, 
all systems are incremental developments in 
relation to the previous one. Therefore, the bra-
zilians have done nothing more that enhance 
what already existed. “That is, simply evolved 
the Japanese system incorporating the interop-
erability resources such as Internet and the 
adoption of multimedia coding techniques more 
advanced”.

Ginga NCL
PUC and Professor Soares participate in the 
process of digital TV standardization since 
1990. At that time, standards have been de-
veloped, including MHEG, which culminated in 
the first middleware for digital TV world. For ex-
cellence in research work and contributions in 
system development, PUC was selected by the 
IEEE as one of the five most productive in this 
area in the world.

In 2005, PUC proposed the declarative environ-
ment of middleware Ginga. Ginga was a joint 
proposal of PUC and Universidade Federal da 
Paraíba. Ginga consists of two parts, the de-
clarative and imperative. In declarative, the 
language is the NCL, developed at PUC. In the 
imperative, there are two possible languages. 
One is the LUA, also developed at PUC. The 
other one is JAVA.

AcADEmy

The middleware is composed by three environ-
ments named Ginga NCL, Ginga J and Ginga 
CC. Ginga NCL offers supports to the declara-
tive part, i.e, the declarative applications 
written in LUA and NCL. Ginga-J offers sup-
ports to the applications written in Java and the 
Ginga Common Core offers supports to both the 
NCL and J. “Is in the Ginga CC functions that 
are common between the two environments”, 
says Soares.

Compared to other middleware developed for 
foreign standards, GINGA provides a much 
greater support in its declarative part of the 
user interactivity in addition to the synchronism 
of the multimedia presentations in general, both 
temporal and spatial. It supports the adapt-
ability of content, depending on the viewer, its 
location, type of device and also the compat-
ibility with multiple display devices.

These functionalities developed by PUC should 
change the way how the TV is consumed in 
Brazil: all the viewers who are watching a TV 
program may take advantage of the interactivity 
by means mobile via Bluetooth or infrared, for 
example.

Ginga J
UFBP is also not a beginner to digital TV. It 
began working in partnership with the Rede 
Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa (Education and 
Research National Network) and the TV Uni-
versitária da Paraíba (Paraiba University TV) in 

1998, proposing the development of systems 
for television. At the beginning, systems with 
as-standard MPEG2, video on demand systems 
and video conferencing systems.

These first projects gave rise to the LAVID - 
Laboratório de Aplicações de Vídeo Digital. 
From there the UFPB developed interactive ap-
plications with the MHP middleware. After this 
phase, the UFPB funded by institutions joined to 
the Federal Government, started to work with 
the development of high-definition video in an-
other project. It has set up a consortium with 
partners who had participated in these proj-
ects and others that were added to the group, 
with the coordination of Guido Lemos. “I made 
a proposal to develop and specify a proof of 
a middleware concept that was suitable for 
SBTVD”, says Lemos.  In 2005, this project was 
executed and dubbed FLEXTV.

From there, arise a proposal of a middleware 
based on Java language. The researches 
suggested some innovations to existing middle-
wares, the MHP, ACAP and ARIB - Associação 
das Indústrias do Japão (Japan Industries Asso-
ciation), which also had versions of Java-based. 
PUC already took part of this project. In early 
2006, the two consortia led by both PUC and 
UFPB integrated the research developed and 
gave rise to Ginga.

*Moacyr Vezzani is a Professor at the universidade Metodista 

de São Paulo (São Paulo Methodist university) and Faculdades 

Anhanguera (Anhanguera Faculties) and Digital TV specialist.

Prof. Luís Fernando Soares, from  PUC
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COVERAGE EVALuATION OF 
BRAzILIAN DIGITAL TV SIGNAL 

1-Introduction

A fundamental difference of digital TV regard 
to analog TV is the ability for receiving image 
with better resolution, in 16x9 of screen with 
larger width of the picture frame with regard-
ing to the height, offering comfortable viewing 
for the viewer besides to allow the reception 
during the shift.  It also allows receiving of 
better sound quality in stereo with up to 6 
channels.

In the adoption of Brazilian digital TV the replica-
tion with a digital signal, from the coverage area 
of each station on analog, was established as 
one of the goals, meaning that new technology 
should provide the signal in all locations where 
the analog already exists.  The television stations 
plan the size of their Cde transmission stations 
having as the main parameters the transmitter 
power, tower height and antenna gain to meet 
the requirement of coverage.

The Brazilian Digital TV System (ISDB-TB) as-
sumes the technique modulation BST-OFDM  
(Band Segmented Transmission - OFDM)[1] 
which provides a great flexibility in configu-
ration, allowing  simulcasting of up to three 
distinct programs within the same TV channel, 
modulated with different levels of strength ac-
cording to the application of each service. The 
adoption of time and frequency interleaving 
allows an additional robustness to the Doppler 
effect, a typical phenomenon in receiving dur-
ing the movement.

The testing system of transmission and re-
ception performed in the laboratory are used 
to characterize the behavior of it face to the 
phenomena that can interfere with its good 
performance. However, in the real operating 
condition, these events don’t occur so often 
as envisioned due to the multiple and simul-
taneous presence aggressive agents such as 
multipath signals, impulsive noise, Doppler ef-
fect and especially interferences from adjacent 
channels. Therefore it is essential to check the 
behavior of the system through field measure-
ments. For this checking is necessary to plan 
the test sites in order to cover all possible op-
erating conditions.

This article shows in a brief way the works 
developed in São Paulo city by Universidade 
Presbiteriana Mackenzie to evaluate the strength 
of system under real conditions. This city is an 
appropriate scenario for this evaluation because 
it is a metropolis with all the possible difficulties 
for the spread of digital TV signal, due to the con-
formation of its geographic focus with numerous 
accidents, the existence of areas with buildings 
concentrations, the presence of several noise 
sources generation, besides to the interferences 
of several services which use radio frequency.

2-Measure Field
This activity consists in make the data collect re-
garding to the signal that reaches the receiver at 
all locations within the coverage area in several 
settings such as High Definition (HD) and Stan-
dard Definition (SD), reception with the device 
installed in vehicles in displacement, reception 
in portable device or notebook.

During this collection is checked the receiv-
ing signal level, the image quality of the signal 
detector, the coordinates of the measurement 
point with the aid of GPS, the environmental 
characteristics of the site, besides the record-
ing of the RF signal sample from each station 
to further the research. This signal must be re-
producible in the lab to evaluate the nature and 
level of interferences.

There are appropriate tools to predict the prop-
agation of signals such as the Okumura Hata 
model[2] and ITU 1546[3] Recommendation 
and which of them take into account the fre-
quency, distance, antenna height of transmitter 
and receiver and environmental conditions.

The Okumura Hata model has been considered 
the most suitable for digital TV and was used in 
this search. The initial model was established by 
Okumura in chart form and later formatted in 
mathematical model by Hata:

by Fujio Yamada and Rodrigo E. Motoyama*

Figure 1 – Map of coverage area from São Paulo metropolitan region.
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At = [69.55 +26.16 log f -13.82 log h
t – 

(1.1log f 
-0.7) hm – (1.56 log f -0.8) + X] dB (1)

Where,  X = {[44,9 – 6.55 log h
t 
] log d} dB

A
t 
= dB attenuation

f = Frequency in MHz

h
t
 =  transmitting antenna height in m

h
m
 =  receiving antenna height in m

d = distance from the measurement point in re-
lation to the transmitter in km 

Resolution 398 of April 7, 2005 ANATEL [4], 
establishes the value of 51 dBmV/m for the 
field intensity of protected outline in the UHF 
band in the limit of coverage area.  From this 
value it can establish the necessary charac-
teristics for the station achieves the objective 
of coverage.

The presence of the elements that degrade the 
signals such as buildings hills, generation of 
electromagnetic noise and interference from oth-
er sources of RF energy can cause disturbances 
in transmission, provoking the degradation of the 
signal that reaches the receiver.

3-Structure tests performed

For the raising of the conditions of digital TV re-
ceiving signal the test area was divided into radial 
of 15° in 15° from the point of transmitter location 
and over each radial were highlighted the distant 
points 2 km, 3 km, 5 km, 7 km, 10 km, 13 km, 17 
km, 20 km, 23 km, 27 km, 30 km, 40 km and 57 
km, as shown in the map of Figure 1.

The main São Paulo’s stations are located in 
Avenida Paulista / Sumaré region with the height 
of the towers about 150m to 200m. To reach the 
coverage area equivalent to the current analog 
transmission are being used transmitters with 
7.5 kW to 15 kW power. Should be considered 
the attenuations provoked by accessories such 
as filters, combiners, losses in transmission line 

Figure 2 – Transmitter Diagram

Figure 3–Diagram Figure 3–Diagram of System Field test of System Field test

Figure 4 – Picture from inside the vehicle test

between the transmitter and antenna. The gain 
of the antennas used is around 12 dB. Figure 
2 shows in a short form the structure of the 
transmitter.  

To the signal measurement is used a van  
equipped  with retractable mast with 10 m 
height and bilog antenna with 5 dB gain in the 
test band, measuring instruments, such as RF 
Capture, Spectrum Analyzer, Set-top box, display 
and GPS. The notebook is used to record in each 
test point the events that occur such as the en-
vironmental conditions, the coordinates, levels, 
etc. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this composition.

For displacement test there are other sources 
that allows the continuous recording of informa-
tion on the conditions receipting as signal levels, 
vehicle speed, location detail, degradation infor-
mation C/N, MER and BER , etc. However this will 
be the subject of another work.

4-Measure Results
For simplicity of presentation were selected 
three broadcasters designated A, B and C 
which have a structure more completely and 
with similar characteristics, whose results of 
receipting are presented in graph form. The 
configuration stations evaluated were in HD 
modulation, 64QAM and mode 3. The test area 
was divided into northern sector with radials 
between 315° to 45°, eastern sector with radi-
als between 45° to 135°, southern sector with 
radial between 135° to 225° and west sector 
with radial between 225º to 315º. The predic-
tion of the field intensity was calculated using 
the Okumura Hata model, equation 1. For each 
group of points located in each sector and at 
the same distance from the transmitter was 
calculated the arithmetic average of field inten-
sity and presented in the graphs in Figures 5, 
6, 7 and 8 for the North, East, South and West 
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Figure 5 –Graph of signal strength in the northern sector

sectors, respectively, along with the intensity 
of each point measured. For points that are lo-
cated below reception threshold of 51 dBmV/m 
the receiver can’t get demodulate the signal. 

To uniformity of conditions, the graphical rep-
resentations were made for HD receiving and 
64QAM modulation, mode 3. From the analysis 
of the chart in Figure 5 it is concluded that the 
level signal near the transmission tower is below 
the expected and it can infers that it is caused 
by the concentration of buildings and degree of 
antenna’s tilt.  For the distance between 3 km and 
13 km of the transmission tower average, medium 
levels are higher than predicted because they are 
in locals no without obstruction or interferences. 
From on 17 km there is a steep drop of levels 
because it is located in the Serra da Cantareira, 
being that in large number of points the signs are 
below the threshold reception.

The eastern sector of Figure 6 is an area almost 
without obstruction by mountains, however with big 
parts of the locations up to 57 km from the trans-
mitter, taking the signals in appropriate levels.

In the southern sector of Figure 7, up to a dis-
tance of 30 km from the transmitter the signals 
are appropriate. From this distance there are ob-
struction areas by Serra do Mar.

In the west sector from Figure 8, from 23 km of the 
transmitter there are obstructions caused by moun-
tains of Serra do Japi which degrade the signal.

5-Conclusion

The test results show that the signal  propaga-
tion is appropriate for a good receiving when there 
isn’t obstruction due to the conformation of relief.  
In shadow points due to the existence of obstruc-
tion will be necessary to effect the correction 
through the use of Gap Filler or SFN network.

Another important factor is the use of internal 
antenna. This antenna requires that the signal 
is at least 20 dB above the signal with external 
antenna.  Analyzing the four graphs, it can be 
verify approximately up to 15 km is possible to 
receive appropriate signal even with the internal 

antenna. From this value the system requires an 
external antenna.

This work was supported by Mackpesquisa.
*Fujio yamada Professor-Doctor from universidade Pres-
biteriana Mackenzie

*Rodrigo E. Motoyama Engineer, from universidade Pres-
biteriana Mackenzie
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Figure 6 – Graph of signal strength in the east sector

Figure 7 – Graph of signal strength in the Southern sector
Figure 8 – Graph of Signal strength in the West sector
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INTRODuCTION OF DIGITAL TV IN BRAzIL: 
FIRST STEP ACCOMPLIShED.
by Liliana Nakonechnyj*
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Absolutely, the first two years of digi-
tal TV in Brazil are a great success by 
enormous set of challenges overcome 

and the awareness of even greater set of 
challenges to overcome.

The Brazilian public television has a single 
place in the life of our people. It is the main 
window to the world for much of the population 
and corresponds to the affection received with 
varied program of quality. With regard to techni-
cal quality, it always remained in the state of art 
of the available technology: already for many 
years uses and abuses of digital techniques in 
production and post-production such as, for ex-
ample, in the field of special effects. But, until 
2007, the limitation imposed by the analogue 
technology in the transmission obliged many 
viewers to live with “noises” and “ghosts”.

The choice of the ISDB-T as the basis for the 
ISDB-T

B
, made after lengthy studies and tests 

in which the SET had a prominent role, assured 
the stations to offer at the same time high defi-
nition and mobility for free. Labeled by many 
for several years, as technological frills, high 
definition and mobility are now considered 
fundamental characteristics to the world. The 
developments made in Brazil made us complete 
the technological leap whereas the compres-
sions innovative of audio and video adopted  
just began appearing in other countries in the 
second-generation of digital TV.

The first major challenge of the digital TV 
deployment in Brazil was to make work 

transmitters and receivers with the new tech-
nologies. The SBTVD Forum, as collaborative 
space of involved sectors, has made this feat. 
While the standardization of the major sub-
systems was done by experts of the stations, 
manufacturers and universities, the receiver 
producers developed products, which tested 
with the first transmitter in operation.

It was not a surprise that the price of the first 
set-top boxes, even with many bugs, were 
$700.00. But, in the first operation year, have 
been launched dozens of digital TV receiv-
ers - integrated television, converters, USB 
receivers for computers and mobiles - with 
40% drop in prices, which continue falling. 
Until the end of 2009, were sold 2 million 
receivers of digital TV in Brazil. For 2010, 
schedule more than 5 million units for sale.

The scope of digital TV in the first period 
of three months of 2010, digital signal has 
reached the 29 metropolitan areas covering 
70 million people. And the HDTV program-
ming grows day by day with soap operas, 
weekly, serials, films and soccer matches.

Innovation with greater share of national 
development, the interactivity was the last 
functionality of digital TV to be ready. But, 
with its combination of declarative and proce-
dural elements, will offer maximum flexibility 
for the enjoyment by the viewer application 
recreational, commercial, informational and 
social inclusion.

On the international scene, ISDB-T also has 
gained deserved recognition. Already adopt-
ed by Argentina, Chile, Peru and Venezuela, 
is being analyzed seriously by other countries 
in Latin America, Central and Southern Africa.

Challenges to overtake? They are several. 
One of the biggest might be in communication 
with the population. In a world with satellite, 
cable, MMDS, all digital, improving the image 
quality was linked for several years, to the 
various forms of pay television. Now we must 
understand that with an UHF antenna and a 
converter, the images and sounds are even 
more beautiful and free.

Even in the technical scope, there are many 
solutions to be developed for the consolida-
tion of technology and the internalization of 
digital TV. SET, a private entity that brings 
together the various sectors involved with 
respect to the television technology, is com-
mitted to these developments.

In addition, SET is available to all interested from 
other countries to help in the understanding of the 
ISDB-T and the advantages it offers for over other 
systems.

*Liliana Nakonechnyj is SET’s president and Engenharia 

de Transmissão da Rede Globo de Televisão (Broadcast 

Engineering's Globo TV) director. Actively participated in 

the internalization of analog TV in Brazil, as well as the 

development of new transmission technologies. Currently 

she works on the Digital TV deployment and coordinates 

the SET Group about Studies of Digital Canalizing.
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ThE BEST DIGITAL TV OF ThE WORLD 
WIThOuT LIMITS FOR ExPANSION
by Frederico Nogueira*

ANATEL – ROLE OF TRANSITION 
FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL TV
by Ara Apkar Minassian*

1. Brazilian conditions 
Brazil is at the forefront in implementing new 

technologies, especially with regard to broadcas-

ting. It was the first country in South America to 

implement the television, on September 18, 1950, 

and since then has followed its evolution. Comple-
ted more than half a century at this moment the 
focus has shifted on digitalizing.

In a country until few years ago classified as 
underdeveloped - and today as an emerging 

economy – the TV became the main form of 

entertainment for people of few resources and 

lacking in entertainment options. The diligen-

ce of the first stations and the technical quali-

ty of their signals and programming coopera-
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The quality, technology and advantages of the 
SBTVD - Sistema Brasileiro de Televisão Digi-
tal (Brazilian Digital Television System), suc-

cessful deployment in 28 metropolitan areas in the 
country covering regions where live more than 65 
million people, have already extrapolated the natio-
nal borders and even continents.

The expansion of high definition technology, 
mobility and interactivity offered by the world’s 
only system that was born and remain free and 
open is the result of the actions of globalization 
promoted by SBTVD Forum, together with the 
ministries of Communications, Industry and Tra-
de, Foreign Affairs and Civil House, which have 
always been successful.

It was this way, for example, in our participation 
in the edition 2009 of NAB Exhibition, the most 
important global event for the audiovisual indus-
try, sponsored by the NAB - National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters from the United States. The 
booth SBTVD Forum was one that attracted most 
attention at the event, getting to the visit by the 
Philippine government, which culminated in the 
official accession of Peru, on April 23, the ISDB-
T

B
 system.

On 28 August, it was the time of Argentina, who 
opted for the Brazilian system over the European 
and South African alternatives. This was in large 
part by direct action of SBTVD Forum showing 
the Argentine partners the highest possibility of 

trade agreements and production of components 
and equipment within the Mercosul.

The following month, or September 2009, Chile 
made official your choice by SBTVD system. In July, 
the country’s president, Michelle Bachelet, had visi-
ted Brazil in the company of Chilean entrepreneurs 
to meet the FIESP - Federação das Indústrias de 
São Paulo (Federation of Sao Paulo Industries), time 
that SBTVD Forum made a demonstration of digital 
programming available on open TV in Sao Paulo 
with mobile devices as well as high-definition of 
several trades.

September was marked by the meeting in Lima 
with officials from Peru, Argentina, Chile, Japan and 
Brazil, which endorsed the proposal to create ISDB-
T International Forum, presented by the Brazilian 
government in partnership with the SBTVD Forum.

The most recent accession to the ISDB-T
B 

in the 
continent was in Venezuela in October. The announ-
cement was made by Minister of Science and Tech-
nology, Jesse Chacon, in Caracas during the seminar 
“Digital TV, a reality in Venezuela,” which was also 
attended by representatives of the SBTVD Forum.

Other countries such as Bolivia, Cuba, Ecuador and 
Paraguay are seriously considering the adoption of 
the Brazilian-Japanese model of digital television. In 
March this year, a group of businessmen in the sector 
went to Costa Rica, and the minister Hélio Costa was 
in Uruguay, where, despite the agreement signed with 
manufacturers model of European digital TV, there is 

the possibility of adoption of the ISDB-T system.

Much of the Brazilian production of TVs and receivers 
with digital technology made in Zona Franca de Manaus 
(Manaus Free Zone), in fact, is already being exported.

The next step is Africa. Also in March a delegation 
of South Africa was in Brazil to see firsthand the 
Brazilian-Japanese system. In April is scheduled 
the visit of a Botswana delegation to understand 
better the Ginga, the Brazilian middleware that allo-
ws interactivity on digital TV.

The SBTVD Forum had already participated in last 
November’ for “1st Conference on Communications in 
Public-Private Partnership” in Maputo, capital of Mo-
zambique. It was through the SBTVD Forum hat Brazil 
has presented lectures about the introduction of digital 
TV, the process of selecting the standard, their inno-
vations, benefits and impact of choice in the country.

In this year’s FIFA World Cup in Africa and only four 
years of a FIFA’s World Cup in Brazil, this is a special 
moment for the worldwide divulgation of national 
technology digital TV, when upon the first time in 
history, Brazil will not be remembered only by soccer.

Aligned with the success of Brazilian diplomacy, the 
SBTVD Forum aware of its responsibility in this pro-
cess that is facing with the challenge competence.

*Frederico Nogueira is SBTVD president and Grupo Ban-

deirantes vice president. he has more than 25 years in the 

communications industry, with extensive experience in the 

direction of radio and television.
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ted further in their development. Gradually, it 
was assumed the networks mode nationwide. 
They emit a basic programming produced by 
the generating stations and relayed by se-
condary stations - own or affiliates. These, in 
turn, introduce local programming and spread 
in its area of influence by a wide network of 
relay stations.

The growth of this structure resulted today in 
approximately 500 generating stations and 
10.000 relays stations distributed throughout 
the country, covering 3126 town and reaching 
about 95% of the population. However, in po-
pulated areas with greater purchasing power, 
as the eastern state of São Paulo, the con-
centration of the station TV saturated so that 
the spectrum currently no expansion can only 
be done with digital transmission technology.

2. The canalization plans for 
the technology transition
The transition from analog to digital trans-
mission began in December 2007 was sized 
to occur in an estimated timeframe of nine 
years - June 2016. For all three Digital TV 
systems, currently recognized by ITU – In-
ternational Telecommunication Union, digital 
terrestrial transmission can’t be conducted 
simultaneously with the analog transmission 
in the same channel used by stations, making 
it necessary, therefore, that over transition 
period, each station operates separately with 
a digital and analog transmitter at different 
frequencies, doubling thus the canalization 
attached to the broadcasting service of soun-
ds and images (TV).

Therefore, in Brazil, Anatel – Agência Nacio-
nal de Telecomunicações (National Telecom-
munications Agency) drew up a plan aimed at 
the canalization to be used by digital TV, in 
order to avoid mutual interference in analog 
transmissions over the transition. Besides the 
preventions of interference, the digital chan-
nels should be able to offer the same covera-
ge of the analog stations in operation, avoi-
ding the emergence of a “digital exclusion”. At 
the same time, it must be kept the plurality of 
information sources, ie, each generating sta-
tion or relay in operation must have factored 
a second channel to allow simulcast in both 
technologies.

The desirability of establishing a reserve of 
radio spectrum for doubling the amount of 
available stations made the planning activi-
ties has triggered even before the choice of 
the digital television system for use in Brazil. 

The wisdom of this decision was confirmed in 
practice, since planning began in November 
1999 while the definition of digital transmis-
sion standard occurred only in June 2006.

To allow for the progress of studies, on April 
7, 2005, through Resolution 398 of ANATEL, 
were fixed the limiar values of reception 
and protection relationship more pessimistic 
among the three systems at the time (ISDB-T, 
DVB-T and ATSC) and developed two versions 
of the Plan of Distribution Channels: one of 
them considering the possibility of using sin-
gle frequency networks (SFN) and some not. 
Preceding the start of the works, in October 
1999, two important decisions were taken: 
a) Suspension of the inclusion of new analog 
channels in the basic Plan; and b) Suspension 
of characteristics changes of channel in use 
in regions of higher density of stations in ope-
ration. These measures were extended to the 
rest of the country in February 2002.

3.  Working method  
Started the studies, it became evident that 
knowledge of the site locations, the percep-
tion of the coverage and shadow areas, the 
existence of conditions for extensions and 
intentions may exist about future technical 
changes factors were essential for a plan at-
tached to the existing reality, a prerequisite 
to the successful implementation of digital 
TV. Were formed, then, local groups consis-
ting of the technical staff of all stations in 
operation in the area, coordinated by Anatel 
and which involved:

•	 Support	 of	 a	 specialized	 consultant	 in	
propagation contracted by SET; 

•	 Software	 for	 technical	 viability	 calcula-
tion by the point-area system, accessible 
on the ANATEL web that uses the proces-
sing facilities of it, need not be imported 
by the user;

•	 Updated	database	online	always	 that	 for-
malized any change to the technical sta-
tion characteristics, and finally,

•	 Digital	 relief	 database	 belonging	 to	 the	
agency available to design engineers, also 
by Internet.

This way, everyone involved come to count on 
common language and memory. In each re-
gion under study has been conducted at least 
two meetings of the local planning, in which, 

through a ‘data show’, the present view their 
coverage areas and interference channels 
under study. After discussion, the consensus 
result is still conduct to public consultation for 
a period of 30 days for comments by people 
and institutions that didn’t participate in the 
activity. Only then, in the absence of objec-
tions coming, planning becomes a consolida-
ted plan.

4. The current stage
The Basic Plan of Distribution Channels for 
Digital Television – PBTVD included, in its 
first issue, 1893 channels distributed in 287 
cities, including those who had more than 
100.000 inhabitants, or those who, even with 
lower population, had at least one station 
generating television. As it became urgent 
to reserve the channel to ensure the simul-
cast, the channels were scaled to the maxi-
mum power allowed in the different classes 
of existing stations, and its radiant systems 
installation considered in the same hypothe-
tical tower installed on site highest concen-
tration of transmission parks of locality. After 
adoption of the ISDB-T standard by the Go-
vernment, were fixed the protection relations 
and specific interference for the system and 
defined the maximum distances to facilities 
adjacent channels could be considered as 
co-located.

Since then, the PBTVD began to be revised 
in each of those 287 municipalities, this time 
identifying the most appropriate channel for 
use in the simulcast of each analog channel 
and setting the coordinates of a circle center 
with a radius of 1 km where the digital station 
must necessarily be located.

In late 2009, PBTVD already covered all the 
states of the Federation with a total of 472 
municipalities and 2688 channels, including 
all 27 state capitals. Among these channels, 
140 were laid by the Ministry of Communica-
tions, so that 34 brazilian municipalities alre-
ady have digital coverage. The success that 
it has been drawn up PBTVD can be checked 
from the beginning of digital transmitting that 
occurred in December 2007, in São Paulo, 
where ten digital generating stations and one 
digital relay station are in operation without 
having caused or suffered any kind of inter-
ference, so in harmonious coexistence with 
other 24 analog stations in full operation.

* Ara Apkar Minassian is ANATEL Communication Media 

Mass Services Superintendent 
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Why ChOOSE BRAzILIAN TV 
DIGITAL STANDARD
 by Olímpio José Franco*  

D
igital terrestrial TV ensures the transition 

from the analog to digital world. Allows to 

be a tool to recover audiences that were 

lost to cable TV, cell phones, DVD and internet. 

Today the conventional and analog receiver is the 

oldest appliance in our homes. If we could turn 

back time, it would work as in 1950...

With the potential of digital TV, you gain a lot 

in capacity, quality and flexibility of use. The 

possibility of using mobile and portable enhan-

ces reaching of new audiences that were not 

accessible until recently, with quality and ro-

bustness. There is a huge potential for new 

business through the portability and mobility. 

Besides all this, the mobile with One Seg Digi-

tal TV allows interactivity similar to a fixed re-

ceiver. There are many and new opportunities 

for this entertainment instrument, education 

and information. And the brazilian digital stan-

dard, ISDB-T
B
, we are not afraid to say, is the 

best of all. We listed below eight good reasons 

for it be adopted by countries that have not 

decided by standard for digital TV:

1) Neither all is equal 
or will be equal

When compared digital TV standards, frivo-

lous claims appear. Some say that the stan-

dards will be all the same. Others say that, 
in the future, the receivers will overcome the 
shortcomings inherent in the existing trans-
missions standard. Neither all is true nor so 
single. There are striking differences betwe-
en the standards due to the basic limita-
tions of technologies employed, adoptions or 
wrong solutions that have become overcome 
due to obsolescence. A theoretical and prac-
tical analysis, in laboratory and in the field, 
based on scientific evidence with generators, 
signal analyzers and with an engineer team 
and technician experts, is able to show the 
differences and consequences of certain pa-
rameters and their results.
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2) The lowest price of 
receiver can not be the 
sole criteria to adopt a 
digital TV standard

There are many arguments that competing 
standards maliciously claims to be derisory 
prices of certain receivers, and only that 
allows its fast introduction in Latin markets 
or on the third world. Not everything can be 
so or the only criterion. When comparing 
standards, compares equivalent platforms to 
similar technologies.

3) Latin countries and the 
third world don’t deserve 
technologies overcome. 

A digital TV standard must be the biggest 
proof of future as possible and it is desira-
ble that it can spend from 30 to 40 years. A 
wrong decision can cost a lot for a country. 
The legacy is not something that has just one 
day to another. There are countries in Euro-
pe, on the verge of being forced to a second 
switch off. Do not analog switch off but, digi-
tal one. The current doesn’t answer yet. It is 
limited, isn’t robust and does not allow HDTV 
in good condition. Otherwise, should have to 
live with 2 digital standards for years, whi-
ch will take up the frequency spectrum too 
valuable. In addition, cause doubt to the ma-
rket, unnecessary expenses to stations and 
distrust users. 

New technologies are initially more expensi-
ve, but very quickly prices fall. Just remem-
ber the paradigms of satellite dishes, VCRs, 
DVD sets, fax, costly in its introduction and 
later became popular, with prices ever lower. 

As the prices of digital television sets in the 
brazilian market, after about 15 months of its 
introduction, prices have fallen by more than 
half and in some cases to one-third the price 
of release. Continuously prices are falling, 
making it increasingly attractive and acces-
sible for most of the population. 

4) Reasons for adoption the 
ISDB-T standard by Brazil

Brazil has taken a confident and secure deci-
sion in the adoption of the ISDB-T standard, 
since it was based on intense scientific tes-
ting and evidence. The fact that the ISDB-
T has segmented band gives an incredible 
flexibility, because thirteen segments allow 

multiple uses for different markets and di-
fferent business models. The robustness of 
signal reception provides security without 
frustrating the viewer. In addition, advances 
have been introduced in the system, such as 
MPEG-4 in the main audio and video chan-
nel, which almost doubled its capacity and 
ensured higher quality. Adoptions of more 
advanced versions of MPEG-4 for the chan-
nel of mobility (One Seg) turned it more cur-
rent and capable. It is important to note that 
the One Seg corresponds to the use of only 
one of the thirteen segments available in all 
of band. It is enough to transport services for 
mobile and portable devices, with robustness 
and low pay load.

The use of middleware Ginga, developed by 
universities in collaboration, is another ad-
vantage with regard to the system. It is high 
capacity and as the NCL and Ginga J (Java) 
are moderns, flexible and powerful for many 
applications. The use of Ginga will be without 
cost, that is, free of patents. In addition, the 
system adopted allows that everything can 
be operated simultaneously, without limita-
tions or exclusions. 

There was a serious commitment between 
Japan and Brazil allowing the harmoniza-
tion of rules, exemption of patent payment 
of ISDB-T system and technology transfer to 
Brazilian universities and industries. Similar 
conditions may be repeated for the countries 
that will adopt the same system. The Japa-
nese are known for their ability, integrity, 
reliability and not promises that can not ful-
fill.  Brazilians, for their creativity, ability to 
improvise and innovate. 

5) Opportunity to grow and 
develop with a modern, 
robust and flexible standard

There are good opportunities for all. There 
is always something new to be developed or 
improved. Special applications possible spe-
cific results for each need of each country 
or locality. It is a social and digital inclusion 
tool.

ISDB-T has features that make it powerful, 
flexible, robust and with a high capacity to 
carry everything at once.

Today MPEG-4 is on the modern platforms 
of cable TV, the Blu-ray DVDs in professional 
systems and many other new systems in the 
market. It is the standard of the moment and 

the next few years, with high efficiency and 

high quality.

6) Advanced Interactivity, 
powerful and able to perform 
social and digital inclusion

One of the biggest advantages of ISDB-T is 

the unique interactivity. In Brazil, the Federal 

Government bets to interactivity to make go-

vernment programs related to health, educa-

tion, social security, agriculture, cooperative 

banks and plenty of opportunity for informa-

tion and entertainment.  

Station networks could use specific applica-

tions for its information, entertainment and 

sport programs, in addition to its use in trade 

and e-commerce.

7) Do not exchange for 
digital TV, fruits, corn, 
minerals, orange juice, meat 
... Choose the best, without 
legacy an restrictions

The choice decision of a digital TV stan-

dard can not be dependent on trade, op-

portunistic commercial promises, unsubs-

tantiated and prejudicial to the country 

over time. It is important to separate digi-

tal TV technology from business generics. 

A limited platform doesn’t stand businesses 

for stations nor transmission and reception 

equipment manufacturers. Neither allows 

the broadcasters survive and have power to 

compete with big economic-financial con-

glomerates and telecommunications compa-

nies, which seek only to higher revenues.

8) The ISDB-T standard rules

ISDB-T standards with special features adop-

ted by Brazil have been harmonized between 

SBTVD Forum and ARIB from Japan. They are 

part of the International ISDB-T. To find and 

download free - ISDB-T
B
 rules (the Brazilian 

version) written in Spanish, Portuguese and 

English, just visit the site www.abnt.org.br 

For more details on the SBTVD work, visit 

www.forumsbtvd.org.br

*Olímpio José Franco is Sociedade Brasileira de En-

genharia de Televisão (Brazilian Society of Television 

Engineering) vice president
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DIGITAL TV IN BRAzIL AND ThE 
POSSIBILITIES OF DIGITAL INCLuSION
by Cosette Castro*

Introdution
In Brazil, the SBTVD - Sistema Brasileiro de 
TV Digital (Brazilian Digital TV System) has 
developed a unique project for the first time 
in the history of the country, because univer-
sities and researchers were invited to think 
and develop projects for digital television 
(DTV), as to experience the existing standar-
ds. Between 2004 and 2006, while the fede-
ral government discussed with the company 
the standard to be chosen, 73 universities 
(public and private) and research centers 
and 1.500 researchers performed studies to 
propose a system with the brazilian characte-
ristics. These study groups worked together, 
i.e, the technology was developed with the 
participation of small universities and insti-
tutions with a tradition of research. Together 
they developed the digital layers of the tree 
for the Brazilian DTV, an unprecedented pro-
ject in Latin America and the Caribbean.

There are important examples of this work 
across the country. Universities in South 
Africa came together to develop modulation 
systems (also called multiplex) and developed 
the chip design that integrates the modula-
tion system for the Integrated Services Digital 
Broadcasting (ISDB) and other specifications 
of the national technology. In the state of Pa-
raiba, located in the northeast region of the 
country, the federal university developed a 
middleware system in Java, open and free, 
together with studies at the PUC - Pontifí-
cia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro 
(Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Ja-
neiro). This middleware has became known 
by the GINGA name and allows interactivity, 
interoperability and multiprogramming, etc. .. 
With regard to applications to digital system, 
there are several examples of interactive free 
projects related to the t-health, electronic ga-
mes, digital government, distance education, 
t-work and t-bank developed in the country 
to digital television, such as interactive ser-
vices and information about home ownership, 

insurance, information about funding for em-

ployees, among others, offered through the 

DTV sets (from the use of remote control) or 

mobile (from own electronic device).

The Brazilian government has created two 

centers, both of national character. The first 

one was a virtual development center that ser-

ves as a virtual warehouse of research develo-

ped in these sectors. This Development Center 

allows the exchange of knowledge among uni-

versities and institutions. Moreover, the Brazi-

lian government created the Centro Nacional 

de Produção de Conteúdos Digitais Interativos 

(National Center for Production of Interactive 

Digital Media), a topic that I will treat later.

The digital TV system elected in Brazil in 

2006 is a blend of Japanese technology, kno-

wn as ISDB  -Integrated Services for Digital 

Broadcasting - and the brazilian technology. 

Internationally, the hybrid system came to 

be called ISDB-T (Integrated Services Digital 

Broadcasting for Terrestrial) and in Brazil is 

known as the SBTVD-T - Brazilian Terrestrial 

Digital TV System.

There are several reasons for the election of 

this system, particularly by SBTVD characte-

ristics, which can be seen below:

1. Multiprogramming, where each company 

should use four sub-channels, increasing 

the range of  audience programming;

2. Interactivity that allows the participation of 

the audience;

3. Interoperability between DTV standards;

4. Robustness, which allows to receive the 

different schedules throughout the country 

without problems;

5. Portability, ie, digital TV is also available 

in small screens that can be carried in 

the pocket;

6. Accessibility for people with special needs;

7. Usability, to collaborate on digital inclusion 
among the population;

8. It is available in high definition (HDTV) and 
Standard Definition (SDTV);

9. Using MPEG 4, which has more technolo-
gical resources and allows to use of cha-
racteristics mentioned so far.

Among the brazilian contributions is Ginga, 
middleware which allows the use of standards 
already adopted by OIT – Organização Inter-
nacional de Telecomunicações (International 
Telecommunication Organization) - American, 
European and Japan-Brazilian hybrid. That 
is, allows interoperability between systems; 
allows its use in high definition (HDTV) and 
allows to run interactive applications of diffe-
rent levels. In addition, it allows that content 
to digital TV are displayed in different re-
ception systems, regardless of manufacturer 
or the kind of receiver, because the GINGA 
accepts several technology platforms, such 
as digital television, mobile, handheld com-
puters (PDAs) or television pay, in its diffe-
rent forms. Ginga middleware offers free and 
open code, and interface with the Internet 
and graphical interface.

The Brazilian government believes that up to 
2010 all park of television set has already 
been changed by digital devices. During this 
period, digital television expects to move fi-
gures around $100 million, as regard to the 
sale of boxes of converting from analog to 
digital, as to change the television sets 
across the country or the business related to 
the industry. But these values do not include 
investments related to the production of inte-
ractive digital media content, but a study by  
BNDES - Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento 
Econômico e Social (National Economic and 
Social Development Bank) is estimated at 
U.S. $ 20 Millions.

A study by U.S. company Price Waterhouse Co-
opers in 2007 indicated that the entertainment 
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industry (now with digital technology) should 

grow to around 6.4% by 2011. The research 

also predicted that the entertainment industry 

and contents in Latin America will grow 8.9% 

per year. While it does not occur, the Brazi-

lians are getting from the 02 December 2007, 

boxes of converting to digital system and are, 

little by little, watching digital TV starting in 

December (2007) in Sao Paulo and since July 

2008 in air in Rio de Janeiro, Goiânia, Porto 

Alegre, Salvador, Curitiba, Florianópolis, Ara-

caju, Cuiabá and Belo Horizonte. In December 

2009, according to data from ANATEL -  Agên-

cia Nacional Telecomunicações  20 capitals (of 

27 existing) and 15 other major cities already 

use digital television.

Region
Licenses for 
DTV already 

approved

Licenses for 
DTV still being 

processed

South region 11 16

South-est region 33 20

Midwest region 07 11

Northeast region 09 26

North region 03 08

The price of converter boxes was a reason of 

worrying for the federal government represen-

tatives, experts and researchers, but they are 

already on the market cheaper and are also 

accessible through the installment purchases. 

The Brazilian government believes that with 

the increase in scale, the price of converter 

boxes may fall further, especially if the digital 

hybrid TV system adopted for Brazil has been 

adopted by other countries in Latin America 

and the Caribbean. Until February 2010, Ar-

gentina, Chile, Peru, Venezuela had already 

formalized the adoption of the Brazilian-Ja-

panese standard and at least five other Latin 

American countries, like Ecuador, Bolivia and 

Paraguay, study the Brazilian-Japanese model.

At a first moment, the main SBTVD attraction, 

as I discussed above, was to facilitate the re-

ception of images, a serious problem throu-

ghout the country because of geographical 

differences. Another problem in the reception 

of analogue images happened in big cities, 

which have difficulty propagating waves by 

the number of buildings. These are important 

differences between analogue and digital sys-

tem. When the audiences have problems with 

the analog signal, appear “ghosts” or “noises” 

on the screen,  but with the digital signal is 

different. Or the signal presents high quality 

or the screen is completely black, no signal. 

This was an important reason for choosing 

the Japanese system: system robustness and 

image quality, but - as already commented 

and quoted before - is not the only one. In 

respect to quality, it is stand out the commer-

cial media companies have chosen to adopt 

high-definition and public companies prefer-

red definition standard using multiprogram-

ming and interactivity.

Another important attraction of the Brazilian-

Japanese digital standard is exactly the inte-

ractivity, perhaps the most important change 

in respect to the analogue system. This can 

be divided between interactivity without return 

channel and interactivity with return channel. 

The first one - interactivity without return 

channel - enables some applications related 

to the program like to view multiple cameras, 

to receive synopses of films, novels and TV 

series, information about players / actors and 

applications not related to the program, such 

as electronic programming guide, news and 

bulletins games, residents, weather and traffic 

information. Now the interactivity with the re-

turn channel is much wider, but must go throu-

gh a network of fixed or mobile. It enables the 

use of Internet in the television and also the 

use of related applications programs, such as 

e-commerce, distance education, and progra-

ms such as the questions and answers. Are 

also possible applications not related to the 

program, like the access to email, chat online, 

e-banking, e-government, distance education, 

and even games on the network.

In Brazil there is a coordinating SBTVD or-

gan, which is the Forum Brasileiro da Tele-

visão Digital (Brazilian Digital Television Fo-

rum) - composed by representatives of the 

broadcasting business, academia, the fede-

ral government and civil society, and is this 

forum that indicates to the government the 

best practices, research and experiences in 

the area. In addition to putting into practice 

the deployment of digital television, the fede-

ral government began to develop a policy of 

technological innovation in long term and sti-

mulate the development of a digital content 

industry, designed for both a single device 

(eg digital TV) as technological convergence 

between different platforms.

Digital Contents
In terms of content audiovisual digital produc-
tion, you have to think all this new industry 
covers, as new business models, new techno-
logical structures and new languages for digi-
tal media and for different platforms, among 
them the digital television. The audiovisual 
content industry also covers new digital ways 
to relate to the audience, quite different forms 
from known to date in Latin America and the 
Caribbean, and requires new jobs and quali-
fied professionals to these different demands.

Particularly because they can be conceived 
and developed independently of time, place 
or geography locating, because it includes the 
interactive, non-places that circulate on the 
Internet and mobility made possible by mobile, 
digital televisions and mobile or portable com-
puters and also by hand.

With so many changes, social actors are 
changing their relationship with information 
technology and communication, particularly 
with the digital TV channel return, as the au-
dience have the opportunity to submit online 
your opinion about news and events, or even 
, for the first time, will be able to produce au-
diovisual digital content from their reality and 
make them public. There is the possibility to 
increase the production of audiovisual digital 
fiction and nonfiction for distance education, 
t-work, t-health, t-medical, t-culture, t-justice 
or entertainment, between other DTV digital 
content. Moreover, as technological platforms 
such as digital television, there will be a tre-
mendous amount of knowledge that the inha-
bitants of the region can receive daily in your 
screen, in addition to those already receive 
through the printed media and analog.

Currently, people, social groups, neighborhood 
associations, politics, sports, recreation, cul-
tural or religious nature have a chance, from 
digital technologies to produce their own di-
gital audiovisual content, whether information 
or field of fiction, and to give visibility to their 
proposals and identity (whether cultural, gen-
der or religious). They also have the opportu-
nity to offer this content to be published in one 
or more digital devices, are the various websi-
tes, digital TV or mobiles, providing to the pu-
blic on their own or through the convergence 
of media.

In addition to conceptual issues, it is also need 
to prepare the Latin American and Caribbean 
region for new jobs and skills that digital TV 
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requires either a technical or academic. It 
is also necessary to consider new inter and 
transdisciplinaries in the university, including 
the Communication, Education, Design, En-
gineering, Information Technology, Pedagogy, 
Economics, among others; the study of new 
business models, cultural issues and behavior, 
etc… because the changes are complex and 
only one theory can not address the changes 
that we are living. Therefore, we will need stu-
dents and future professionals to think and 
make interactive digital television. It is also 
need to think and develop audiovisual con-
tents for multiprogramming and interactivity 
for digital terrestrial television, as well as the 
possibility of crossover between the different 
digital platforms, because they mark an impor-
tant gap between the developing countries in 
efforts of digital and social inclusion.

It is not coincidence, therefore, that the As-
sembly of the Information Society to the Latin 
America and the Caribbean held in El Salvador 
in February 2008 has approved the creation of 
Centers of Excellence in Interactive Digital Media 
Production in the entire region. These centers 
shall encourage the development of audiovisual 
content for different technology platforms, in-
cluding digital television, which are interactive 
because only then will the active participation of 
social actors through the development of content 
for digital TV or other platforms. On the other 
hand, must be interoperable so that there aren’t 
problems of acceptance among different techno-
logy systems, thus allowing the emerging indus-
try of digital audiovisual content Latin American 
and Caribbean content get to export to different 
countries as Europeans. Another example of the 
importance of building interoperable digital au-
diovisual content is the difference between the 
systems chosen by countries that already have 
DTV in Latin America. Mexico follows the Ame-
rican system; Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru and 
Venezuela chose the brazilian-japanese system 
and Uruguay and Colombia follow the European 
system for digital TV. Thus, the content planned 
and developed in SBTVD can be used in different 
systems, without technological problems as ha-
ppened previously with the DVD.

Since March 2008, the federal government 
of Brazil took the responsibility to develop its 
National Center of Excellence in Interactive 

and Digital Content Interoperable, a task that 
put together an interministerial team (Educa-
tion, Science and Technology, Culture, Health, 
Public Television, among others). The Center 
which is based in Federal Capital (Brasilia) 
intends to stimulate the technical training 
and university, the proposal to boost the fi-
nancing of projects to develop audiovisual 
content to DTV. Among the institutions rea-
dy to receive inversions in projects are the 
universities, the third sector, the micro and 
small businesses and independent producers 
who might consider digital content to be de-
veloped between different sectors (academia 
and private sector, for example) and in diffe-
rent regions of country (South, North and Mi-
dwest, for example).

Within the region since the second half of 
2009 began to be articulated in the National 
Centers of Excellence in Interactive Digital Me-
dia Production (with this or another name) in 
Chile and Venezuela and it is hoped that this 
initiative will be replicated in Latin America 
and the Caribbean, through the activities of 
the Working Group (WG) about Digital Content 
of eLAC Plan 2010 for the Information Society.

To finalize...
Why is it conceivable that the use of digital te-
levision in the Brazilian-Japanese system can 
help narrow the digital exclusion in the region?

First, because it requires the formation of new 
trades and skills, increasing the employment 
level as in the academic as in technical scope 
of the market. Soon, it will be necessary profes-
sionals both in technological and in the cons-
truction of digital audiovisual content as the Ja-
pan-Singapore model allows multiprogramming 
with development up to four channels for each 
station open and free, allows for interactivity 
and interoperability. It also allows the construc-
tion of digital content by the audience and not 
only by companies such as used to happen until 
the end of the twentieth century.

Second, people know the analog TV set that 
use at home and will not have to change it 
that first time of DTV deployment.  So there 
is a certain intimacy with the TV set, as well 
as with the conversion box to digital which is 

similar to pay TV box, or even a DVD player. 
There will be no significant changes or tech-
nological shock, because the first remote de-
vices will have basic functions not to confuse 
the population, thus meeting the criteria of ac-
cessibility and usability for those who are not 
yet familiar with digital technologies.

Third, the television can be used in a collective 
and shared way. While the computer stimula-
tes the individuality, television promotes the 
socialization of knowledge and information of 
video, audio, text and data, if considered since 
the perspective of people at home. If someo-
ne wants to do a course in distance education 
since digital television, should teach yourself 
and / or with another person, or be able to 
study alone at a computer. For the first time, 
there is the opportunity for people of the same 
family learn collectively, so, how there is the 
possibility to share knowledge and experien-
ces of life.  

In fourth place, but not least important in terms of 
distance education, it is possible to observe that 
the significant improvement of the image in digital 
television makes difference a lot in learning. This is 
particularly true in studies that require many details 
of images, that needs of depth or use of third di-
mension, either for technical studies or t-medicine,  
for example.

Finally, communicators, audiovisual market 
professionals or academics - teachers and / or 
researchers - have a great responsibility ahead: 
the development of new courses at the univer-
sities of communication; reflection about new 
technologies that communicate and reach out 
to other sciences, as information technology or 
information science, and the development of a 
new language for digital TV that is accessible, 
allowing the participation and interactivity of 
people and involving other technology platforms 
through digital convergence. This is not some-
thing that happens overnight; it is something 
that builds little by little, learning and develo-
ping a new digital culture directed to digital in-
clusion with wide participation from companies, 
academia and government.

*Cosette Castro is a journalist and professor. With extensive 

graduate, master and doctorate in Communication, has par-

ticipated in two international researches on the subject. She 

has articles and book chapters published about television.

¹ Different from analog audiovisual content, digital media content including audio, video, text and data that circulate on different technology pla-
tforms such as television, radio and digital cinema, mobile, video games and computers via the Internet.

² About the topic look at the work of Edgar Morin and the letter of Transdisciplinarity, (1994), available on the Internet.
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T
he current global economic crisis 

brings to the world society the vision 

that new opportunities are revealed to 

countries that for one reason or another, the-

re are less gloomy prospects confrontation. 

Among these are, according to the expert 

opinions, these “emerging” led by BRIC
S

1. 

This implies that turn key projects are no lon-

ger a priority within the scope of investors 

sight who now thinking about custom designs 

for these nations.

So it is possible to innovate and perform spe-

cific actions, directed for the questions sca-

led from a regional viewpoint that were taxed 

as economically and  technologically unvia-

ble. At the beginning of this first decade of 

this century XXI we could watch the training 

of industrial and trade strategies directed to 

the telecommunications, all of us overwhel-

med by the crushing supply of wideband pro-

ducts via global network.

These products are directed to business 

models with added value. So we saw the ex-

clusion of this large slice of the world popu-

lation living between the tropics and mostly 

in the southern hemisphere in contact with 

the ICTs (1). Interestingly, these regions of the 

planet, where lives 2/3 of the world popula-

tion – around 4.5 billion souls - the provision 

of fixed and cellular telephony networks, hot 

spots (2) and backbones (3) is usually sparse.

In contrast, the broadcast transmission ne-

twork provision, dedicated to open and free 

schedules, is expressive, and more often con-

solidated in one source of information, en-

tertainment, education and culture for these 

huge population contingents. Last networks 

digitalized, the broadcasting lives a deadlock 

DIGITAL TELEVISION,  
BELIEVE ME GENTLEMEN, IS 
CuTTING-EDGE TEChNOLOGy
by André Barbosa Filho *

in a considered first world. The technologies 

that use the IP protocol are providing for the 

people of Western Europe, the United States, 

Japan and Australia all the benefits offered 

by social networks and Internet.

Among us, emerging and developing coun-

tries, the broadcast communication becomes 

vital element for development and inclusion, 

but also an excellent opportunity for business 

when you migrate to digital system. The pos-

sibilities are endless if we look at innovations 

directed to solutions that were developed in a 

comprehensive way. Among these, the set for 

coding tables systems, the middleware, that 

allows several digital languages, can coexist 

with digital audiovisual products.

In 2003, Brazil had taken the decision at go-

vernmental level to induce the collaborative 

participation of broadcasters, receivers and 

transmitters industries, software producers 

and the academy in the decision about the 

system to be adopted by the country con-

cerning to the digital TV, has opened for 

itself the opportunity to have control over 

the use of innovations generated in this  

collective effort.

Thus, digital TV, consolidated in 2006 with 

the choice of ISDB-T Japanese modulation 

system with Brazilian innovations, through 

Presidential Decree 5.820, met the deman-

ds dictated by President Luis Inácio Lula 

da Silva in the decree creating the SBTVD - 

Sistema Brasileiro de TV Digital - (Brazilian 

Digital Television System) no. 4901 of 2003, 

outstanding its use directed to the develop-

ment of digital technology to its absorption 

by a native technology industry and digital  

inclusion projects.

This way, is fundamentally important the 

aspect which we are faced with the op-

portunities not envisioned by technological 

actors developed countries, by means of so-

lution pointed to our part of the world and 

that we not only prove to be economically 

viable as well as excellent alternatives for  

knowledge expansion.

Digital TV is, in particular, a proposal which 

could include the bridge of the convergence 

between technology and varying economic 

scenarios in proportion to use its fabulous 

interactive potential not only from the inte-

gration standpoint of digital illiterates but is 

also usability option for public services and 

modular entertainment products, culture and 

information, with high potential return for in-

vestments of any sort.

The information transport network, led by the 

telecommunication sectors is in this scena-

rio, having to live with other networks with 

a broad scope of broadcasting, once consi-

dered obsolete in the face of new and wide-

ranging service network web. Digitalizing has 

brought to the broadcaster world the possi-

bility to equalize offers modular overlay data, 

internet images and sounds, offering the in-

teractive viewers participation, now elevated 

to the status of the issuing agent and the 

new digital communication, which is free and 

open, transcends its qualified matrix function 

of audiovisual production to become a vector 

of progress and participation within the world 

society of knowledge networks.

New ideas are present in our future hori-

zon. The development of added value wil l 

be achieved with the use of mult iprogram-

ming environments in both in f ixed and 
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mobile phones, through the multi-seg (5). 

We can also be dreaming of the possibi l i ty 

increasingly real technologies development 

that al low the provision of return channel 

by the 6 MHz transmission band in the UHF 

band. So, we would have the complete in-

dependence between the telecommunica-

tions and digital broadcasting with gain 

for al l  production chain and, especial ly, for  

the population.

We live in a time when the ideas projected by 

Comitê Interministerial de Desenvolvimento 

do SBTVD (SBTVD Development Interminis-

terial Committee), coordinated by Chief Mi-

nister of Civil House, Dilma Rousseff, will be 

materialized and changed into experienced 

reality not only for Brazilians but also to the 

south Americans.

Efforts led by Communications Minister, se-

nator Helio Costa, with essential support 

from the Foreign Affairs Ministry, has brought 

these revolutionary ideas for the knowledge 

society and our neighbor countries, changing 

the way the choices of the  digital TV system 

came occurring, and, more precisely, inocu-

lating within their understanding of this deci-

sion the big opportunities it presents.

We are about to have, in our continent, a 

single digital TV model. It is the best as te-

chnologically, convergent, interoperable, as 

economically robust and, above all, plural 

and democratic.

Our efforts to make public the Japan-Singa-

pore ISDB-T system that combine the private 

sector initiatives of the academy and the Fe-

deral Government have been more than satis-

factory. Our partners have formed an impor-

tant contingent of South American countries 

like Argentina, Chile, Peru and Venezuela that 

by adopting the interactive ISDB-T
B 

TV sys-

tem account for a potential audience of 400 

million people. And we’re not stopping here. 

Other countries in the region are in final stu-

dies for the adoption of our innovative ap-

proach and we can say with satisfaction over 

the interest of the Northen Africa and Eastern 

countries to share in our digital TV club pri-

marily focused on combining high technology 

with digital inclusion.

Our intention is to establish an immediate 

option for access to digital information to 

regions of the world’s poor infrastructure, ex-

panding their opportunities to improve their 

quality of life as new members of the Know-

ledge Society.

*André Barbosa Filho is a broadcaster and musician 

professional, graduated in Law by uSP (1976), Mas-

ter in Communication Sciences (uMESP-1996) and 

PhD in Communication Sciences (ECA/uSP- 2003). 

he is currently a special advisor to Chief Minister of 

Civil house of the Presidency and is advisor to the 

Internet Management Committee and SBTVD Forum 

vowel member.

¹ BRICs - Name used by economy world on the initials of countries like Brazil, Russia, India and China.

²Turn key - Industrial projects ready installed in accordance with similar previously successfully published in other markets.

³ ICT - Information and communication Technology

4 hot spots - Is the name given to the local where the Wi-Fi technology is available. They are commonly found in public places like cafes, 
restaurants, hotels and airports where you can connect to the Internet using any laptop that is able to communicate in a wireless network like 
Wi-Fi; Backbones - Telecom Operators keep internal systems for very high performance switching the different types of data streams (voice, 
image, text, etc). On the Internet, a network of global scale, can be found, hierarchically divided, several backbones: the intercontinental con-
nection, arising in the international backbones, which in turn derive the national backbones. In this level are typically several companies that 
exploit the access to telecommunications - are therefore considered the periphery of the national backbone.

5 Multi-Seg - Derivation of the Japanese one-seg modulation that allows the simultaneous transmission platforms for mobile and portable of 
the signal transmitted to the fixed environment which allows the multiplication of transmission.

DIGITAL TV IS, IN PARTICULAR, A PROPOSAL WHICH COULD 
INCLUDE THE BRIDGE OF THE CONVERGENCE BETWEEN 
TECHNOLOGy AND VARyING ECONOMIC SCENARIOS IN PROPORTION 
TO USE ITS FABULOUS INTERACTIVE POTENTIAL NOT ONLy FROM 
THE INTEGRATION STANDPOINT OF DIGITAL ILLITERATES BUT IS 
ALSO USABILITy OPTION FOR PUBLIC SERVICES AND MODULAR 
ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, CULTURE AND INFORMATION, WITH 
HIGH POTENTIAL RETURN FOR INVESTMENTS OF ANy SORT
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SBTVD - Sistema Brasileiro de Televisão Digital 
Terrestre (Brazilian Digital TV System Terrestrial Forum)
Authors: Paulo Henrique Castro - coordinator of the Technical Module of the Brazilian  Digital TV Forum and Engineering 
Manager TV Globo. Ana Eliza Faria e Silva - Telecom Project Engineer of TV Globo

TuTorial: 
The Brazilian System 

Digital TV

The Revista da SET and SBTVD 
Forum publish, in this issue, 
a detailed view about what 
the ISDB-TB is. It is a show 
of how they were made the 
technical standardization of 
transmission system enco-
ding, multiplexing, services, 

receivers and interactivity for 
brazilian digital TV system.

Thus, a set of 8 technical articles, 
with a significant reputation, focuses 

on the structure of the Forum and 
technical specifications studied and 
consolidated by groups of experts 
constituting the Technical Module.

Articles were written and reviewed by 
own experts, with technical langua-
ge appropriate the understanding of 

professional sector. Some of the authors 
are members of the Academy. Other has 
large experience in television engineering 

and others are renowned researchers.

Rules of brazilian digital TV sys-
tem could be accessed by site 

www.forumsbtvd.org.br

Enjoy it!
José Antônio S. Garcia

SET Technology Committee 

Digital TV has been a recurring 
theme in the SET publications and 
the specialized press in recent ye-
ars. In Brazil, open TV is the most 
important means of mass com-
munication for the distribution of 
information, dissemination of our 
culture and a major form of en-
tertainment for the population. By 
responsibility to serve free, without 
discrimination,  to any social class, 
open television has the needs 
to always keep their compatible 
technology with the equipment 
present at consumers homes, 
without sacrificing innovation. And 
that is the essence of the SBTVD 
proposal. After more than 50 ye-
ars with analogue technology, in-
corporating backward compatible 
innovations such as colors, stereo, 
SAP, Closed Captions, it was time 
for a break to offer breakthrough 
innovations that really make a di-
fference to the viewer.

SBTVD STANDARD 
To keep alive and competitive 
the Brazilian TV, SET engineers 
worked collaboratively since 1994, 
planning the open TV digitalization. 
ABERT / SET Group studied the 
digital TV standards in the world, 
with a view to the requirements 
and characteristics of the Brazilian 
digital broadcasting existing with 
a technical and merchandising 
in focus. They were thousands of 
study hours, field tests and labora-
tory to evaluate the performance, 
the advantages and disadvanta-
ges of each system.

The results were delivered to 
the ANATEL - Agência Nacional 
de Telecomunicações (National 

Telecommunications Agency) 
and highlighted the benefits of 
adopting a system that allows 
the simultaneous transmission 
of digital signals for mobile and 
portable, without compromising 
the ability to transmit high-
definition quality. On June 29, 
2006 was signed the Decree 
5820, establishing the guideli-
nes for the transition from ana-
log television to digital. It was 
determined that the Japanese 
ISDB system (standardized in-
ternationally as ITU-R BT Re-
commendation 1306 system C), 
would be based, incorporating 
the technological innovations 
approved by the Development 
Committee. This technology 
transmission allows the trans-
mission of signals in HDTV, 
simultaneous transmission of 
TV signal for fix, mobiles and 
portable sets and interactivity. 
On December, 2, 2007, digital 
TV has taken the first step to 
this new reality, with the start of 
commercial transmission in São 
Paulo city. Today, Belo Horizonte 
and Rio de Janeiro also have di-
gital signals in the air and in all 
capitals in the country we are 
in the imminence to start the 
digital transmissions. And like 
this time it will not be possible 
to keep the compatibility with 
the current TV sets, the digital 
transmission will start in new 
television channel, without dis-
ruption service in current ana-
log channels.

The transition to the new standard 
will be gradual, initially for a period 
established for ten years, so that 
the analog channels will be discon-

tinued only when all the population 
is equipped with digital devices.

Even though the current analog 
TVs can receive the digital sig-
nal if coupled to a converter set, 
to truly enjoy all the benefits of 
new technology, consumers will 
need a new TV set compatible 
with the standard.

SBTVD FORuM
The Presidential Decree 5820 was 
also the starting point for the mobi-
lization of several industries invol-
ved in the digital TV materialization 
and the SBTVD Forum creation.

The Forum is a nonprofit organi-
zation, created in order to assist 
and stimulate the development 
and implementation of best prac-
tices, aiming the success of sys-
tems related to digital broadcast 
of images and sounds in Brazil. 
Its membership is composed of 
broadcasting members, receivers 
and transmitter manufacturers and 
software industries, which together 
represent over 80% of the sector. 
Also participates from the organi-
zation, educational and research 
institutions that develop research 
activities related to SBTVD.

The main attributions to SBTVD 
Forum are identify and harmonize 
the system requirements; define 
and get the technical specifica-
tions; promote and coordinate  
technical cooperation between 
the stations of  the broadcasting 
services of sounds and images, 
manufacturers of equipment for 
transmitting and receiving signals 
from terrestrial television, software 
industries and  educational and re-
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search institutions; propose solutions to 
questions related to intellectual property 
involved in the Brazilian digital terrestrial 
television system; propose and promo-
te solutions to the question related to  
human resources training and support 
and promote the dissemination of the 
Brazilian at home and abroad.

Besides the private sector participa-
tion, the entity has representatives 
from the federal government. The 
presence of public officials in the Fo-
rum is important because it allows for 
closer monitoring of the discussions, 
as well as closer the relations asso-
ciated with the regulators bodies.

The responsibility about the coordina-
tion of efforts relating to the technical 
specifications of the SBTVD is on the 
Technical Module.

The Technical Module also coordinates 
the activities of research and develop-
ment, identifies needs and specifica-
tion, define the availability of reliable 
techniques related to the generation, 
distribution and reception of digital 
TV system, including high definition, 
standard definition, mobility, portabi-
lity, security and authentication, data 
services, interactivity and feedback 
channels. The Technical Module is also 
ahead of efforts related to the harmo-
nization of technical specifications with 
other national and international entities.

Technical characteristics
The specifications of system were 
anchored on the premise of making 
the system economically viable and 
adherent to existing international 
standards. The programs and ser-
vices organization was established 
looking for flexibility to accommodate 
different configurations and business 
models and with possibility to expand 
for future services. The consolidation 
of this basic technique will permit the 
strengthening and expansion of the 

production market of software and 
interactive content in Brazil, which is 
a market with high technological con-
tent and, therefore, value-add.

The Brazilian transmission system is 
completely adherent to  ISDB Japane-
se standard, allowing the hierarchical 
transmission, in which up to 13 seg-
ments are grouped into three layers 
with different parameters of channel 
coding and modulation, and therefore, 
with different robustness levels. The 
Brazilian normalization incorporated to 
the standard, specificities of national 
channeling, such as terrestrial broad-
cast masks to allow the peaceful coe-
xistence with analog systems.

In encoding audio and video are some 
of the technology upgrades incorpo-
rated to the standard. The adoption 
of ITU-T H.264 Recommendation 
(MPEG-4 AVC, Advanced Video Co-
ding), as the compression tool repre-
sented a huge leap in quality in all 
applications: from high-definition to 
videos with reduced resolution. The 
compression profile adopted is the 
High Profile, in the case of SDTV and 
HDTV signals, and Baseline Profile, in 
the case of content One Sec.

Unlike the Japanese system, the level 
of specified encoding for Brazil allows 
the encoding with 30 fps also for the 
portable terminals. In audio encoding 
also there were advances. The choice 
of MPEG-4 AAC standard matches 
good performance, high flexibility and 
low overhead signaling. In step of mul-
tiplexing signal, one or more MPEG are 
re-multiplexed for the BTS creation, or 
Broadcast Transport Stream. The trans-
port layer follows the table structure 
to signalize the specific information of 
programs and information services. The 
set of information transmitted follow the 
creation of the electronic programming 
guide, with information on gender and 
classification indicating that the brazi-
lian viewer is already familiarized.

The great innovation of the Brazilian 
system refers to the middleware na-
med GINGA. The Brazilian system has 
a single middleware implementation 
composed of a commom core, a de-
clarative part based on the presenta-
tion language NCL, a procedural part 
based on a Java execution machine, 
and a bridge between them.

The activities of several specification 
groups are harmonic so that the re-
cipients answer correctly to the pa-
rameters of encoding audio, video, 
data and several applications with 
or without interactivity channel and 
get to transmit to the viewer all the 
possibilities of digital TV. Similarly, the 
specifications meet the diversity of 
socioeconomic national and interna-
tional interests, allowing implemen-
tations that vary in cost, complexity 
and applications and at the same 
time, ensure the proper reception and 
presentation of essential services, wi-
thout legacy or repudiation.

Standardization
The intense schedule of work for the 
publication of the digital TV rules is 
distributed into the Technical Module 
in eight Working Groups. About 150 
people, representing over 40 entities, 
participated in its elaboration. It was 
formed a Special Commission Study 
on digital TV within the ABNT - Asso-
ciação Brasileira de Normas Técnicas 
(Brazilian Association of Technical 
Standards), where the members of 
the Forum met in a concerted effort 
to standardize and used all of the 
expertise of ABNT as manager of the 
standardization brazilian process.

In its 14 months of existence, the 
Commission held 35 meetings that 
resulted, up to the moment, in the 
Portuguese and English publication 
of 13 standards, in a volume of ap-
proximately 2.000 pages. Soon the 

Spanish versions of these documents 
will be also available.

These standards specify the transmis-
sion system, video encoding, audio and 
data, multiplexing, information services, 
receivers, besides the complete spe-
cifications of middleware for portable 
terminals (one-sec) and the basic spe-
cifications of the interactivity channel.

Even with the standardization of all 
the fundamental subsystems, the 
work continues in accelerate rhythm.

The group plans to conclude up to 
the end of the year the specifications 
for middleware for fixed receivers, 
to complete the specifications for 
interactivity and formalize the safety 
requirements, middleware testing 
procedures and an operation guide 
for all standards.

The details of these documents will 
be disclosed to SET’s readers in a 
series of articles that will extend until 
the end of the year. The full text of the 
Standards can be accessed by the 
site www.abnt.org.br/tvdigital.

CONCLuSION
The digital revolution will bring deep 
changes in the way of doing and watch 
TV. The image quality in high definition 
strengthens this communication means 
face to the new digital media competi-
tors. Mobile TV and Portable will revo-
lutionize the habits of Brazilians, who 
will have access to the information and 
entertainment at anytime and anywhe-
re. The interactivity will promote digital 
inclusion and change the relationship of 
the viewer with the programs.

We just have to thank the professio-
nals who have accept this challenge 
to write that important page in the 
history of Brazilian television, pushing 
the limits, striving for quality and that 
go on working for the success of its 
implementation.
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1-Introduction
The image of high definition TV 
(HDTV) encoded can reach the rate 
of 20 Mbps. To be transmitted by air 
in the band of 6 MHz of TV chan-
nel, it needs to be modulated with 
a robust encoding against interfer-
ence. The reception of this signal 
in harsh environments, such as in 
urban centers, requires that the 
demodulation process is capable 
to recognize and overcome interfer-
ences like noise created by man, 
multipath and Doppler effect.

The Brazilian Digital TV system 
uses the BST-OFDM modulation, 
which consists in division of use-
ful bandwidth of the channel into 
13 segments each of 428.5 KHz, 
which can be grouped to form until 
three distinct layers to the process 
named hierarchical transmission in 
each layer can be modulated with 
different programs.

OFDM Modulation offers robustness 
to multipath distortion, a feature of 
urban environments with multiple 
obstacles. This robustness comes 
from the use of symbols of short 
length occupying narrow band as-
sociated with the guard band.

The transmission parameters can 
be configured individually for each 
segment, here referred as OFDM 
segment, forming a flexible com-
position channel. This configuration 
procedure is assigned to the hierar-
chical layer structure.

One of the important characteristics 
of the OFDM modulation is the ability 
to operate in Single Frequency Ne-
twork (SFN) scheme, which allows 
the replication of the same signal wi-
thout the necessary exchange rate.

To adjust the distance between SFN 
stations and give robustness to the 

MODULATION SCHEME OF THE BRAzILIAN DIGITAL TV
Authors: Dr. Fujio yamada - Prof. Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie (Mackenzie). Dr. Gunnar Bedicks 
- Coordinator of the Working Group Transmission of Brazilian Digital TV Forum

Doppler effect during the mobile 
reception, were established three 
specific ways that consist of diffe-
rent distances between the carrier 
frequencies.

These spacing are 3.968Hz for 
mode 1, 1.984Hz in mode 2 and 
992Hz in 3. With this spacing be-
tween frequencies in mode 1 con-
tains 108 carriers in each OFDM 
segment, in mode 2, 216 carriers 
and mode 3, 432 carriers.

The existence of driver frequencies, 
which work as a reference of chan-
nel to the receiver which uses them 
to produce the channel estimation 
and equalization, ensures the re-
covery of the signal even in noisy 
environments.

2 - System Structure
SBTVD is composed by functional 
blocks shown in Figure 1:

•	 Encoder: processes the co-
ding of video and audio using 
H.264/AVCHP@L4.0 encoders 
for video fixed service H.264/
AVC BP@L1.3 in mobile ser-
vice; for audio coding uses the 
MPEG-4 / AAC@L.4 encoder 
for fixed and MPEG-4/AAC @ 
L2 for mobile, which provide 
high quality picture and sound 
and high compression rate.

•	 Multiplex: combines in one 
beam data the different transport 
streams sent by the encoders.

•	 Modulator: performs the 
channel coding and modulation 
based on ARIB STD-B31 V 1.6 
reference.

•	 Transmitter: converts the IF 
signal of 44 MHz generated by 
the block of modulation to the 
frequency of the transmission 

channel and amplifies the sig-
nal until the desired power.

•	 Receiver Modules: deal with 
the functionality of the access 
terminal (Set-Top Box), demodu-
lating the signal to the display.

This work describes modulator and 
transmitter blocks.

3-Main SBTVD features
The encoded beam data from the 
multiplexer are submitted to the 
process of channel coding. This 
consists in introduction of algo-
rithms to the data to facilitate to 
receivers recognize and correct the 
errors caused during the transmis-
sion of the signal.

After this stage, the bit beam are 
mapped and modulated about the 
several frequencies of sub-carrier 
that compose the OFDM spectrum.

In mode 1, each segment has 108 
carriers, of which 96 are used for 
data transmission and 12 frequencies 
pilot. In mode 2, this number doubles 
and in mode 3 it is four times higher 
(see table 1). Once selected a parti-
cular mode of transmission, it must 
be common to all layers.

Figure 2 illustrates examples of 
configuration of transmission, being 
the block to his right is an hierar-
chical configuration composed of 
layer A, occupying the central seg-
ment “0” of the band, the layer B 
with 7 segments and layer C with 
5 segments.

The segments of odd order are lo-
cated on the left side and even on 
the right side regarding in center 
of the line. Each one can be con-
figured without the involvement of 
others. The number of segments 

clustered in each hierarchical 
layer can be selected by the bro-
adcaster in accordance with the 
intention of service that intend 
to offer. In the Brazilian system 
is possible to transmit TV signals 
for portable receiver narrowband 
using only one OFDM segment, 
also named one-sec. This method 
is denominated partial reception 
and is also considered an hierar-
chical layer.

The transmission circuit is divided 
into three sections: channel coding, 
modulator and RF section, shown in 
Figure 3.

The re-multiplexer module gathers 
up three beam of transport stream 
(TS). The beams come from diffe-
rent encoders and form a single 
beam data that will be submitted 
to the block broker errors and 
shortened Reed Solomon being 
added 16 bytes to 188 initial bytes 
(204.188). After this stage, the TS 
is divided again by the separator 
channels, in their original contents, 
in packages of 204 bytes (TSP), to 
be submitted to the convolutional 
encoder (inner coder).

The main SBTVD parameters are 
shown in table 1:

The useful bit rate transmission 
takes different values depending on 
the modulation scheme, the con-
volutional code rate and the guard 
interval chosen. The configuration 
choice for the most useful rate 
makes the system less robust.

3.1-Channel Coding Section

The scheme of channel coding ob-
jectives introduce some algorithms 
for the signal to help the receiver 
to recognize and correct errors 
caused by the transmission chan-
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nel. Figure 4 shows the stages of 
processing bits.

The Reed Solomon is a block cor-
rector which, when applied collec-
tively to the total transport stream, 
will form the packet data channel. 
In each symbol of 188 bytes are 
added over 16 bytes of parity. Thus, 
each symbol is capable of correct-
ing up to 8 wrong bytes.

In the case of hierarchical transmis-
sion, the resulting transport stream 
is again divided to form the set of 
information from the original pack-
ages, with a maximum of three par-
allel streams of processing.

Following, the device scatter energy, 
which purpose is to avoid the re-
currence of large sequence of 1 or 
0, is applied to each section of the 
parallel processor using a PRBS cir-
cuit (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence). 
The adjustment of delay associated 
with byte interleaving, objectives the 
compensation time to equalize the 
transmission and reception time of 
all layers and is always driven by the 
side of the transmission. The sum 
of all delays, including transmission 
and reception caused by bit inter-
leaving, is always equivalent to the 
length of a table.

The inner code is a punctured 
convolutional with mother code 
of 1/2 and has the length of k 
compression of 7. Next, the op-
eration is performed for the rate 
of 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 and 7/8. 
For example: 3/4 rate means that 
for every 3 input bits go out 4 bits 
encoder.

The robustness and flexibility de-
gree can be achieved by specifying 
different sets of transmission para-
meters, such as the number of seg-
ments, the internal coding rate and 
modulation scheme for different 
hierarchical layers accordingly the 
type of service which should propo-
se to supply.

3.2- Modulation section

This section describes the proces-
sing sequence of bits provided by 
the section of channel coding to be 
modulated. In the process of carrier 
modulation, the bits of the input 
signal are interlaced and mapped 

by the scheme defined for each 
layer hierarchy.

The input signal in the mapper 
must be 2 bits per symbol for QPSK 
modulation, mapped to the I and Q 
axes, with 4 bits for 16QAM modu-
lation mapped to the I and Q axes 
and 6 bits per symbol for 64QAM 
modulation mapped to I and Q axes. 
As the number of bits per symbol 
increases from 2 to 4 and then to 6, 
the bit rate increases in the same 
proportion.

At the same time, the distance be-
tween carriers also decreases and 
the configuration becomes less ro-
bust, however, the useful rate of the 
transmitted signal increases.

To conduct the mapping, are inser-
ted at the entrance of mapper, 120 
elements of bit delay at the time of 
the interleaving of bits for the QPSK 
modulation. To proceed to the ma-
pping in 16QAM, is not introduced 
delay in the first bit.

But is introduced delay of 40 bit-
elements for the second bit, delay 
of 80 bit- elements for the third bit 
and 120 bit-elements to the fourth 
bit. See Figure 6.

There is a correlation between the 
transmitted bit rate and the robus-
tness of the signal from the inter-
ference effects. So, considering 
a guard interval of 1/8 in QPSK 
modulation with rate of C/N of 10 
dB, there is receiving with excellent 
quality. However, the bit rate trans-
mitted is limited to 10 Mbps. For 
64QAM modulation is needs C/N of 
18 dB to ensure a good reception, 
however, the transmitted bit rate in-
creases to about 20 Mbps.

Due to the fact of the energy level 
of carriers, since modulated with a 
high number of states, to be greater 
than that with small number of 
states, the level of transmission 
signal needs to be equalized that 
medium power of the carriers stay 
approximately constant, regardless 
of the modulation scheme used. 
Table 2 shows the normalization 
factors proposed

Signals of different hierarchical 
layers parameterized for different 
configurations need to be combined 
in order to be submitted common-

Figure 3

Table 1

Figure 1

Figure 2
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ly to the mathematical process of 
IFFT conversion (Inverse Fast Fou-
rier Transformer). The signals thus 
processed are submitted to inter-
leaving time, in unit of modulation 
symbols, to ensure better robus-
tness against fading interference 
and also go through the process 
of frequency interleaving, an action 
that reinforces the effect of time in-
terleaving.

In the frame structure are still added 
the following signs of frequency driver:

• TMCC - signal that drives the 
information control.  TMCC 
supports the receiver in de-
modulation and decoding of 
several information, including 
identification of transmission 
parameters, indicator, flag for 
emergency alarm, information 
of hierarchical configuration 
current and configuration para-
meters for the next switching. 
The pilot is transmitted in BQP-
SK providing extremely and ro-
bust information control as the 
synchronism code.

• CP – Continuous Pilot. It ser-
ves like a reference signal for 
synchronization and informa-
tion for channel estimation and 
equalization to be processed in 
the receiver.

• SP – Scattering Pilot. It is inser-
ted in the segment for each 12 
carrying data, within each line 
in the direction to the OFDM 
frame and to each 4 symbols 
in the direction of the symbol 
(columns). It represents 8% of 
the total transmitted energy.

•	 AC – Auxiliary Pilot. It is an ex-
tensional that transmits additio-
nal information for controlling of 
the signal modulation.

The signal emerging of OFDM fra-
me structure is submitted to the 
IFFT process to generate the IF sig-
nal of 44 MHz

As the OFDM signal is composed 
by several orthogonally modulated 
carriers, each symbol is considered 
as an element of TU length.

After OFDM modulation, is inserted 
to signal to the guard interval. This 
is a cyclic extension OFDM symbol. 

The guard interval allows to the 
receiver to eliminate interferen-
ces between successive symbols, 
since the dispersion of the propa-
gation time of all involved multipa-
th is less than the guard interval. 
The system has standardized four 
guard interval times: 1/4, 1/8, 
1/16 and 1/32 the length of the 
symbol. However, for most urban 
areas of Brazil the interval of 1/8 
or 1/16 proved sufficient.

Table 1 shows the values of guard 
interval for models 1, 2 and 3.

3.3-RF Section

At the exit section modulation, the 
IF signal of 44 MHz is converted to 
the frequency of the transmission 
channel and submitted to the power 
amplifier.

The deviation of the carrier frequency, 
caused by an error of IFFT sampling 
frequency at each end of bandwidth, 
should be from 1Hz or less.

The central frequencies of the di-
gital channels must be displaced 
from 1/7 MHz or 142.857 kHz in 
respect to the center channel, a 
process named frequency decala-
ge, as illustrate in Figure 7.

The mask of the transmitter to the 
Brazilian system is more rigid than 
that of similar. The purpose of this 
is to overcome the specific pro-
blems of Brazil, as the coexistence 
of the digital system with analog 
transmissions occupying the adja-
cent channels. Figure 8 shows the 
critical, subcritical and non-critical 
masks, which must be applied ac-
cording to class, power and location 
of base stations.

The digital transmission stations 
are classified as special class, class 
A, class B and class C, which values 
of the maximum power are shown 
in Table 3. Respect to ERP power, 
for each class is taken as referen-
ce a height of 150 meters above 
average level of site. These powers 
were defined considering that the 
digital system might replicate the 
current analog stations providing 
approximately the same coverage 
for the equivalent class. This means 
that an average power of the digital 
transmitter must be approximately 
20 times smaller than the peak po-



wer of the analog transmitter to the 
same class of transmission.

4- SBTVD Flexibility 
At the same time it provides robus-
tness to the possible signal degra-
dation, SBTVD system is extremely 
flexible, allowing several configura-
tions according to needed for each 
broadcaster. Table 4 provides some 
of the possible configurations for 6 
MHz channel, with useful rates of 
transmission.

5-Conclusions
The SBTVD is a transmission sys-
tem of digital television that provi-
des robustness to interferences and 
configuration flexibility to attend the 
needs of each situation. The confi-
guration can be changed for each 
station’s programming. Its structure 
is based on the Japanese ISDB-T 
standard with the addition of inno-
vations, such as the use of H.264/
AVC and H.264/AAC encoders for vi-
deo and audio respectively, besides 
adaptations to local conditions.
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Introdution
With the advent of digital techno-
logy, came the need to develop 
techniques that allow to store the 
digital content (represented by bits) 
in units of limited physical space, 
such as: Hard Disk, DVD, CD, and 
others. Digital transmission also 
was faced with a challenge like 
that, since the representation of an 
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In this second article of series about  the technology of the Brazilian Digital TV (SBTVD), are described the coding of audio and video to-
ols, how they are used in the Brazilian system and why they have role in sound and image quality comes to the screen viewers.

analog signal to digital form could 
come to represent the use of a very 
high bandwidth. Thus, compression 
techniques of the digital signal have 
been studied as to facilitate its sto-
rage as its transmission efficiently. 
In the specific case of television, 
the compression studies have focu-
sed primarily on digital representa-
tions of video and audio for storage 

and transmission. Studies of video 
compression and audio back to ear-
ly 1988, when two research groups 
- the VCEG (Video Coding Experts 
Group - ITU-T SG16 Q.6) and MPEG 
(Moving Picture Experts Group - ISO 
/ IEC)  initiated different projects.

The MPEG group was founded in 
May 1988 as a working group to 
develop standards for encoding 

audio and video. The group publi-
shed since then, several standar-
ds: MPEG-1 standard, which was 
previously the Video CDs and MP3; 
MPEG-2, in which the set-top bo-
xes and DVD are based; and other 
standards as MPEG-4, MPEG-7 and 
MPEG-21. In digital television area, 
MPEG-2, in particular, has a wide 
scope in all over the world, reaching 
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countries in Europe, the United Sta-
tes and Japan

VCEG The group was initially res-
ponsible for research and deve-
lopment of the known H.264 for 
video compression. This standard 
was designed to be able to provide 
good quality video using a subs-
tantially lower rate of bits, without 
increasing the complexity of im-
plementation so that would make 
it impractical and expensive. It is 
estimated that, with this techno-
logy, we can get between 40 and 
70% more compression than the 
previously used technology (MPEG-
2). In the same transmission ban-
dwidth of video will be possible to 
transmit or more channel or better 
quality, benefiting segments like te-
levision and mobile telephony - they 
can use the transmission channels 
with more efficient - and also the 
segment of companies that operate 
in the storage of movies on DVD or 
Blu-Rays. The H.264 name follows 
the H.26x VCEG standard, but it is 
common to have other references 
to this standard - as H.264/AVC, 
AVC/H.264 or MPEG-4/H.264 AVC 
- to enhance the joint work of VCEG 

2.1 Motion compensation 
with variable block size

In previous standards, we have the 
division of the tables in macroblo-
cks with size 16x16 and the sub-
sequent motion estimation for one 
of those macroblocks resulting in 
motion vectors. In MPEG2 each 
macroblock is divided into four 
8x8 blocks and motion estimation 
is made on each of these blocks. 
In H.264, besides the 8x8 traditional, 
we have defined different formats of 
partition to the macroblocks. Each 
16x16 macroblock can be treated 
like an entire 16x16 macroblock, or 
be partitioned into two blocks with 
size 16x8 or 8x16, or in four 8x8 
blocks. If the 8x8 mode is chosen, 
each one of these blocks can be 
used in its complete form 8x8, or be 
partitioned into two 8x4 or 4x8 blo-
cks, or still four 4x4 blocks. Figure 1 
illustrates the partitions.

The objective of these partitions is to 
give a better adapting to the move-
ments of different textures that make 
up the image (Figure 2). For each one 
of the blocks created will be assig-
ned a motion vector and the choice 
of partition format more efficient for 
each macroblock of the image is left 
to the encoder. This is one of the main 
factors that imply differences in quali-
ty between the units.

2.2 Spatial prediction 
for Intra encoding

The intra coding, in frame-level or 
macroblock, is used when the simi-
larity of the block contents is more 
present inside the own image than 
among several frames. When enco-
ding an Intra frame, first the encoder 
generates an estimate of the pixels 
(prediction) for after that, the  resi-
due of this prediction is coded. It is 
also technique found in other coders, 
but in H.264, for each 4x4 block of 
an intra macroblock, is possible to 
choose among nine kinds of predic-
tion (vertical, horizontal, DC and more 
six diagonal). Again, a better choice 
for each block results in a higher effi-
ciency and higher image quality, and 
also characterize an important factor 
in evaluating equipment of coding.

2.3 Multiple frames of reference

The motion estimation using the 
table immediately before or after 

Figure 1 - Partition formats of macroblocks. Source: IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SySTEMS 
FOR VIDEO TECHNOLOGy, VOL. 13, NO. 7, JULy 2003 - page 604

Figure 2 - Example of choosing optimal of partitioning macroblocks. Source: H.264 / MPEG-4 Part 10 
White Paper - Inter Prediction - www.vcodex.com

and MPEG groups. Since the first 
version, in May 2003, eight other 
versions were released. The eighth 
version was approved in November 
2007, which shows that this stan-
dard keeps in constant updates.

Although it is a much better stan-
dard than the MPEG-2, its pene-
tration of digital television is still 
small, and that by being a very re-
cent standard. Brazil is one of the 
pioneers in adopting this standard 
for terrestrial transmission, whi-
ch will ensure the viewer Brazilian 
signal quality superior to that today 
are used by other countries. Japan 
uses the H.264 like standard, but 
only for content delivery in low re-
solution, the called “one-seg”.

The history of audio compression 
standards follows the develop-
ment line of the MPEG group. In 
1991, came the MP3 audio stan-
dard (MPEG-1 Layer-3 ISO / IEC 
11172-3), which has become a 
very popular format and still wi-
dely used today. In 199, came the 
MPEG-2 AAC (ISO / IEC 13818-7) 
standard, also known as MPEG-2 
NBC (Non-Backward Compati-
ble)  not be compatible with the 

previous standard, the MP3. The 
MPEG2-AAC standard has made 
several improvements when 
compared to the MP3 standard, 
such as increasing the number of 
channels increased from five to 
MP3 to 48 channels and a high 
quality in lower rates: for exam-
ple, the audio quality in 96 Kb / 
s the MPEG2-AAC is higher than 
MP3 in the rate of 128Kb / s. In 
2005 the MPEG group defined the 
MPEG MPEG-4 AAC standard (ISO 
/ IEC 14496-3) that added new 
tools to the MPEG-2 AAC stan-
dard to improve the code quality 
for lower rates and is currently the 
most advanced audio standard.

The MPEG2-AAC standard is the 
adopted in many countries that 
have started their digital trans-
missions, such as Japan and Eu-
ropean countries. Brazil, for the 
similarity of what he did for the 
video standard, adopted the newer 
standard, MPEG-4 AAC, partly be-
cause their begin digital transmis-
sions later to other countries, but 
mainly by pioneer positioning of 
adopting standards still not bound 
in world market, betting on the dif-
ferential of quality face of previous 
standards.

Ahead, we will have a more de-
tailed explanation of the H.264 and 
MPEG-4 AAC standards, adopted by 
the Brazilian Digital Television Sys-
tem, detailing the technical descrip-
tions of each one.

2. Video Coding
In essence, the H.264 standard 
follows the same principles of 
common coding to other formats 
since the old MPEG1: division of 
image in macroblocks, motion 
estimation using frames before 
and after processed and based 
on DCT and encoding the infor-
mation by using entropy codes of 
varying length. Actually, these ba-
sics fundaments of video coding 
are operate by H.264 with a so-
phistication that makes it able to 
extract an efficient coding far not 
met by other coders. On the other 
hand, this sophistication has led 
to an increase of complexity that 
is challenging the engineers and 
designers of encoders and deco-
ders. Some of the H.264 enhan-
cements regard to the previous 
methods are:
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is the resource used by MPEG-2.  
In the H.264 the choice of frame 
that will be the basis for the mo-
tion estimation of a macroblock is 
much more flexible, since the en-
coder can choose among multiple 
frames of reference. This resource 
turns it much more efficient to the 
motion estimation, for example, in 
situations where, along the frames, 
objects pass one behind others.

2.4 Transformed DCT 
whole and reversible

In previous methods, the transfor-
med used was the floating-point 
DCT, which was specified with a 
numerical tolerance inherent to 
operations, due to the inability to 
obtain an inverse transformed with 
perfect result. As a result, each de-
coder project would produce deco-
ded frames with slight difference, 
due to numerical precision errors 
ranging from hardware used. These 
errors cause a slight and progressi-
ve mismatch between the state of 
the encoder and decoder, resulting 
in loss of efficiency.

In H.264 was introduced a 4x4 
transformed completely and totally 
reversible. Thus, all operations can 
be performed by integer arithmetic, 
without loss of accuracy. Because 
it is reversible, allows all decoders 
to obtain the same results, without 
generating mismatch between en-
coder and decoder.

Adaptive Arithmetic 
Coder (CABAC)

While code tables of variable leng-
th are generated by statistical  and 
testing sampling and testing, the 

arithmetic encoder is able to au-
tomatically adapt to the statistics 
inherent in the content being en-
crypted, promoting efficiencies.

1.2 Brazilian Standard

The standard for audio and video 
encoding of the Brazilian Digital 
TV (NBR 15602 - www.abnt.obr.
br/tvdigital) specifies profiles and 
levels that are allowed for each 
offered service. This definition di-
rectly implies in the restriction on 
the use of certain tools of the enco-
der. Figure 1 graphically illustrates 
the profiles of the H.264 and tools 
allowed for the same.

For the transmission of the service 
in HD (high definition) and SD (stan-
dard resolution), was adopted the 
High Profile, which allows us to have 
all the power of H.264 encoding 
applied to this kind of service. As 
maximum level was selected level 
4, choice imposed by commitments 
with the implementation schedule 
of the system and by receiver costs. 
For one-seg services, destined to 
the mobile and portable signs, was 
determined the Baseline profile, 
which does not have all the tools of 
high profile, but is adequate for this 
kind of service. As level was speci-
fied 1.3, which enables reproduc-
tion of images at a rate of up to 30 
frames per second. This is a diffe-
rential point respecting the Japane-
se standard, who adopted the level 
1.2 in the phase of H.264 standard 
launch, but the semiconductor ma-
rket needed practical implementa-
tions of decoders. This level limits 
the Japanese standard to be used 
in a maximum rate of 15 frames per 
second transmissions in one-sec.

Audio encoding 
The audio standard encoding in 
use in the Brazilian Digital TV is a 
subset of MPEG-4 AAC (Advanced 
Audio Coding), homologated by ISO 
14496-3 standard. MPEG-4 AAC 
is the result of intensive research 
done in the fields of audio compres-
sion and psychoacoustics, using 
mechanisms already present in 
previous standards (MPEG-1 Audio, 
MPEG-2 AAC) and adding new tools 
to obtain better quality and greater 
efficiency compression.

In 1992, the set of standar-
ds MPEG-1 defined three layers 
(layers) for audio compression, with 
increasing complexity and coding 
efficiency. The third layer, MPEG-1 
audio - Layer 3, more known like 
MP3, had amazing spread and still 
now it is one of the compression 
formats of audio more popular of 
the world, despite its standard alre-
ady has more than 15 years.

Some years later, in 1997, resear-
ches showed that it would be possi-
ble to achieve even higher levels of 
compression. However, to achieve 
better compression ratios, it would 
be necessary to abandon the com-
patibility with the previous standard. 
Therefore, the set of MPEG-2 stan-
dards divided into two activities: to 
improve the existing standard, allo-
wing a greater number of sampling 
rates and multi-channel coding, 
and create a new compression me-
thod more efficient, MPEG-2 AAC.  
The standardization MPEG-4 AAC 
process began in 1999 and since 
then has been undergoing upgra-
des, like adding of new HE-AAC and 
HE-AACv2 profiles, which consi-
derably improves the audio quality 
when compressed at rates lower 

than 64 kbps. The revised version 
of ISO 14496-3, in which the Brazi-
lian Digital Television System is ba-
sed, has the HE-AAC and HE-AACv2 
profiles used in portable devices.

2.1 Technical Description
The bandwidth available for audio 
and video transmission in the fre-
quency range by broadcasting sec-
tor is restrict, which reinforces the 
need of the process data compres-
sion. In this sense, the procedure of 
audio coding uses an algorithm of 
loss, which means that the decoded 
signal will be a degraded version of 
the original. A good encoder must 
be able to take into account the 
characteristics of human hearing 
system to make the less noticeable 
degradation possible.

The compression is the result of 
the disposal of properties that are 
considered irrelevant (inaudible) of 
the audio signal, the data truncation 
occurred during the procedure (co-
efficients of transformed, for exam-
ple) and methods of lossless com-
pression in the resulting bit stream. 

The structure of an audio encoder 
with losses (Figure 1) can be sum-
marized in the following main blocks:

1 - Model psychoacoustic

2 – Filters bank

3 – Spectral processing 

4 - Coding and quantization

5 - Formatting the bitstream

The responsibility of the psychoa-
coustic model is to model the hu-
man hearing system, in case that 
the audible characteristics of the 

Figure 3 - Distribution of the tools by H.264 Profiles Figure 1 – Simplified structure of AAC encoder
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processed signal suffer the least 
possible degradation. The output of 
this block serves as a parameter to 
the step of spectrum processing.

The filter bank separates the pro-
cessed signal into different fre-
quency bands, which will be used 
by the block of spectral processing. 
The structure of the filters bank 
used depends on the AAC profile in 
operation. In profile AAC-LC (Low 
Complexity), the filter bank uses 
the MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosi-
ne Transform) with variable length 
window. The fact that the window 
size be variable allows better re-
solution in frequency for stationary 
signals (big window) and remo-
val of artifacts from pre-echo on 
transient signals (small window).  
The block of spectral processing 
contains most of the compres-
sion tools allowed for each AAC 
profile (some tools are external to 
the block of spectral processing). 
In SBTVD, the profiles used are: 
AAC-LC, HE-AAC and HE-AACv2. 
In AAC-LC profile, quotes as an 
example the TNS (Temporal Noise 
Shaping) and PNS (Perceptual Noi-
se Substitution) tools.

After passing through the filter 
bank, the processed signal con-
tains quantization noise resulting 
from MDCT. The TNS tool filters 

this signal in order to mitigate the 
effect of noise.

The principle of PNS tools opera-
tion is based on the fact that the 
noise has its own characteristics. 
Instead of encoding the signal and 
transmit it, the system reproduces 
a random signal in the output that 
mimics the input noise trying to 
reproduce the same energy and 
frequency band original. 

The HE-AAC profile is equal to 
the AAC-LC profile more SBR tool 
(Spectral Band Replication). This 
tool has the ability to generate a 
small amount of data able to re-
present the bands of higher fre-
quency signal. With this, bit rates 
per second even smaller can be 
used in transmission, with lesser 
degradation. 

Finally, the HE-AACv2 profile is the 
HE-AAC profile plus PS tool (Para-
metric Stereo). This tool works in 
stereo signals, generating a signal 
containing only one channel, and 
also parameters of the distribution of 
left and right channels. These data, 
processed by the PS decoder, pro-
duces a result close to the original 
stereo signal. The quantization step 
uses noise shaping and dithering in 
order to reposition the quantization 
noise in the frequency ranges less 

critical to the psychoacoustic mo-
del. The quantized data are then 
encoded by the Huffman method 
and passed to the block of text.  
With all of data already processed, 
the encoder generates the final bit 
stream according to the syntax de-
fined in the standard, indicating all 
the information necessaries for the 
decoding work. The decoder perfor-
ms the inverse process of encoder, 
retrieving an audio signal similar to 
the original.

3 Profiles and levels
The list of profiles and levels allo-
wed for each kind of service offered 
by SBTVD (full-seg and one-seg) 
monitors the characteristics of 
energy consumption, processing 
and storage viable for each kind of 
device.

With regard to audio coding, the 
full-seg service allows the following 
profiles and levels of audio coding: 
- AAC-LC level 2 (two channels) 
- AAC-LC level 4 (multichannel) 
- HE-AAC level 2 (two channels) 
- HE-AAC level 4 (multichannel)

The one-seg service, on the 
other hand, allows only the HE-
AACv2 profile level 2, with up 

to 2 channels by bitstream. 
The AAC-LC profile is for the trans-
mission of hi-fi, while the HE-AAC 
profile is the best suited to situa-
tions where it is necessary to redu-
ce more strongly the bit rate.

Conclusion
Since the early studies of audio and 
video standards up to their defini-
tion, the efforts given by several 
industry segments, by broadcas-
ters, universities and the Brazilian 
government organs were extensive 
and decisive in making the start 
of digital transmissions on 2 De-
cember 2007, in the metropolitan 
region of Sao Paulo, and recently 
also in the cities of Rio de Janei-
ro, Belo Horizonte and Goiânia. 
The compression of  audio and vi-
deo standard of the brazilian Digital 
TV ensure the implementation of a 
system as “future proof” as possi-
ble without legacy and with flexi-
bility in selecting the appropriate 
subset of adequate parameters to 
provide each service. The correct 
selection of parameters will ensu-
re the longevity of receptors, whi-
ch answers to the socio-economic 
brazilian profile, to the high quality 
demand of the viewers and the pre-
cepts of the choice of digital televi-
sion standard.

Is the brazilian one-seg receiver equal to the Japanese?
The tuner and the demodulator are identical, but the decoder is not. The specification of the brazilian video decoder determines the compatibility with 
transport flows of up to 30 frames per second, while in Japan are compulsorily supported flows up to 15 frames per second. In addition, the audio enco-
ding in Japan employs a layer of multiplexing different from Brazil.

how to connect a home theater without the decoder for AAC? 
Where your audio decoder does not support AAC, but it has a DTS decoder, you should look for Digital TV receivers with the option of transcoding to DTS. 
With this optional will be possible to enjoy the ambience of the multi-channel audio with the same quality of the original track of the program.

Is the transmission of high definitions mandatory?
No. The choice of the resolution of the video signal is left to the broadcasters. However, the specification requires that all DTV receivers are capable of 
decoding signals with conventional resolution (current), high-definition and intermediate resolutions. The resolution of the viewer’s house depends on the 
combination between resolution of the transmitted signal and the resolution of the TV set.

LEARN
The digital TV standards are available freely by site www.abnt.org.br/tvdigital.
To learn more about audio and video encoding, look for standards:

- ABNT NBR 15602-1: Digital Television Terrestrial - Video encoding, audio, and multiplexing - Part 1: Video encoding

- ABNT NBR 15602-2: Digital Television Terrestrial - Video encoding, audio, and multiplexing - Part 2: Audio encoding

- ABNT NBR 15602-3: Digital Television Terrestrial - Video encoding, audio, and multiplexing - Part 3: Multiplexing signals Systems 

- ABNT NBR 15608-2: Digital television Terrestrial - Operations - Part 2: Video coding, audio, and multiplexing - Implementation guide of NBR 15.602
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The third article of the series about the Brazilian Digital TV technologies presents the syntax of the tables that characterize the services on digital TV signa

Introduction
The Brazilian Digital TV System is al-
ready a reality in five major markets 
and, soon, will be available natio-
nwide. Images and sounds without 
interference or noise, high-definition 
images with color and feeling of dep-
th more realistic, more immersive 
audio technology with 5.1, audio and 
interactivity channels are among the 
main benefits of Digital TV. However, 
to allow the viewer to enjoy all these 
features automatically and transpa-
rently, the receiver needs to receive 
some informative tables.

To enable the beginning of digi-
tal transmissions in a standardized 
manner between the broadcasters, 
the Working Group responsible for 
drawing up the rules regarding mul-
tiplexing, consisted of representatives 
from industry, universities and bro-
adcasters, has developed three rules 
containing the basis for multiplexing 
in the Brazilian system, which were 
published at the end of 2007:

ABNT NBR 15603-1: Broadcasting SI 
system, which contains the physical 
structures of PSI / SI tables and their 
descriptors and values to be identi-
fied.

ABNT NBR 15603-2: Data structure 
and definitions of basic information of 
SI containing the syntax for each one 
of the tables and descriptors defined 
for the SBTVD.

ABNT NBR 15603-3: Syntax and 
defining extended information of SI. 
Details of extended information of 
SI tables, particularly in refers to the 
EPG preparation.

These standards, like other Brazilian 
regulations, were made based on the 
Japanese ARIB STD-B10 standard 
and ARIB TR-B14 guide operations, 
always assuming the maintaining 
maximum compatibility to the ARIB 
and in case to be need some kind of 

change, seek a solution to internatio-
nal standards already available.

With the publication of standards 
and the start of digital transmissions, 
many operational questions have 
emerged, which resulted in non-
standard transmission with respect to 
the tables of the multiplexer, causing 
thus the incompatibility among some 
receivers. It was necessary that some 
definite points in ABNT NBR 15.603 
were better or had detailed the ope-
rating values suggested. For this the 
group was responsible for preparing 
the operational guidelines of the NBR 
15603 standards, known as ABNT 
NBR 15.608-3: Guide for implemen-
ting the ABNT NBR 15.603.

BASIC OPERATION OF 
A MuLTIPLExER
The process that allows which a sig-
nal generated at the network is pro-
perly transmitted and decoded by the 
User must have the following steps: 
content generation, coding, multiple-
xing, transmission and reception, as 
shown in Figure 1. The ABNT 15,603 
is the specifications of the multiple-
xer, which is responsible for including 
information about the parameters of 
modulation and receive various sig-
nals from the audio codecs and video 
(HD, SD and one-seg) and data ser-
vers - whether to draw up the EPG 
(Electronic Program Guide), Closed 
Caption, interactivity, or upgrades to 
air satellite receiver (OAD - On Air 
Download) - and then encapsulate 
them into a package BTS (Broadcast 
Transport Stream).

The BTS is a data fix rate package of 
32.507936 Mbps with package size of 
204 bytes, where 188 bytes are use-
ful information and the 16 additional 
bytes are responsible for downloading 
information to configure the modula-
tor and parity, as shown in Figure 2. 
In this package, the signals relating to 

Figure 1 - Block Diagram of a DTV system

Figure 2 - Distribution of data package in 2004 bytes

Source: ABNT NBR 15608-1

Figure 3 - PSI Information sent as useful information on TS

Figure 4 - Broadcaster generates all tables

Figure 5 - Manufacturer provides the ready TS



transfers full-sec and one-seg are lo-
aded together and flagged so that the 
modulator can separate the different 
layers and modulate them as specified 
by the transmission parameters.

Within the 188 bytes of useful infor-
mation, the multiplexer combines the 
different input contents and signalize 
them to enable the receiver to be 
able to configure itself and decode 
the streams of audio, video and data. 
For this identification are send the PSI 
(Program Specific Information) and SI 
(Service Information) tables that were 
specified in the ABNT NBR 15,603 
standards, as shown in Figure 3.

A. PSI Tables

The PSI tables are of the system de-
fined by ISO / IEC 13818-1 standard 
- also known as MPEG2 system - and 
composed by PAT (Program Associa-
tion Table), PMT (Program Map Table), 
CAT (Conditional Access Table) and NIT 
(Network Information Table). These ta-
bles have the function to load the PID 
information (Packet Identifier), priority 
decoding, kind of content, etc., and 
allow the audio, video and data signals 
are identified by the receiver. In SBTVD 
the NIT has some features regarding to 
standard MPEG2 systems, counting on 
specific descriptors for signaling virtual 
channel and for signaling the presence 
of the service one-sec.

B. SI Tables

The SI tables are characteristics of each 
transmission system. They allow sen-
ding information such as time through 
of the TOT (Time Offset Table), informa-
tion service transmitted by each station 
using the SDT (Service Descripton Ta-
ble), network information through of the 
BIT (Broadcaster Information Table) – 
that allows to obtain some information 
about the broadcaster that generated 
the content - and, finally, electronic 
programming guide, transmitted by the 
EIT - (Event Information Table). Another 
table, also specified by the multiplexer 
standard, however detailed in the ope-
rational guide, is the SDTT (Software 
Download Trigger Table), which makes 
it possible to update the schedule in the 
receivers.

BRAzILIAN MODIFICATIONS 
AND IMPLEMENTATIONS 
In assembling the ABNT NBR 15,603 
was used as basis the ARIB STD-B10 
standard, the Japanese system. Ho-
wever, face to the several innovations 
increased to the Brazilian system - such 
as coding format of audio and video in 
the H.264 and interactivity GINGA stan-
dard - the group made some changes 
with regard to the Japanese specifica-
tion in order to keep an alignment with 
the other groups work. The main chan-
ges are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 - Main changes compared to the SDT ARIB-B10 standard

Item Adjustments made

Vídeo Descriptors
Multiplexing adaptation system to enable the H.264 video traffic not only to 
service one-seg, but for HD services as specified by ABNT NBR 15602-1.

Audio Descriptors
Multiplexing adaptation system allowing the signal ACC format 
and HE-AAC MPEG-4 LATM / Organic Law adopted by SBTVD and 
all its variations defined in the ABNT NBR 15602-2 standard

Data Descriptors
Adapting the multiplexer system allowing the correct signal 
data services defined in the ABNTNBR 15606th

Virtual Channel
Using field remote control key to allow the recipient to keep 
the same sequence of channels used in Analog TV.

Schedule
Adequacy of tables responsible for sending the schedule to the viewer, to 
enable the signaling of various time zones in Brazil, as well as the DST.

Indicative 
classification

Adequacy of the table in order to meet the Ordinance 
no. 1220 the Ministry of Justice of 11.07.2007

Gender and sub 
gender tables

Adequacy to meet the genres and subgenres 
of programs displayed in Brazil

EPG (Electronic 
Program Guide)

Adequacy of the descriptors responsible for sending 
information to viewers in order to maintain harmony between 
what was specified in various SBTVD standards

Area code SBTVD Code area Standardization 

Station identifier
Identifiers standardization to be used by generators so as not 
to duplicate the signals transmitted in the same region.

Table 2 – Local Schedule Configuration

OPERATING GuIDE TO 
NBR 15.603 STANDARD
From the definitions established in 
the rules of the multiplexer was ne-
cessary to prepare an operation guide 
for a more detailed view of the ope-
rational aspects, such as cycles of 
tables transmission, the definition of 
character set encoding for the PSI / SI 
tables, operating mode of TOT (Time 
Offset Table), receivers update, etc.. 
The sections below will bring a brief 
breakdown of items covered in the 
operating system.

C. Definition of transmission parameters

The structure and syntax of the tables 
PSI / SI - and their descriptions - were 
defined in the standard of the multi-
plexer. However, parameters such as 
maximum length of identifiers, repeat 
cycle of tables, etc. Character Map. 
were suggested by operational gui-
de. Among the main changes is the 
adoption of the table ISO / IEC 8859-
15 table for coding PSI / SI, closed 
caption and EPG.

D. Transmission of time table

The time table sent by TOT must 
always be the UTC-3 - known as 
Brazil’s official time, or GMT, inde-
pendent on the region in which the 
generator / relay is installed. Adjust-
ments to local time or daylight should 

be made through the descriptor lo-
cal_time_offset, sending the settings 
as shown in Table 2 and detailed in 
the operational guide.

E. EIT

The descriptors, present in EIT (Event 
Information Table), went through an 
adjustment in order to maintain har-
mony between what was specified 
in various SBTVD standards, and see 
the brazilian innovations. The main 
keywords are marked in EIT infor-
mation about the standard of coding 
and setting audio, coding and confi-
guration information about video and 
closed caption. It was also amended 
in relation to the ARIB STD-B10 Japa-
nese standard, the classification table 
indicating, in order to be compatible 
with the existing age rating as defined 
by Ordinance No. 1220 of the Minis-
try of Justice, 11/07/2007.

The tables with specific information 
about the content – as the informa-
tion on the genre of programs and 
sub-genres - have been adapted to 
meet the genres and subgenres of 
the programs exhibited in Brazil.

F. Update receiver via the AR (OAD)

To update the receivers via air is a 
mechanism that allows the sen-
ding of updates to correct errors or 
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update the software in set-top boxes 
without requiring the intervention of 
the User. The model set to SBTVD is 
a decentralized model where each 
station can come to terms with one 
or more manufacturers to send in-
formation to both scheduling and 
content which will update the recei-
vers. Since there is no central body, 

the management of each company 
will send the download. The timing 
is up to each broadcaster. Thus, the 
manufacturer who has an interest in 
sending the update via air, should 
contact the station that prefers - 
according to the coverage area that 
wants to meet - and decide which 
method of sending data is used. Two 

methods are expected for perfor-
ming the OAD:

The Broadcaster is responsible for 
generating the tables: In this mo-
del the broadcaster agrees with 
the manufacturer when the update 
will be send, generates all the ne-
cessary tables and send them as 
shown in Figure 4, just the manu-

facturer provides the file to be sent 
containing the information about 
the download.

Studio generates the tables: The time 
for sending the download is scheduled 
between broadcaster and manufacturer, 
but the tables are generated by the ma-
nufacturer. It is for the broadcaster check 
and transmit, as shown in Figure 5.

LEARN
The standards for digital TV are available free by the site www.abnt.org.br/tvdigital.

To learn more about multiplexing and service information, look for:

- ABNT NBR 15603-1, Digital Terrestrial Television - Multiplexing and service information (SI) - Part 1: Broadcasting system’s SI.

- ABNT NBR 15603-2, Digital Terrestrial Television - Multiplexing and service information (SI) - Part 2: Data structure and definitions of basic information of SI

- ABNT NBR 15603-3, Digital Terrestrial Television - Multiplexing and service information (SI) - Part 3: Syntax and information extended definition of SI.

- ABNT NBR 15608-3, Digital Terrestrial Television - Operation Guide - Part 3: Multiplexing and service information (SI) - Guidelines for NBR 15603:2007 implementation.

ABNT – Associação Brasileira de Normas Técnicas (Brazilian Association of Technical Standards)
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Author: Laisa Caroline de Paula Costa - LSI / USP
Contributors: Marcelo Knörich zuffo (LSI / USP), Rodrigo Nascimento (TV Globo), Anna Eliza (TV Globo and SBTVD Technical Module coordinator)

In this fourth article of series about the brazilian digital TV technologies are described the tools of the copy control and how 
they are used in the receivers, and also because they have a decisive role in combating piracy of HD content.

The Brazilian Digital TV is a refinement 
of the rules of Japanese ISDB-T stan-
dard (Integrated Services Digital Bro-
adcasting - Terrestrial), developed by 
the ARIB group (Association of Radio 
Industries and Business).  In SBTVD the 
security-related topics were grouped 
into a single standard, the ABNT NBR 
15.605. This standard deals with two 
main themes, being the first volume 
ever published devoted to the copy con-
trol (15605-1), and the second volume 
dedicated to the security mechanisms 
(15605-2).

The copy control tools specify the sig-
nals available for protection of publi-
shed content and the way in which this 
content should be handled by digital 
converters. Although the digital TV sig-
nal can be freely accessed by the po-

pulation, its use can not hurt the laws of 
copyright protection effective in Brazil. 
The standard helps the fight against 
piracy to content in high definition by 
specifying a signalizing copy control of 
content and its interpretation on the pla-
tform of the receiver, in order to reflect 
them in the output interfaces. Interna-
tional tools are used to protect content 
to gain interoperability and cost due to 
economies of scale.

Content  Types
The brazilian digital TV system provides 
the transmission of content with reso-
lutions as equivalent to analog, which 
contains 480 lines and 720 columns, 
as content of upscaled resolution, with 
720 lines by 1280 columns, up to a 
maximum resolution equivalent to 1080 

lines by 1920 columns. For control pur-
poses copies, are considered content 
in high-definition those with resolution 
equal or more than 720 lines.

The protection mechanisms against 
piracy are applied only on receipt of 
content from high-definition, so as 
not to obstruct the traditional use of 
the content. The analog TV system 
makes use of video-resolution stan-
dard, which does not have to use any 
technological scheme for copy con-
trol. In digital TV the content in stan-
dard resolution, even if transmitted 
digitally, keep with the same rules of 
use and copies of the content.

For the high-definition contents of hi-
gh-definition, it is possible to signalize 
the use rules that apply to the receiver, 
and up to receivers to limit the use 

of the content for obedience to such 
rules. This restriction of copy in high-
definition is not applied to any type 
of content, but varies with the type of 
content and contract rights view. All 
digital television receivers that operate 
in Brazil must be able to comply with 
such signalizing, but the use of signs 
by broadcasters it must be in line with 
current legislation. It should be noted 
that no rule of copy protection applies 
to the one-sec receivers.

Descriptors signal 
copy control
The digital television system allows the 
transmission of metadata containing 
information about the programs trans-
mitted. Metadata are inserted through 
tables with pre- defined information in 
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the multiplexer. The tables of informa-
tion services are data structures with 
pre-defined format and make use of 
named descriptors. There are two des-
criptors used for the purpose of copy 
control: descriptor of copy control and 
descriptor of  content availability.

The descriptor of copy control determi-
nes if the content of high-definition can 

be copied freely, just once, or may not be 
copied. It is important to stand out that, 
even if the copy of the content in high de-
finition is restricted, the receiver can re-
duce the video resolution and make the 
copies in standard definition. The des-
criptor of content availability allows the 
same content that can not be stored in 
high definition on a final basis, is stored 

Table 1. Protection of audio and video interfaces

Type Protection Mechanism
Transited 
Content

Composite Video Analog
Limiting to standard 
definition

Video

Component Video Analog
Limiting the standard 
definition

Video

S-Vídeo Analog
Limiting the standard 
definition

Video

Stereo Audio 
(RCA)

Analog Livre Audio

hDMI Digital HDCP Audio and Video

DVI Digital HDCP Video

SPDIF Digital Livre Audio

Firewire
High Speed 
Serial 

DTCP MPEG-TS

Ethernet
High Speed 
Serial

DTCP MPEG-TS

uSB
High Speed 
Serial

DTCP MPEG-TS

Table 2. Number and types of permitted copies

Video 
resolution 
transmitted

Copy of 
content 
by type of 
interface

Configuration sent by the station

Free 
copy

Copy once in 
high resolution 
and free in SD

Free copies 
in SD

LD

(low definition)

Analog
Multiple 
copies

Multiple copies Multiple copies

Digital
Multiple 
copies

Multiple copies Multiple copies

SD

(standard 
definition)

Analog
Multiple 
copies

Multiple copies Multiple copies

Digital
Multiple 
copies

Multiple copies Multiple copies

HD

(high definition)

Analog
Multiple 
copies

Multiple copies 
in SD

Multiple 
copies in SD

0 copy in HD 0 copy in HD

Digital
Multiple 
copies

Multiple copies 
in SD

Multiple 
copies in SD

1 copy in HD 0 copy in HD

Learn:
The digital TV standards are available freely in the site www.abnt.org.br/tvdigital.
To learn more about the copy control tools search by standard:
- ABNT NBR 15605-1: Digital Terrestrial Television - Topics safety - Part 1: Copy 
control

Glossary
DTCP Digital Transmission Content Protection
HDCP High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection
HDMI High-definition Multimedia Interface
DVI Digital Video Interface
SPDIF Sony-Philips Digital Interface Format
MPEG Motion Picture Experts Group
MPEG-TS Transport Stream MPEG

for determined time intervals, allowing 
functionality such as video on demand 
and pause live content (trick modes).

Types of output 
interfaces and safety 
rules for the receiver
The standard also defines the procedu-
re that must be given to the interfaces 
of the receiver so that they can upload 
content. The interfaces of the receptor 
were grouped into analog interfaces, 
digital interfaces and serial interfaces 
for high speed. Table 1 shows the inter-
faces allowed by the standard receivers 
for SBTVD (NBR 15604), the classifica-
tion in which they fit and the protection 
mechanisms adopted for each one.

The protection mechanisms of interfa-
ces are applied to protect the content 
during its transmission from one device 
that acts as a source of content to a dis-
play device. For example, in a set-top 
box connecting with an LCD monitor, 
the content would need to be protected 
by applying some of these mechanisms.  
In Japanese standard are used pro-
tection mechanisms of analog inter-
faces, but in the Brazilian system, these 
mechanisms have been replaced by 
limitation of the   resolution in these 
interfaces. The protections massively 
used in analog interfaces are based on 
a signalizing protocol outpointing the 
rules for use of the content, but offer 
no protection against malicious devices 
that receive the content, but ignore this 
signal, because there is no encryption 
and authentication. Therefore, to pro-
tect the content of high-definition, the 
effective standard for Brazil requires the 
reducing of the resolution of content 
signalized with constraints copies to 
upload by analog interfaces.

HDCP and DTCP are international 
standards that use four systems to pro-
tect the content: standards protocol of 
use, the process authentication – which 
avoids that unlicensed devices receive 
the content – figure content that will be 
transferred from source device to the 
destination and a mechanism of keys 
revocation, which blocks the access to 
the contents of compromised devices 
(cloned, for example). An adaptation of 
the HDCP and DTCP protocols, is that 
in these systems the authentication fail-
ure of device of authentication blocks 
the transmission of content, while the 
Brazilian system, causes the limita-
tion of the maximum resolution output 
for protected content. In addition, both 
the protocol standards have the ability 

to mark the content as prohibited copy 
(can not be stored), copy of one gen-
eration (can be performed only a single 
copy) and free copies. As in digital TV, 
only the content in high-resolution, 
this protocol is used to map the types 
of copy control of the Brazilian system.  
The standard also provides for the treat-
ment given for copies made on remov-
able media devices. This part of the 
standard is adhering to Japanese stan-
dards. They are provide several kinds of 
media, among them the Blu-Ray and 
DVD copy. 

The specification of  copy control also 
includes a number of requirements to 
consider the digital television receivers 
compatible with SBTVD, including spe-
cifying requirements for strength that 
not allow that the security mechanisms 
are circumvented. In this sense they are 
determined the force of the algorithm 
for local storage of content, procedu-
res for handling the content inside the 
receiver, it is prohibited to include me-
chanisms for inhibition of security me-
chanisms, etc..

Rules of Copy Control 
As a summary of the safety standard 
when it comes to protect against for co-
pyright protection has been consolida-
ted in Table 2, which shows the number 
of copies allowed. The determination of 
the restrictions of copies is made from 
the signalizing kind protection to be 
used, transmitted by TV station using 
the descriptor of copies control. Are also 
taken into account the original resolu-
tion of the content that will be copied 
/ transferred and the kind of interface 
that will make this transfer (analog / 
digital system). The cells filled with 
“Multiple copies” indicate that the copy 
of the content is free, unlimited number 
of copies nor in the resolution.

In case of video transference by digital 
interfaces, is made the mapping of the 
usage rules established in the brazilian 
standard with the possibilities of inter-
national protection standards of the 
interfaces adopted. Thus, where there 
is in the table “0 copy in HD, is signa-
lized to the Protocol for the protection 
of digital interface “copy prohibited”; 
where there is “1 copy in HD”, is sig-
nalized “copy one generation”; where 
is signalized as “Multiple copies” is 
mapped to the signalizing “free copy”; 
where is signalizing “Multiple copies in 
SD”, would mean a reduction in output 
interfaces resolution, but with the signs 
in the HDCP of copies free. 
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Digital TV Receivers
Author: Aguinaldo Silva - GT04 Coordinator - Receivers, Technical Module - SBTVD Forum and  AOC Director

From the first patent in the late ninete-
enth century of an electro-mechanical 
television system by Paul Nipkow, 
through the first patent for the all-
electric system at the beginning of 
the twentieth century, much think has 
changed and much has to change.

The digital techniques, until recently, 
maybe the computers have permeated 
a number of products increasingly sui 
generis and presented as one of the 
most irreversible contemporary reali-
ties. From blenders to the aircraft the 
microprocessors are “brains” that give 
intelligence to the devices and make 
them able to provide the User facilities 
and information. For this reason, the 
computational techniques have allo-
wed very noticeable changes in the 
products, and others are not so evident. 
This technological jump makes arrive to 
the market until a few years even ima-
gined doing to repeat the life cycle of 
technology consumption, bringing new 
acronyms that quickly pass to make 
part of daily vocabulary.

Products such as DVD, LCD, DLP, 
PDP, mobile TDMA, CDMA, GSM, 3-G, 
MP3, iPod, wireless networks are, 
media center, AC-3, DTS, among an 
wilderness of other make life almost 
daily that impossible without access 
to these technological marvels.

The television, which for decades has 
had a vigorous presence like a social 
communication means and therefore 
even by highly unified product, greater 
household penetration, could not stay 
out of this party. With the overlay of IT 
and telecommunications the field per-
formance of the television gets a huge 
diversification.

With reference of image quality six 
times higher than the current system 
and at least four times higher than 
traditional DVDs, more than a mere 
evolution of  analog TV, the digital TV, 
besides amazing pictures and sound, 
it brings the possibility of interaction 
with the citizen.

New services before unknown may be 
offered and everything by click away 
wherever they are, at home, at work, 
in the car, the subway, on the phone ... 
A new era when the TV becomes the 
gateway into the information highway, 
ensuring to the viewer easy access to 
all this technology by ease receiving 
terrestrial television.

The television receiver is no longer a 
passive element that has always trea-
ted a single system to receive images 
transmitted from a video camera to 
become a new communication pla-
tforms with impact on society not yet 
fully delineated. A truth terminal to in-
teract with the world, where the way 
to access information changes a lot 
and decrees the end of television as 
we know it today.

A century of accelerate technological 
evolution of television has passed since 
the first invention, but the information 
era is just beginning, as when the topic 
is Digital Television, certainly the most 
appropriate word is convergence.

With digital TV, the possibilities that 
open up are fantastic, and three are at 
least the main advantages. The most 
obvious is the excellent reception of 
sound and image.

The interactivity is probably the most 
notable change. The television stations 
are stimulating the interactivity over a 
decade by phone or Internet, but with 
digital TV is possible to interact with 
programming and access to an uni-
maginable variety services such as: 
e-government, t-banking, t - commer-
ce just holding the remote control and 
everything is solved in just one click.

Last but not finally, the portability and 
mobility is one of the greatest con-
quests to allow the citizens without 
the habit to read in overcrowded 
buses and on bumps by potholed 
streets to have access to informa-
tion during the roundtrip. Here it is 
worth clarifying a very common mis-
take. By portable devices must be 

understood the handheld devices 
called (cellular, PDA, etc.) especially 
recommended for small screens to 
basic resolution profile which usually 
are powered by an internal battery, 
while mobile devices are typically 
embedded in vehicles that can recei-
ve signals from both high definition 
and the basic profile.

When considering all these aspects is 
easy to conclude that the possibilities 
for the receivers specifications are 
many. Add to that a group formed by 
actors (stakeholders) very heteroge-
neous with conflicting interests, and, 
finally, add that the receiver specifica-
tions must permeate all other SBTVD 
and therefore require negotiation and 
harmonization, is not always easy 
with other groups, in a scale higher 
than the other rules of the system. 
As a result it is easier still to imagi-
ne that the works were not very quiet 
and one of the biggest challenge was 
and remains a constant negotiation 
and harmonization of interests and 
the pressure of a tight schedule for 
the development of products capable 
to comply with the Digital TV launch.

Presidential Decree 5820 established 
that the SBTVD-T should adopt the 
model based on ISDB-T, incorpora-
ting the technological innovations 
adopted by the Development Com-
mittee. In this case it is important to 
properly conceptualize system and 
standard. System is the set of tech-
nological standards that compose the 
harmoniously digital TV system while 
standards usually require years if not 
decades to be developed and tested 
which requires very high investments.

Thus the receivers specifications, 
aligned with the determinations of 
SBTVD Forum were always anchored 
on the premise that to make the recei-
vers economically viable the relevan-
ce of the international market should 
necessarily be considered without to 
lose of view the big global tendencies, 
leaving, therefore standards existing. 

The own Japanese system is heavily 
anchored in Europe to which Japane-
se technicians implemented signifi-
cant improvements. Furthermore, by 
choosing world standards, the import 
and export of products, programs and 
interactive services are facilitated, in-
creasing the amount of international 
business of high technology.

Keeping on view of the technological 
advances anticipated for the next de-
cade, another major challenge was to 
develop specifications for the recei-
vers in order to ensure sufficient fle-
xibility to incorporate new techniques. 
Similarly the specifications must meet 
the diverse socio-economic interests 
nationally and internationally, allo-
wing implementations that vary in 
cost, complexity and applications and 
at the same time to ensure that the 
essential services are properly recei-
ved in all the receivers installed since 
the first unit produced until when it 
last the digital transmissions without 
a legacy or repudiation. 

For the equation of this issue was ne-
cessary to run over to the precursor of 
Brazilian television and was born what 
that agreed to call informally as Cha-
teaubriand model, or just Chatô. The 
reference to the pioneer of Brazilian 
television is made by considering that 
if the first product imported from RCA, 
still now to be connected, images and 
sounds are displayed, even after 60 
years and major technology advances 
won by analog television.

Based on the assumptions above, the 
first action to the work of receiver spe-
cifications was to identify scenarios 
describe the use cases and then raise 
the requirements.

Requirement elicitations;
Requirement analysis (explanatory me-
morandum);

Negotiation requirements;

Specification requirements
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Requirement 
Classifications
To ensure implementations that 
vary in cost and complexity and 
thus to ensure that essential ser-
vices are received while to last the 
digital transmissions without to let 
legacy, the  standard classifies the 
requirements of receivers like im-
posed, recommended, optional, not 
recommended and prohibited. For 
each one of these categories, the 
standard treats individually of the 
requirements and specifications for 
processing audio, video and data 
among others, for the one-sec and 
full-sec receivers.

However, the techniques adopted 
in analog and digital transmissions 
are not interoperable and to meet 
to the huge installed park of analog 
television sets must be offered to the 
market converters digital signals to 
analog, known by the English term 
“Set-top box”, which may be easily 
connected to existing television sets, 
enabling these older devices access 
the most of the digital technology 
benefits. Thus was born the Chate-
aubriand model in two versions, digi-
tal converters and TV set with digital 
receiver built-in.

The system presented can be basi-
cally divided into 2 major modules: 
front-end and back-end.

Front-end
This module can be represented by 
two subsystems: demodulation and 
decoding channel. The function of 
Coding Channel and Modulation 
subsystem is to assign the flow of 
data transmitted protection against 

errors which give robustness to 
the signal. By the other hand, the 
receiver must restore the bit beam 
originally transmitted making use of 
tools for correcting errors in order 
to be properly delivered to the de-
multiplexer.

In general, what distinguishes each 
digital TV system that exists today is 
the way how the signal is transmitted 
(coding channel and modulation) as 
the generation of bit stream all em-
ploy very similar standards to mul-
tiplexing and encoding the signals 
sources (audio, video, data and so 
on.). In this aspect, front-end module 
is the different key of the receivers. 
While the transmission the addition 
of redundancy is an important ele-
ment to the robustness in hostile 
environments, beside of the receiver 
the module signal processing must 
provide an easy tuning even in a 
weak electromagnetic field, noisy 
and full of reflexives  for the reco-
very of carrier, bit synchronization 
and estimation channel especially 
when to turn on the receiver. Even 
using modulation techniques there 
is time known as well-known techni-
ques for decoding the channel, such 
as: randomization, Reed-Solomon 
coding, interleaving external and 
internal data, convolutional coding 
(all with added redundancy) as well 
as different interleaving (without 
redundancy), the way how these 
techniques are composed is the big 
difference.

Considering the Presidential Decree 
the model of physical-layer chosen 
for the front-end modules was the 
same adopted for ISDB-T. Chan-
ges in relation to Japanese speci-

Digital Converter (Set-top box)

TV with digital converter built-in

fications are only in relation to the 
canalization, protection relation of 
co-channel and adjacent channel in 
VHF and the IF frequency. Aside from 
these points, the way to process the 
signal, since tuned channel to reco-
very of the bit stream, strictly follow 
the ARIB specifications.

Back-end
In the SBTVD it was the module that 
has undergone major changes with 
respect to the Japanese system and 
can be subdivided into the following 
subsystems:

Demultiplexing:
The transport layer allows that in-
formation contained in one or more 
services are linked in a single bit 
stream. The individual components 
of audio, video, data and auxiliary 
services of each service, as well as 
additional information for the syn-
chronized presentation in the recei-
vers, are matched and the resulting 
modulated beam and transmitted 
by TV channel. This layer, known as 
MPEG-2 System, is responsible for 
multiplexing and demultiplexing of 
these signals and is based on inter-
national ITU-T H.222 Recommen-
dation, the same used in all digital 
television systems existing today and 
each one presents some peculiari-
ties, also applicable to the SBTVD, 
to meet specificities to the local 
requirements, for example; virtual 
channel, indicative classification, 
among others, in addition to cultu-
ral and language aspects. Although 
originally the Recommendation has 
been developed for the MPEG-2 
family, its evolution allowed to sup-
port contents of MPEG-4 family and 

especially the ITU-T H.264 standard.

At the reception, the individual com-
ponents of audio, video, data and 
auxiliary services and synchroniza-
tion information of the selected ser-
vice are separate and re-converted 
into images, sounds, interactive 
content, texts, information services, 
program guide, among others.

Signal Source Decoding
The basic function of the encoding 
signal source is to reduce the bit rate 
to compatible values with the ban-
dwidth of 6MHz assigned to each 
TV channel. Considering a spectral 
efficiency a little larger than 3 bits 
/ Hz, depending on mode when the 
signal was encoded and modulated, 
the maximum rate allowed is around 
18 to 20Mbps. However, the ima-
ge of digital high definition with its 
new relation of visual aspect 16:9, 
is composed of more than 2 million 
elements of image which are attri-
bute to different brightness values, 
color and saturation which genera-
tes a rate close to 1Gbps. Without an 
efficient and standardized method of 
compression is easy to conclude that 
the high-definition television and the 
convergence would keep in the fic-
tion field and dreams of the televi-
sion pioneers.

To reduce this immense data flow 
techniques are applied to eliminate 
duplication of images, namely, the 
temporal similarity between suc-
cessive images, the spatial simila-
rities between adjacent pixels and 
the spectral, different color planes. 
Besides this, other techniques, such 
as, to represent with less bits the 
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elements of a higher probability of 
occurrence are employed. So the 
video compression allows the station 
to send only relevant data, i.e only 
the differences in each frame of the 
image instead of a full-frame, re-
moving repetitive information. In the 
receiver, the decoder receives from 
the multiplexer, the bit stream cor-
respondent for each kind of informa-
tion (audio, video, data, etc.) and to 
be displayed correctly performs the 
retrieval of all items removed in the 
transmission. Bad comparison would 
be like transporting juice, where in 
the source is removed the water’s 
natural juice and only the pulp is 
transported to the destination to be 
added back to water.

Countries that operate digital TV 
for some time employ compression 
techniques defined by the MPEG-2 
standard. However given the fact 
that Brazil has opted later by digital 
TV, might benefit from progress re-
ached in research and development 
and in a pioneer way adopted the 
AVC/H.264 standard on terrestrial 
TV, which provides compression 
efficiency around two times higher 
when compared to its predecessor.

Middleware: 
Software architecture, that enables 
interactive TV and can be defined as 
an environment that abstracts the 
hardware architecture and operating 
system of the receivers. It must be 
available in standardized format with 
regard to programming interfaces of 
the interactive applications, the data 
format and mode of application exe-
cution that gives to the receiver an 
almost autonomous behavior for this 
feature. It is a real-time environment 
that allows application developers 
the possibility of using all the featu-
res of the decoder without the requi-
red knowledge about the receivers 
architecture. 

Each one of the standards available 
worldwide adopted the most appro-
priate technique to their reality and 
Brazil does not escape this rule and 
developed its own model based on 
the tools of procedural and declarati-
ve programming, known respectively 
as Ginga-NCL and Ginga-J.

Interactivity channel
It is the subsystem responsible to 
establish the communication be-

tween receiver users and the con-
tent providers.

In general way, the interactivity 
channel uses the infrastructure of 
telecommunications networks to 
send and receive data. Being an or-
thogonal subsystem to any digital TV 
system, may allow a large number 
of technological solutions, such as: 
Wireline Networks, cellular networks 
(GSM, GPRS, CDMA, etc..), Fiber Op-
tic Network, LAN, WLAN, Wi-Fi, Wi-
MAX Network, among many others.

Considering the great diversity 
technology commercially avai-
lable and that certainly are to 
come, and also the most diverse 
and heterogeneous offer service 
scenarios in each region of the 
country, building of an innovative 
solution needed to be developed. 
In order to make flexible the many 
different possibilities in the sys-
tem, has defined a set of essential 
functionalities required to admit 
whatever the telecommunication 
infrastructures available regionally. 
The great flexibility proposal also 
provides to user the option to se-
lect that one most appropriate for 
its region, as well as allow that fu-
ture techniques can be aggregated 
to the model without a legacy. To 
make viable the specification, the 
system was divided into two mo-
dules that complement each other. 
The first must be installed in the 
digital receiver and the second in 
the external device of interactivity 
channel.

Regarding the receiver, the archi-
tecture intends to operationalize the 
system and ensure the integrity of 
the receiving device when an ex-
ternal device is connected via USB 
port in order to avoid that malicious 
applications are installed. This archi-
tecture can be basically divided into 
two parts:

a) Authentication manager: to con-
nect the external device into the 
USB port of the receiver, the sys-
tem verifies the integrity and au-
thenticity of the application service 
of interactivity channel. Any exter-
nal device with applications servi-
ce not authorized by the receiver 
manufacturer is not recognized 
(approved). When the application 
services of the external device is 
authenticated, the components of 
device-driver, protocols of physi-

cal layer/link configuration file are 
performed the operating system 
and stored in RAM.

b) External device manager: res-
ponsible for ensuring that only au-
thorized applications are performed 
and also to configure, monitor and 
control the lifecycle of the devi-
ce connected to the USB port, the 
system reads the attributes in the 
configuration file and notifies the 
operating system to operationalize 
the devices-drivers associated to 
the external device. The informa-
tion needed to install and configure 
the external device, which must be 
transferred to the receiver are des-
cribed in the configuration file.

An “External Device” means any 
device capable of transmitting and 
receiving data by any telecommu-

nication network which belongs to 
the communication system with the 
interactivity channel.

The way as every subsystem, des-
cribed herein, are interlinked in the 
system formation is shown below.

The main differences between the 
Japanese and Brazilian systems are 
outlined in the chart below.

Thus denotes that the Brazilian de-
cision was to use an hybrid system, 
“Brazilian-Japanese” to use the basic 
structure of the Japanese system 
implementing important innovations 
without, however to lose sight of the 
basic premises initially defined. The 
adherence to international standar-
ds are maintained, many times with 
performance and robustness superior 
than the Japanese system.

Requirements Japan Brazil
Reorganization of the 
frequency spectrum 
to accommodate both 
analog and digital

Analog and digital 
regrouping

Digital channels interspersed 
between the analog

Canalization UHF from 13 to 62
VHF from 7 to 13 and   
UHF from 14 to 69

Transmission paramenters 
Combinations for each 
kind of application

All

Intermediate frequency 57MHz 44MHz

Virtual channel One-touch Button Number equal to the analog 
channel currently in operation

Sequential navigation 
by channel

No restrictions Just by primary services

Conditional Access B-CAS Not applicable

Vídeo decoding MPEG-2 MP@HL ITU-T H.264 HP@L4.0

Vídeo one-sec decoding
H.264 BP@L1.2 QVGA 
(4 :3/16 :9) 15fps

H.264 BP@L1.3 CIF, QVGA 
and SQVGA (4:3/16:9) 
5/10/12/15/24/30fps

Áudio decoding MPEG-2 - AAC MPEG-4 - HE-AAC AAC@L4 
and            HE-AAC@L2/4 v.1

Audio decoding one-sec AAC HE-AAC@L2 v.2

Audio Transport Multiplex ADTS LATM/LOAS

Transcoding of HE-
AAC audio for DTS 

Not specified
Optional for SPDIF and 
HDMI outputs

Indicative classification Not specified MJ 1220 Ordinance

Time reference JTC UTC

SW Update Managed by D-PA Search by scanning the 
channel list when on stand-by

Middleware BML Ginga
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Summary 
This article presents the reference 
architecture of Ginga middleware 
of Sistema Brasileiro de TV Digital 
Terrestre (Brazilian System of Digi-
tal Terrestrial TV), calling attention 
to the many introduced innovations 
that make this middleware of the 
most expressive and effective.
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1 Introduction
Middleware is a software layer po-
sitioned between the application 
code and the infrastructure imple-
mentation (hardware platform and 
operating system), as illustrated by 
the Reference Model of the Sistema 
Brasileiro de TV Digital Terrestre, 
shown in Figure 1.

A middleware for digital TV applica-
tions consists of running machines 
of languages offered, and functional 
libraries that allow easy and fast de-
velopment of applications.

The universe of DTV (Digital TV) ap-
plications can be partitioned into a 
set of declarative applications and a 
set of imperative applications. The 
initial entity of an application, that is, 
one that triggers the application, that 
define to which set belongs the ap-
plication, depending on if this entity 
is encoded according to a declarati-
ve or imperative language. Note that 
declarative applications may contain 
imperative entities and vice versa, 
which characterizes them is just the 
entity initial.

Declarative languages emphasize 
the declarative description of a task, 
instead of its decomposition step 
by step in an algorithmic definition 
of the execution flow of a machine, 
such makes the imperative descrip-

tions. By the fact to be than higher 
abstraction level, the tasks described 
in a declarative way are easier to be 
conceived and understood, without 
demands an expert programmer, 
as is usually necessary in the tasks 
described in the imperative way. Ho-
wever, a declarative language, usu-
ally aims at a specific application do-
main and define a specific model for 
this domain. When a task matches 
with the declarative language model, 
the declarative paradigm is generally 
the best choice.

The imperative languages are very 
expressive and have a general pur-
pose, but, a high cost. As mentio-
ned, they usually demand an expert 
programmer, usually endanger the 
portability of an application, and the 
application control is much more 
prone to mistakes perpetrated by 
the programmer. However, in cases 
where the focus of the task realiza-
tion doesn’t match to the focus of 
the declarative language, the impe-
rative paradigm is generally the best 
choice.

For everything mentioned above, 
the middleware for digital TV usually 
provide support for the development 
as much to the paradigm declarati-
ve as to imperative. Often, as is the 
case of the Japanese system, the 
entity initial’s application is always 
declarative, but other entities can 
be coded according to the impe-
rative paradigm. Many times, as is 
the case of American and European 
system, is offered a support as for 
declarative applications, as for impe-
rative the applications, but in both of 
them, entities that follow a different 
paradigm of the initial entity can be 
defined.

The declarative environment of a 
middleware provides the necessary 
support to declarative applications, 
while the imperative environment 

gives the necessary support to the 
imperative applications. In the case 
of the Brazilian middleware, the two 
environments are required in the fi-
xed and mobile receivers, while only 
the declarative environment is requi-
red in portable receivers.

The SBTVD brought as the main 
innovation its middleware named 
Ginga1. In its declarative environ-
ment, Ginga provides support for the 
development of declarative applica-
tions developed in the NCL language 
(Nested Context Language), which 
may contain imperative entities spe-
cified in the Lua language. Mainly 
by its great efficiency and ease use, 
Lua is the script language of NCL. 
In its imperative environment, Ginga 
provides support for applications de-
veloped in Java. A developed bridge 
between the two environments pro-
vides the support for hybrid applica-
tions with entities specified in NCL, 
Lua and Java.

This article aims to present some of 
the Ginga characteristics and its re-
ference architecture. The Section 2 
is dedicated to the reference archi-
tecture, the Section 3 to the declara-
tive and imperative environments of 
Ginga and, finally, Section 4 is reser-
ved for concluding remarks.

2-Reference Architecture
In the SBTVD, Ginga architecture can 
be divided into three main modules: 
Ginga-CC, Ginga-NCL and Ginga-J, 
as illustrates Figure 2. The last two 
modules comprise the layer of Spe-
cific Services of Ginga.

Ginga-J is the logical subsystem of 
Ginga middleware responsible by 
processing of imperative applica-
tions written using Java language. 
The specification of this subsystem 
is for the ABNT NBR 15606-4 and 
it is the subject of the Section 3.1.

Ginga-NCL is the logical subsystem 
of Ginga middleware responsible by 
processing declarative applications 
NCL. NCL (Nested Context Langua-
ge) and its script language Lua form 
the basis for the development of 
declarative applications in SBTVD. 
The specification of this subsystem 
is contained in ABNT NBR 15606-
2 and NBR 15606-5 standards, 
and it is the subject of Section 3.2. 
Ginga-CC (Ginga Common Core) is 
the logical subsystem that provides 
all the features common to the su-
pport of declarative environments, 
Ginga-NCL, and imperative, Ginga-
J. The system architecture ensures 
that only the module Ginga-CC must 
be adapted to the platform where 
the Ginga will be loaded. Ginga-CC 
provides thus a level of abstraction 
of the hardware platform and opera-
ting system, accessible through APIs 
(Application Program Interfaces) well 
defined.

A set of Monomedia common exhibi-
tors makes part of components Gin-
ga-CC. The characteristics of these 
exhibitors are defined in ABNT NBR 
15606-1. They are exhibitors of au-
dio, video, text and image, including 
among them the MPEG-4/H.264 
exhibitor, implemented by hardware. 
The access to exhibitors is via adap-
ters, responsible for notifying events 
presentation and selection (interac-
tion user).

Among the exhibitors is also the 
(user Agent) HTML exhibitor, spe-
cified in ABNT NBR 15606-2 and 
ABNT NBR 15606-5 standards. The 
section 3.2 discusses a little more 
the support for HTML applications 
offered by Ginga middleware.

In Figure 2, the Chart Manager is 
responsible for managing the con-
ceptual model of the graph pre-
sentation plan. It is which defines 
the exhibition plan of the main vi-
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deo H.264, the exhibition of plans 
other media objects that compose 
an application TVD, and how these 
plans overlap itself. The ABNT NBR 
15606-1 standard is also responsi-
ble for such definition.

All access to data obtained by the 
return channel (or interactivity chan-
nel) is also responsibility of Ginga-
CC. The several possibilities of in-
teractivity channels are specified in 
the ABNT NBR 15.607 standard.

Still in Figure 2, the components of 
DSM-CC and Data Processor offer 
support for obtaining data, obtained 
through special sections MPEG-2, 
specified in ABNT NBR15606-3 
standard. The Persistence compo-
nent is responsible for managing the 
data storage required by applica-
tions; while the tuner component is 
responsible for tuning and control of 
the frequency radio channel.

The other components of Ginga-
CC are optional and depend on the 
particular implementation of each 
receiver.

The Context Manager is responsible 
for gathered information about the 
receiver device, information about 
the user profile and its location, and 
become them available to the Ginga-
NCL and Ginga-J, so they can make 
the adaptation of content or how the 
contents should be present, as de-
termined by the applications.

Update Manager is responsible for 
update controls of all resident sof-
twares and Ginga middleware during 
the life cycle of a receiving device.

The components of CA (Conditional 
Access) and DRM (Digital Right Ma-
nagement) are responsible for deter-
mining the access privileges to the 
several media that compose a TVD 
application (program).

On the support offered by the Ginga-
CC, the specific service modules of 
Ginga (Ginga-NCL and Ginga-J) are 
implemented, as discussed in the 
next section.

3 – Ginga Middleware 
declarative and 
Imperative Environments 
Different from other systems, for 
example, the European system, the-
re is no master-slave relationship 
between the imperative and de-
clarative environment of Ginga 
middleware. Instead, they are pair 

environments with very well defined 
communication process specified 
by APIs symbolized in Figure 2 by 
the bridge.

3.1 The Ginga-J Environment 

Like before mentioned, the Ginga-J 
imperative environment offers the 
support to applications developed 
using the Java language.

Ginga-J is divided into three modu-
les, as shown in Figure 2: The Java 
Virtual Machine, the APIs core, and 
the module responsible for suppor-
ting the specific APIs, named API  
Ginga-J extension.

Ginga-J is based on a set of Java 
packages, common to several im-
perative middleware, as specified 
in ABNT NBR 15606-4 standard. 
The core APIs are responsible by 
keep the system compatible with 
international standards that follow 
the ITU-J.200 recommendation. The 
core APIs are based on the speci-
fication JavaDTV, which is a func-
tional equivalent of “royalty free” 
of GEM (Globally Executable MHP) 
specification, with some extensions 
and improvements. The main modi-
fications of JavaDTV over the GEM 
were the replacement of APIs HAVi 
and DAVIC by defined in the LWUIT 
(Light-Weight User Interface Toolkit) 
and DTV UI.

The so-called specific APIs Ginga-J 
are Brazilian innovations of environ-
ment imperative Ginga-J, developed 
in the laboratories of the Universida-
de Federal da Paraíba (Federal Uni-
versity of Paraíba), which distinguish 
it from other imperative environ-
ments from the middleware of the 
European and American.

The APIs specific treats the func-
tionalities that are not forecasted 
in the core defined in ITU-T J-200 
Recommendation. Among them are 
those that provide support to the 
processing of SBTVD specific me-
tadata and the performance of ap-
plications in an integrated devices 
network, through home networks 
(HAN - Home Area Networks), to the 
digital television receiver, allowing 
for example, that several users in-
teract simultaneously with the same 
interactive application. This APIs set 
includes those which offer support 
to the applications that can be recei-
ved, stored and executed in a later 
time. The support for the specific 

Figure 1: SBTVD model reference 

Figure 2: Reference Architecture of Ginga middleware

Figure 3: Comparison between Lua and JavaScript SpiderMonkey Mozilla Firefox browser

needs applications directed to Brazil, 
in particular social inclusion applica-
tions are also addressed by specific 
APIs Ginga. 

Among the specific APIs, it is still 
must stand out those ones for the 
communication with the declarati-
ve Ginga-NCL environment. A Java 
application can act as an entity 
daughter of a declarative appli-
cation, or as an initial entity con-
trolling the life cycle of an entity 
declarative daughter.

When the Java entity is the initial en-
tity, it can create, modify and destroy 
NCL declarative documents through 
APIs of commands editing NCL as 
specified in ABNT NBR 15606-2.

When the Java is a daughter entity, 
it acts as a media NCL object, can 
register to receive NCL events. NCL 
events may call, from then, metho-
ds of the Java classes of object. 
NCL media objects with imperative 
code Java can also command the 
relationship conditions NCL, used in 

temporal and spatial synchronism 
of content presentations. They can 
also manipulate the global variables 
of declarative applications, respon-
sible by determining the content 
adaptation or the way like content 
are presented.

3.2 The Ginga-NCL Environment 

Ginga-NCL is the innovation whole 
Brazilian SBTVD. The environment 
is based on the NCL language (an 
XML application) and its Lua scrip-
ting language, both developed in the 
laboratories of the Pontifícia Univer-
sidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro 
(Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 
de Janeiro).

The declarative environment of the 
American systems (ACAP-X), Eu-
ropean (DVB-HTML) and Japanese 
(ARIB-BML) are based on the XHTML 
language. XTHML carries the legacy 
of technologies previously developed 
for textual navigation. Unlike, appli-



cations for DTV are usually cente-
red on the video. Furthermore, the 
SHTML language model is focused 
on support to user interaction viewer. 
Other kinds of relationships, as the 
relationship of synchronization and 
spatial-temporal for defining alter-
natives (adaptation of content and 
presentation) are usually defined by 
an imperative language; in the case 
of all three systems cited the EC-
MAScript language.

Different from languages based on 
XHTML, NCL defines a well defined 
separation between the content and 
the structure of an application, pro-
viding a non-invasive control of the 
link between content and its presen-
tation and layout.

The NCL language model aims at 
an application range wider than that 
offered by the XHTML language. NCL 
aims not only declarative support to 
the interaction user, but to the syn-
chronism of spatial-temporal in its 
most general form, treating the user 
interaction as a particular case.  NCL 
aims also the declarative support 
to the content adaptations and the 
ways of presenting content; the de-
clarative support for multiple exhibi-
tion devices, interconnected through 
network home (HAN - Home Area 
Networks) or even in an wider area; 
and the editing / production appli-
cation in exhibition time, i.e, live. As 
those are the focus of most appli-
cations for digital TV, NCL becomes 
the preferential option in the deve-
lopment from the majority of such 
applications. For the few particular 
cases, as example, when the dyna-
mic content generation is required, 
NCL provides support for its scrip-
ting Lua language. Alternatively, the 
APIs of the bridge with the Ginga-J 
can be used triggering the imperati-
ve support offered by Java language.

As the NCL has a more accurate 
separation between the content 
and the structure of an application, 
it does not define any media by it-
self. Instead, it defines the glue that 
holds the media in multimedia pre-
sentations. NCL only defines how 
media objects are structured and 
related in time and space. As a glue 
language, NCL does not restrict or 
prescribe the kinds of content from 
media objects. In this sense, we can 
have image, video, audio, text, code 
requirement (Xlet and Lua, in SB-
TVD) objects, among others, as NCL 

media objects. Which media objects 
are supported depends on the media 
players that are coupled to the NCL 
formatter (actually, that has suppor-
ted on Ginga-CC, see Figure 2). In 
SBTVD, one of these exhibitors is the 
MPEG-4 decoder/exhibitor, imple-
mented in hardware in the digital TV 
receptor. Thus, MPEG-4 and audio 
are treated as all other media ob-
jects that can be related using NCL, 
in other words, they are simply part 
of a DTV implementation.

Another NCL media object which 
must be supported by Ginga- NCL is 
the media object based on XHTML. 
NCL does not replace, but builds 
in documents (or objects) based on 
XHTML. Like happens with other 
media objects, what language based 
on XHTML supported on an NCL for-
matter is an implementation choice, 
and therefore depends on which 
XHTML browser, incorporated into 
the NCL formatter (actually, suppor-
ted by Ginga-CC), acts like exhibitor 
that medium.

As a result, it is possible to have 
LIME, BML, DVB-HTML and ACAP-
X browsers individually built-in an 
exhibitor of NCL document. Thus, 
declarative applications developed 
for those systems also would per-
form with the support offered by Gin-
ga middleware. It remains to men-
tion that the ABNT NBR 15606-2 
and ABNT NBR 15606-5 standards 
define only a set of basic functiona-
lities for XHTML and its technologies 
derivate as mandatory. The choice of 
additional functionality is optional.

Turning our attention to the Figure 
2, the component NCL formatter has 
like responsibility to orchestrate all 
execution of a NCL application, en-
suring that space-time relationships 
defined by the application author are 
respected. The execution machine 
Lua is responsible by processing the 
imperative code Lua.

Lua is an efficient imperative pro-
gramming language, fast and light, 
projected for extending applications. 
Lua combines a simple syntax for 
imperative programming with po-
werful constructs for data descrip-
tion based on associative arrays 
and extensible semantics. Lua is 
dynamically typed, is interpreted 
and has automatic memory mana-
gement, with incremental garbage 
collect. These characteristics make 

Lua an ideal language for configu-
ration, automation (scripting) and 
rapid prototyping (fast application 
generating). Lua is one of scripting 
languages more efficient; much fas-
ter than ECMAScript, and with a me-
mory footprint much smaller, as indi-
cates in Figure 3, obtained from the 
assessment languages site (http://
shootout.alioth.debian. org/): Lua is, 
on average, 7 times faster and me-
mory usage 40 times smaller. Lua is, 
today the most important language 
in the entertainment area.

The NCL formatter treats applica-
tions received by the Ginga-CC and 
deposited in a data structure named 
“private basis.” There is a private 
basis by radio frequency channel. Is 
the manager component of private 
basis the tasks to receive commands 
for activation and manipulation of 
these applications. As previously 
mentioned, in the Ginga-NCL, a 
DTV application can be generated or 
modified live (in real time), through 
editing commands. The editing com-
mands set, specified in ABNT NBR 
15606-2 standard, can be divided 
into three groups.

The first command group is respon-
sible for activation and deactivation 
of a private basis, i.e, the application 
enabling of a determined TV chan-
nel. On a private basis, NCL appli-
cations can be activated, paused, 
recovered and disabled, through the 
well-defined commands belongs to 
the second command groups. The 
third group defines commands for 
modifications of an application live.

Finally, as the Ginga-J, Ginga-NCL 
offers support to multiple input and 
output devices. Such declarative 
facility, together with the editing 
commands live only for the Brazil-
ian system, provides support for the 
big domain of DTV interactive ap-
plications that is unfolding: the ap-
plications for named community TV 
(Community or Social TV), where a 
user community creates live, about 
the content and applications re-
ceived, new applications (generation 
of new content and personal infor-
mation) that are exchanged between 
its members for exhibition in real 
time or on demand.

4-Final Remarks
The Brazilian system is currently the 
most advanced digital terrestrial TV 

system, not just by using the most 
advantage technologies, but mainly 
because it has innovative technolo-
gies, such as its Ginga middleware.

The reference implementation of 
Ginga-NCL was developed in open 
code and can be obtained in www.
gingancl.org.br under the GPLv2 
license. The Lua machine is also 
available at the same site, through 
the MIT License. Authoring tools for 
application development NCL appli-
cations, also in open code, are still 
available on the same site, as well 
as tutorials, books, articles and ex-
amples of several NCL and Lua.  In 
http:/club.ncl.org.br, a repository 
of interactive applications is found, 
where the authors can publish their 
ideas, talents, and also their devel-
opment techniques using the NCL 
language and Lua scripts.

A reference implementation of the 
Ginga-J under GPLv2 license is be-
ing developed and is available at the 
site: gingacdn.lavid.ufpb.br.

Several discussions and contributions 
lists in the applications development 
can be found in the Ginga commu-
nity in www.softwarepublico.gov.
br. Documents, articles and tutorials 
about the Ginga middleware, can be 
obtained in www.ginga.org.br.
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This article of series about the 
SBTVD - Sistema Brasileiro de 
Televisão Digital (Brazilian Digital 
Television System) presents the 
architecture of interactivity chan-
nel and communication technolo-
gies of network requirements. The 
technical specification is available 
in ABNT NBR 15.607-1 Protocols, 
physical interfaces and software 
interfaces. The initial conception 
of interactivity in digital television 
is associated with possible data in-
formation of the receiving stations 
with the applications available 
eventually through diffusion signal 
of a station. The communication 
of the station with the receivers is 
made from a transmitting station 
that sends the data broadcasting 
to the large number of receivers 
simultaneously. On the other hand, 
the data transmission from the re-
ceiver to the station is performed 
by a subsystem, commonly named 
return channel or interactivity 
channel. In SBTVD such interactiv-
ity communication is two-way via 
the TCP / IP protocol.

Figure 1 shows the three subsys-
tems of the Digital TV system. The 
diffusion system that performs the 
generation and packaging of the 
information for transmission is in 
broadcasting. The receiver per-
forms the inverse operation to pro-
vide information to users. Finally, 
the interactivity channel, which al-
lows the communication of users 
with station applications and ser-
vices and, besides, also allow the 
access to data on servers not nec-
essarily located close the transmit-
ter stations. In the model, the server 
contents of interactive applications 
may be located physically at any lo-
cation with Internet access.

The OSI model of layered architec-
ture of communication protocols 
is used for the definition of tech-
nologies that can be used in the 
SBTVD. The solution of interactivity 

channel should be adequate for 
each particular context, conside-
ring the circumstances and availa-
bility of communications networks 
and local technologies. Several 
technologies should be used as 
alternatives for user access to in-
teractivity channel.

Such technologies are listed below 
and are specified in the ABNT NBR 
15607 standard: dial-up modems, 
ethernet (ADSL, FTTH, DOCSIS), 
ISDN, GSM, GPRS, GSM-EDGE, 
CDMA 1xRTT, CDMAHSDPA, Wi-
MAX and WiFi. New technologies 
should be include according to the 
future evolution of communication 
networks.

The protocols employed in supe-
rior layers, in general to support 
the Internet, are indicated in the 
table below.

Protocols for diffusion 
and interactivity channel
The details of the protocol for the 
interactivity channel, which carries 
the request, and for the broad-
casting channel, which carries the 
answer, is presented according to 
the table below.

External devices
To provide the user access to the 
interactivity channel is necessary to 
use a modem. Figure 2 illustrates a 
scheme of diffusion, reception and 
access to the IP via an external mo-
dem to the digital receiver.

The SBTVD offers to the user a 
choice of the means of telecom-
munication more convenient for 
the functionality of the interactivity 
channel among a wide range of 
possibilities, taking into account 
the specificities and heterogeneity 
of communication networks. SB-
TVD system allows the use of the 
functionality of the return channel 
as an external device to the recei-

Figure 1: Interactivity two-way channel with Internet access

Figure 2: Communication model with external device
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ver or digital television. It is still 
possible the built-in modem com-
munication receivers.

Architecture receiver
Figure 3: Modular architecture of 
the receiver with SBTVD interactiv-
ity channel

The hardware represents the phy-
sical components of the receiver. 
The operating system is directed 
for an embedded system for re-
sources and applications mana-
ging. Drivers are software modules 
that allow the communication with 
physical devices. The authenti-
cation manager is the software 
module responsible for providing 
the procedures of authentication 
of devices, if the manufacturer wi-
shes to block DE from the others. 
The manager device is responsible 
for external devices managing. The 
applications represent the general 
applications that should be execu-
ted on the receiver.

Among the protocol layers and the 
application layers, there is a middle 
layer responsible for providing APIs 
to use the interactivity channel. 
This layer is known as middleware, 
which allows to abstract from the 
receiver the specificities of the ope-
rating system and hardware.

An illustration of the installation and 
configuration processes of the ex-
ternal device in possible implemen-
tation of the receiver can be viewed 
through the flowchart in Figure 4.

Interactivity channel 
Configuration 
Figure 5 presents a possible flo-
wchart of interactivity channel 
configuration, which consists in 
a generic diagram that can be 
applied to several technologies 
adherent to SBTVD. After system 
startup, an event plug and play is 
generated by connecting the ex-
ternal device and must discharge 
the mechanism of verification of 
service from the external device. If 

the external device has been vali-
dated, one or more communication 
drivers must be installed in the re-
ceiver. Subsequently this illustrate, 
is made the reading of the XML file 
containing the configuration para-
meters. If there is the configuration 
file, this should be read and can be 
signaled to the middleware for its 
execution machine.

 If there is not the configuration file, 
the manufacturer must preview the 
assembly of a configuration dialog. 
It is generated a message signa-
ling “external device ready” for 
middleware containing a note for 
the XML file configuration. If the 
external device is already configu-
red, the system moves to the state 
of service interactive communica-
tions started. Otherwise, it must 
be provide a manual configuration, 
which should be available a gra-
phical interface for the user, throu-
gh configuration dialogs.

Conclusion
The interactivity channel specifica-
tions of SBTVD allow the use of se-
veral data communication technolo-
gies. The technology to be adopted 
should be adequate for each locali-
ty and depends on the availability of 
access networks.  The conception 
of digital receivers and the external 
devices allows easy upgrade and 
standardization of new interfaces 
between them, in order to enable 
the adoption of future communi-
cations technologies appropriate to 
the interactivity of the SBTVD.

Technical SBTVD standards expan-
ded the technologies provided in 
the ARIB normative structure, with 
great emphasis given to the wire-
less communication technologies. 
These technologies, which allow 
the connection to the Internet, 
tend to dominate this decade, as 
has occurred with the introduction 
of cellular telephony that, in short 
time, overcome the number of fi-
xed phones.

Figure 3 illustrates a modular organization possible for the implementation of interactivity service 
to be used in the SBTVD receiver.

Table 2 – Protocols for diffusion and interactivity channel

Figure 4: External device configuration

Figure 5: Flowchart of the interactivity channel configuration

Learn
The digital TV standards are accessible free by site www.abnt.org.br/tvdigital.

To learn more about the interactivity channel, search for the Standard:

ABNT NBR 15607-1: Digital Terrestrial Television – Interactivity Channel - Part 1: 
Protocols, physical interfaces and software interfaces.
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SET

SET – “Sociedade Brasileira de Engenharia 
de Televisão” (Brazilian Society of Television 
Engineering), was created in 1988, to meet 

a specific demand: to help Brazilian broadcaster to 
constantly improve the quality. This proposal deter-
mines all the SET action.

Fortunately, in recent years, the TV technology has 
evolved exponentially. To overcome the multitude of 
technological challenges, the Brazilian broadcasters 
joined and elected the SET as a meeting point, inte-
gration, training and exchange of experiences.

Thus, already in 1989, SET formed the first stu-
dies group to propose upgrading of the Pal-M 
standard. Then from 1995, SET, with several 
partnerships, gave its most significant collabora-
tion of Brazilian broadcasting technology by co-
ordinating studies, tests, reports, assessments, 
presentations, seminars and publications about 
the digital terrestrial television system. The re-
sult of those actions contributed to the Brazilian 
government counted on structured information 
and decided which system would be adopted  
by Brazil.

This became possible because, in order to diversity, 
SET accepts as members students, professionals 
and businesses. With this mixture there is a wealth 
of aggregated perceptions, as gathered people en-
tity government, research, education, broadcasting, 
production, movies, industry ... Today there are 500 
members between individuals and corporations.

The plan of SET board, consisting of 98 members, 
is to increase the number of members approaching 
it more from the Academy. Thus, the congress pro-
moted by the society will be increasingly robust. The 
first national meeting, promoted in 1988, was the 
Technology Seminar, attended by 300 participants, 
10 speakers and 8 sessions. In its last two editions 
(2008 and 2009), SET Congress, always held in 
August, attended by over 1400 subscribers - many 
Latin Americans - 180 speakers, 45 sessions and 
products and services exhibition of 200 companies 
visited by 10.000 people.

SET doesn’t promote just the annual event. It also 
performs rounds in Brazil attending several re-
gions. Since 1997, there were 29 seminars, with 
presentations of technology applied and more 
than 4.000 shares.

WhAT IS SET
by Alberto Deodato Seda Paduan*

In international area, Latin and South America are 
focuses of continuous attention of SET, which invi-
tes representatives of these regions for your annual 
congress and the Brazilian room at NAB.  SET has 
participated in events in Chile, Argentina, Peru, Bo-
livia and Colombia.

The society’s international première was in 1991, 
in Las Vegas, USA, when 30 of its members parti-
cipated in the largest global broadcasters - the NAB 
Exhibition and congress. 

Currently, is from Brazil the largest foreign delegation 
visiting the NAB – about 1.300 people attended in 
2008 and 2009.  The entity coordinates, together 
with SINDVEL - Sindicato do Vale da Eletrônica de 
Santa Rita do Sapucaí - MG, (Santa Rita do Sapucaí 
Electronic Valley - MG), and APEX - Agência de Pro-
moção às Exportações (Export Promotion Agency),  
brazilian Pavilion at  NAB.

SET has expanded its international presence in 2008 
when promoted for the first time, a breakfast in 
Amsterdam, Netherlands. In it, 40 Brazilians heard 
lectures of renowned researchers and executives of 
large companies and participated in the largest Eu-
ropean broadcasting event - the exhibition and IBC 
Congress. The event was repeated with the biggest 
quorum in 2009 and is already on the guidelines ho-
ping success in 2010.

The organization complements its performance 
through publications. The Revista da SET, publi-

shed since 1989, provides reports, articles and 
news. In its pages, today, there are interesting 
stories and a timeline of technologies evolution, 
services, products, companies and sector profes-
sionals, and always impeccable in respect to the 
presents and perfection editorial.

It is other publication - since March, 1999. There are 
now 50 issues – it is the SET NEWS, which set up 
strong integration and communication among mem-
bers, deserving the same attributed adjectives to the 
Revista da SET.

To meet a specific demand brought by SET Con-
gress, was established in 2005, the Revista da 
Radiodifusão (The broadcasting Magazine), which 
publishes academic and scientific papers presented 
at these events.

Visit the SET site – www.set.com.br - There are more 
than 1.000 presentations about broadcasting tech-
nology, glossary, news, SET event calendars, affilia-
ted enterprises, directory of products and services 
suppliers and much more.

However, the most interesting about SET is that there 
are much more activities to be performed and like all 
of them are developed on the project concepts, we 
are open and interested in receiving your sugges-
tions. Send them to set@set.com.br

*Alberto Deodato Seda Paduan is Project Supervisor of TV 
Cultura, from São Paulo, and AdesedA - Consultoria, Projetos 
e Instalações (Consulting, Projects and Facilities) director - 
adeseda@uol.com.br
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GALLERy FOuNDERS:
AMPEX – CERTAME – EPTV/CAMPINAS – GLOBOTEC – JVC/TECNOVÍDEO – LINEAR – LYS ELETRONIC
PHASE – PLANTE – RBSTV – REDE GLOBO – REDE MANCHETE – SONY – TEKTRONIX - TELAVO

REVISTA DA SET
SET - SOCIEDADE BRASILEIRA DE ENGENhARIA DE TV (Brazilian Society of Television Engineering), is a non-profit association, nationwide, which aims the diffusion, expansion 
and improvement of technical, operational and scientific knowledge relative to the television and telecommunications engineering. For this, promotes seminars, conferences, courses, 
teleconferences and exhibition of equipment, besides to edit technical publications driving at the exchange and dissemination of new technologies.
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